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Abstract
The advent of Deep Learning has revolutionized the whole discipline of machine learning,
heavily impacting fields such as Computer Vision, Natural Language Processing, and other
domains of computer science concerned with the processing of raw inputs. Nonetheless, Deep
Networks are still difficult to interpret, and their inference process is all but transparent to the
end-user. Moreover, there are still challenging tasks for Deep Networks: contexts where the
success depends on structured knowledge that can not be easily provided to the networks in a
standardized way.
In this thesis, we aim to investigate the behavior of Deep Networks, assessing whether
they are capable of learning complex concepts such as rules and constraints without explicit
information, and then how to improve them by providing such symbolic knowledge in a general
and modular way.
We start by addressing two tasks: learning the rule of a game, Nine Men’s Morris, and
learning to construct the solution to Constraint Satisfaction Problems. We provide the networks
only with examples of moves of the game and possible variables assignments, without encoding
any information regarding the task nor as input nor in the networks’ architecture. We observe
that the networks are capable of learning to play by the rules and to make feasible assignments
in the CSPs.
Then, we move to Argument Mining, a complex NLP task which consists of finding the
argumentative elements in a document and identifying their relationships. We deeply analyze
Neural Attention, a mechanism widely used in NLP to improve networks’ performance and
interpretability, providing a taxonomy of its implementations. We exploit such a method to train
an ensemble of deep residual networks and test them on four different corpora for Argument
Mining. Our approach obtains satisfactory results, reaching or advancing the state of the art in
most of the datasets we considered for this study.
Finally, we realize the first implementation of neural-symbolic argument mining. We use
the Logic Tensor Networks framework to introduce logic rules during the training process and
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In the last decade, Deep Networks (DNs) have become a standard tool for machine learning
tasks, and Deep Learning (DL) has spread in every domain and task. Experimental studies
indicate that such approaches seem to have the ability to create representations at different
levels of abstraction in each of their layers, reaching high-level representations before the
output [94]. This has been a crucial characteristic for tasks that must be performed on data with
a low level of abstraction, such as the pixels of an image or sub-symbolic representation of
words. Indeed, DNs have completely overtaken some research fields, replacing more traditional
Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques based on symbolic approaches, which were not capable
of elaborating effectively such raw inputs [174].
But despite their impressive performance, DNs are still at the center of a debate, largely
due to problems related to their interpretation. With the spread of AI in every aspect of
everyday life, the public debate regarding how much an AI can be trusted has evolved, and the
need to regulate their application and development has produced new requirements. For this
reason, explainability has quickly become one of the most desired characteristics for modern
AI systems, a requirement that clashes with the connectivist nature of neural networks [99].
Moreover, the fact that DNs are not naturally fit to perform formal reasoning limits their domain
of application.
There are domains where the desired behavior of an AI is given by high-level concepts:
rules and constraints involving multiple entities that are given to the networks as input, either
simultaneously or sequentially. These tasks usually require reasoning and/or access to a
knowledge base that contains the rules of the domain in a formal representation.
One such example can be seen in the domain of games, where an AI must attempt to reach
an objective (usually, obtaining a victory), behaving however in a manner which does not
violate the rules of the game. These rules may be the same for both players, be applied in
every entity of the game, and hold for the whole game, as in the game Othello. But in more
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complex cases, different rules may be applied to different elements of the game, as in Chess,
or in different phases of the game, as in Nine Men’s Morris. Typically, when DNs are used to
play games, they are part of a more complex system that performs reasoning and prevents the
network to take a decision that would go against the rules of the game.
Another domain where DNs have yet to see a large scale application, are Constraint
Satisfaction Problems (CSPs). The creation of a solution for a CSPs usally requires knowing
the specific constraints of the problem as well as the ability to reason about the links between
different variables and their values. The task becomes even more complicated when there are
soft constraints that make some solutions more desirable, especially in settings where they are
not explicit.
Obviously, in real-world applications, it is fundamental to impose restrictions on the
behavior of DNs, so that they do not violate rules or constraints. But investigating the ability of
DNs to perform similar complex tasks without having access to formal knowledge about the
domain might provide insights on their internal functioning and how they can be exploited in
more complex systems.
This argument can be extended beyond the topic of rules and can be applied to knowledge
in general. One domain where reasoning, knowledge representation, and numeric methods
are linked is Argument Mining (AM) [27, 140, 159]. On one hand, computational argumen-
tation [14, 212] is a well-known method of monotonic reasoning, that is used to represent
knowledge. On the other hand, argumentation is a natural human activity, linked to the
domain of Natural Language Processing, a domain where DNs have achieved remarkable
results [206, 285]. AM is a branch of Natural Language Processing (NLP) that aims to find
the argumentation present in speeches or written texts, through the identification and classifi-
cation of argumentative entities and the relationships between them. The initial focus on the
development of hand-crafted tailored features, built on specific models and datasets, is now
leaving space for the use of modern neural architectures, already widely applied in NLP [285].
However, while such methods improve the generality of the approach and can result in bet-
ter performance, they do not allow to enforce desired properties and to investigate the final
behavior.
It is reasonable to believe that this research field would greatly benefit from a system capable
of exploiting the ability of DNs to operate on low-level data, as well as a symbolic reasoning
system capable of guiding, constraining, and validating the prediction of the networks. In
the last years, the interest in neural-symbolic solutions has led to the development of many
techniques and frameworks that aims to achieve this result. So far, the application to NLP has
been scarce, and no attempt to use them for AM has been carried on yet.
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1.1 Contribution
In the first part of this thesis, we explore the abilities of DNs in environments that are challenging
due to the presence of complex constraints and rules. We train a system of DNs in a supervised
fashion firstly to play a game and then to solve a CSP. In the first case, the networks are not
provided with any information regarding the rules of the game, but they are simply trained
to emulate the moves of an expert player. In the second experiment, the networks are trained
to construct the solution of a CSP, emulating the construction of some specific solution. No
information regarding the constraints of the problem or any other characteristic of the domain
is provided. In both cases the networks are trained to emulate, but they are tested on whether
they have learned to provide a prediction that does not violate the rules of the game or the
constraints of the problem.
In the second part of the thesis, the task of Argument Mining is addressed. Firstly we
approach the problem with a setting similar to the one used for the game and the CSP. The
network is not provided with any information regarding the argumentative structure of the
documents, and instead it is asked to simply classify two components and their relationship.
We have additionally decided to avoid the use of most of the features that are usually exploited
in this field. Instead, we have chosen to rely only on a sub-symbolic representation of the
sentences and information regarding their distance. Finally, we face the problem of neural-
symbolic argument mining, presenting examples of realization and conducting experimentation
with the Logic Tensor Networks framework.
The domain of DNs is vast and in continuous evolution, with the constant development of
new models and techniques. We have decided to focus on a specific type of DNs, Residual
Networks (ResNets), since they have reached remarkable results in the field of NLP [19, 46],
and they are designed to speed up the computation time, therefore they do require fewer
computational resources compared to other architectural models.
The contribution of this thesis can be summarized as follows:
• We investigate the ability of Residual Networks to perform complex tasks without having
access to contextual structured information. These investigations are carried on in three
different domains characterized by the presence of rules and constraints: board games,
CSPs, and Argument Mining.
• We propose to integrate DL and Reasoning techniques for the task of AM. We provide ex-
amples of possible frameworks and techniques that can be used and we offer experimental
results obtained using the Logic Tensor Networks framework [59, 60, 228, 229].
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1.2 Outline
Since the content of this thesis covers multiple topics, which range from game playing, solving
constraint satisfaction problems, and Natural Language Processing, it would be confusing
to offer a single “related works” section. Instead, we have decided to provide the proper
background in every chapter, following the natural flow of the research.
Part I of this thesis presents the investigation of DNs. Chapter 2 and 3 report the results
obtained respectively in the domain of board games and CSPs. Chapter 4 concludes this first
part and paves the way for the next one.
In Part II we dive into the core of this research. Chapter 5 covers the domain of Argument
Mining, providing information on the available resources and information regarding the current
state-of-the-art. Chapter 6 provides background information regarding Neural Attention, a
widely used technique that provides both an improvement in the performance of DNs and the
possibility of getting insights regarding the behavior of the networks. Chapter 7 consist of
experimentation on the use of attention-based feature-agnostic DNs on challenging datasets.
In Part III we face the challenge of neural-symbolic argument mining. Chaper 8 analyzes
possible solutions for the integration of DL and reasoning techniques, while Chapter 9 present
the first application of these techniques to this task.
Finally, Part IV concludes the thesis, summarizing our findings and outlining future works
and research directions.
Part I
Deep Learning when Rules Matter

Chapter 2
Learning to Play Nine Men’s Morris
Deep networks have been successfully applied to a wide range of tasks in artificial intelligence,
and game playing is certainly not an exception. In this chapter, we present an experimental
study to assess whether purely sub-symbolic systems, such as deep networks, are capable of
learning to play by the rules, without any a-priori knowledge neither of the game, nor of its
rules, but only by observing the matches played by another player. Similar problems arise
in many other application domains, where the goal is to learn rules, policies, behaviours, or
decisions, simply by the observation of the dynamics of a system. We present a case study
conducted with residual networks on the popular board game of Nine Men’s Morris, showing
that this kind of sub-symbolic architecture is capable of correctly discriminating legal from
illegal decisions, just from the observation of past matches of a single player. The content of
this chapter is largely based on the work presented in Chesani et al. [36].
2.1 Introduction
Game playing has been the source of inspiration and the testbed for many advancements and
discoveries in Artificial Intelligence (AI). In the last decade, neural networks and especially deep
learning techniques [142] have brought a revolution within AI and games. The application of
deep reinforcement learning techniques to the development of agents playing Atari video-games
has been one of the most successful deep learning stories [188]. The design of AlphaGo [235,
236], a computer system capable of beating several Go world champions1 has become a
milestone in the history of AI.
The development of AI techniques for game playing has long known the traditional di-
chotomy between symbolic and sub-symbolic approaches [57]. Symbolic frameworks are
1https://deepmind.com/research/alphago/.
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based on an explicit and formal representation of the domain (often in a human understandable
way) like, for example, in the form of logic facts and rules. Background knowledge can be
encoded in the system, and reasoning techniques can exploit it to derive additional information
and take decisions: a characterizing aspect is that the reasoning is performed at the level of
symbols. Sub-symbolic (also named connectionist) approaches consider instead reasoning as
the result of the computation of a network of simple processing devices, without the need of
explicitly representing knowledge through symbols. One major example of this class of models
is clearly given by artificial neural networks. In game playing, both symbolic and sub-symbolic
approaches have historically been widely applied.
A great research effort has been put on learning strategies for winning games: the majority
of the approaches takes as granted the game rules, often expressed in some formal description
language. Trying to learn game playing without any kind of external hint of which are the
actual game rules, instead, has rarely been addressed in the literature of AI in games. Arthur
Samuel, in his seminal paper in 1959 on the application of machine learning techniques to the
game of checkers [223], stated:
“The rules of the activity must be definite and they should be known. Games satisfy
this requirement. Unfortunately, many problems of economic importance do not.
While in principle the determination of the rules can be a part of the learning
process, this is a complication which might well be left until later.”
Even the most recent applications to game playing, such as AlphaGo, or the system developed by
Clark and Storkey [39], although heavily relying on the computational power of deep networks,
still encode either in the network architecture or in the input features some information about
the rules.
In this work, we want to assess whether a deep learning approach can be exploited to learn
to play by the rules a board game without any symbolic, background knowledge about the
game rules. We consider as a case study Nine Men’s Morris, a popular board game whose state
space is not huge with respect to other games of the same kind. However, the complexity of the
rules to be learned, and the large number of possible decisions to be taken by a player, make
such a game a challenging benchmark.
Our main goal is not to be seen in terms of learning winning strategies, but rather in terms
of learning legal moves. To this end, we have constructed a dataset of game states and possible
legal moves, by observing the behavior of an AI player based on a symbolic approach. Such a
dataset has been exploited to train a neural network system named Neural Nine Men’s Morris
(NNMM), based on residual networks [107]. For these reasons, we do not aim at comparing
against any other system that exploits some (even partially) symbolic approach.
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NNMM has been evaluated in terms of (percentage of) suggested legal moves, resulting
in very good performance: in almost the totality of the cases the network suggests, as a first
choice, a legal move. Moreover, we have also evaluated, through a quantitative analysis, the
“level” of legality expressed by our network over the first N suggested decisions i.e., how much
the networks are able to exhibit a compliant behavior with respect to the game rules. Again,
results show that the presented approach is highly effective.
Natural extensions of this kind of analysis could be provided in other domains, such as
decision making [122], anomaly detection [31], process mining [261]: when rules cannot be
clearly identified or stated, a learning approach to compliance, based on observed behavior,
could be an interesting alternative. Clearly, games represent the ideal scenario to first test our
idea, as they provide frameworks where game rules are clearly defined and it is easy to check
the legality of decisions.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2.2 we briefly revise the game rules, whereas
in Section 2.3 we describe how we modeled the game, and which neural networks have been
used in our experiments. In Section 2.4 we present the dataset built for our purposes, while
Section 2.5 will report the experimental results. Section 2.6 will discuss related works, and
finally Section 2.7 will conclude the paper.
2.2 Nine Men’s Morris
Nine Men’s Morris, also known as Mill Game, Merrils, or Cowboy Checkers, is a perfect-
information strategy board game for two players. It is a very ancient game, dating back circa
1,400 B.C. [11], but still very popular in many countries around the world. This game has long
been analyzed from the point of view of AI and game theory, and its solution has been proven
to be a draw [84]. Recently, theoretical results have been found for ultra-strong and extended
solutions [89].
There exist several game variants that differ for either the game board or for the rules. We
hereby briefly describe the most common setting, that has been used in our experiments. The
game board, depicted in Figure 2.1, consists in three concentric squares and four segments
which connect the midpoints of the sides of the squares. The intersections of two or more
lines create a grid of 24 points where checkers can be placed. Each player has nine checkers
(also called stones or men). The game proceeds through three different phases, that define
the allowed moves: (1) starting from an empty board, players alternately place a stone on an
empty position; (2) when both players have placed all their stones, they must slide a checker
along a line to a nearby empty position; (3) if a player remains with only three stones, then the
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Figure 2.1: Nine Men’s Morris game board (left) and its symmetry axes (right).
constraint to move to an adjacent position is removed: checkers can be moved to any empty
position in the board (the checker can “fly” or “jump”) .
When a player succeeds in aligning three checkers along a line (“closing a mill”), he/she
removes an opponent’s checker from the board among those checkers not belonging to any
mill.2 The removed checker is said to be “eaten” or “captured”.
The game ends when one of these conditions occurs: (i) player A removes seven stones
of player B, thus leaving B with less than three stones (A wins); (ii) player A cannot make
any legal move (A loses); (iii) a configuration of the board is repeated (draw).3 Whereas the
first two ending conditions can be detected by observing the game state, recognizing the third
condition requires to keep track of the game history.
If we take into account only the game states during phases (2) and (3), each of the 24 cells
of the board can be either occupied by a white checker, or by a black checker, or it can be empty.
Thus, an upper bound for the number of possible states is 324, that is approximately 2.8×1011.
However, there are further constraints that limit the number of possible states: for example,
if a player has closed a mill, the opponent cannot have all the 9 checkers on the board. If
board symmetries are considered too, it can be shown that the game has 7,673,759,269 possible
states in phase (2) and phase (3) [84]. The number of possible game configurations is thus not
dramatically huge: as a comparison, consider that the chess game allows between 1043 and
1050 different configurations [5].
The number of moves that a player can do is quite large. In the most general case, the player
faces three decisions: the checker to move, where to place it and which adversary’s stone to
remove. As explained later in Section 2.3.1, these decisions can lead to a quite large number of
alternative moves.
Summing up, the game enjoys the following characteristics:
2In the case that all the opponent’s checkers are aligned in at least one mill, one aligned checker is
allowed to be removed. If two mills are closed at the same time, still only one checker can be removed.
3Repetitions can happen only during phases (2) and (3).
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1. Symbolic approaches have been proven to successfully solve and play it. Therefore is a
well-known case of study and we can rely on background knowledge.
2. The dimension and complexity of the state space is not huge: as a consequence, the
process of training a sub-symbolic approach does not require excessive resources in
terms of time and hardware.
3. The choice of a move implies several decisions, and a legal move must satisfy constraints
that affect both the single decisions and the move as a whole. As a consequence,
the dimension of the space of legal moves is relatively small, when compared to the
dimension of the space of possible moves, thus making the selection of legal moves a
difficult and interesting problem (see Section 2.5.1 for details).
For these reasons, the Nine Men’s Morris game represents a challenging case study for assessing
whether a sub-symbolic system is capable of learning to play by the rules.
2.3 System Architecture
In this section we describe how we represent the game, and which architectures have been
selected for the neural networks trained to play the game.
2.3.1 Game Modeling
The state of the game consists of four pieces of information: the board configuration and, for
each player, the number of checkers he/she still has in his hand, the number of checkers that
he/she has on the board and the phase of the game in which he/she is. The last two pieces of
information can be deducted from the first two. The number of checkers in the hands of each
player can obviously be represented with two numbers, each of which can assume values from
0 to 9. For the game board, several different representations could be chosen, by exploiting a
one-dimensional array, a two-dimensional matrix, or a three-dimensional cube. For the sake of
simplicity, we just used the most straightforward implementation, that is a plain enumeration of
the board cells coded into a one-dimensional array (the i-th element of the array representing
the i-th cell in the enumeration). Each cell can be occupied either by a white checker, or by a
black checker, or it can empty. We can easily represent such configurations with three different
values.
A move consists of three distinct pieces of information:
TO: In every game phase, a checker is always placed somewhere. This will be either a newly
introduced one during phase 1, or a checker that is already present in the board during phases
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2 and 3. We name this information “TO”. It can assume 24 possible values (the cells of the
board).
REMOVE: If placing the checker causes the closing of a mill, another information that must
be encoded in the move is the adversarial checker to be removed. We name this information
“REMOVE” and it can assume 25 possible values: the 24 cells of the board plus the none value,
in the case that the move implies no removal. During a single match, the maximum number of
moves which imply a removal is 13, that is 7 by the winner and 6 by the loser.
FROM: During phases 2 and 3, the checker is moved from one position to another, so we
have to encode also the initial position. We name this information “FROM”. Therefore, it can
assume 25 possible values: the 24 cells of the board plus the none value, in the event that the
game is in phase 1.
Without knowing the constraints on these three information, i.e. without any knowledge
on the game’s rules, the number of possible combination, and therefore of possible moves, is
24×25×25 = 15,000. This number is quite big compared to other boardgames: for example,
in the game of Go a single decision has to be taken (19×19 = 361 positions on the board),
while in the game of chess two decisions have to be taken4 (initial and final positions of the
moving piece – 64×64 = 4,096 possible couples of positions).
2.3.2 Neural Nine Men’s Morris (NNMM)
Our system thus consists of three different neural networks, each predicting one part of the
move (TO, REMOVE, FROM). We model the problem as a collection of three supervised
learning tasks, where the target of each task is the partial decision to be taken by the player at a
given board configuration. The output size of the TO network is 24 neurons, which represent
the possible positions on the board. The REMOVE and FROM networks, instead, will also
have an additional special output neuron (thus 25 output neurons) encoding the case in which
no checker has to be moved or eaten, respectively. For this reason, we also let the TO network
have 25 output neurons (with one extra neuron that is never used) so that the three networks
have identical architectures. Any network will then provide a single position value among 25
possible ones. Note that exploiting a single neural network would have produced a number of
output classes (all the possible moves) equal to 15,000 (see Section 2.3.1), which would have
made the training almost unfeasible.
Features have been represented with a binary encoding, thus exploiting different bits to
represent different possible values of the game state variables. The feature vector thus composed
is described in Table 2.1. It simply consists of the board configuration and the number of
4The castling move can be indicated with the coordinates of the king involved. We are not taking
into account the decision involved into promotion.
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Table 2.1: Input features for the three networks in NNMM.
Feature Bits Description
Player’s board 24 Position of player’s checker on the board
Adversary’s board 24 Position of adversary’s checker on the board
Empty board 24 Empty position
Player’s hand 9 The number of checkers in player’s hand
Adversary’s hand 9 The number of checkers in adversary’s hand
First network choicea 25 Decision taken by the first network of the system
Second network choiceb 25 Decision taken by the second network of the system
a Present only in the second and third networks
b Present only in the third network
checkers in hand for each player. In fact, the three networks operate in cascade, providing the
positions chosen by the former ones as input to the latter ones. Since the output of each network
is independent from the decision it has to make, its input/output structure of each network only
depends on its position in the architecture. Since the decisions to be taken by the networks
are clearly strongly correlated, exploiting independent networks rather than a cascade model,
thus taking the three decisions (TO, FROM, REMOVE) independently one from the other,
would have certainly lead to worse performance. Figure 2.3 illustrates the overall architecture
of the system, which we name Neural Nine Men’s Morris (NNMM), when the cascade of the
three networks is in the order TO-FROM-REMOVE (TFR). In Section 3.3 we investigate also
different arrangements of the networks, and evaluate through experiments their performance.
We hereby underline the fact that, at this point, no choice has been made on the internal neural
network used for each step.
Finally, we remark that, for any game state, there are legality constraints both on the choices
of each of the three networks, but also on the whole move. That is, the legality of the parts does
not guarantee the legality of the full move.
Although the chosen network architecture may look specifically tailored for Nine Men’s
Morris, its cascade structure (where the decision on the n-th part of the move depends on the
first n− 1) easily allows to generalize it to other board games. More precisely, it could be
immediately applied to any board game where one has to choose a piece to move (FROM), a
position where to place it (TO) and possibly also an opponent’s piece to remove (REMOVE).
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2.3.3 Residual Networks
A preliminary experimental study was conducted to choose the architecture for this case of
study and to tune its parameters. As a result, we decided to adopt residual networks, which had
achieved the best performance. We hereby describe the final system that will be adopted in the
experimental evaluation.
Residual networks [107, 108] are a family of deep neural networks that achieved outstanding
results in many machine learning tasks, in particular in computer vision applications such
as medical imaging [287], but also natural language processing [19, 54, 263], crowd flow
prediction [292], and game playing [28].
Residual networks have been designed to address the problem of vanishing or exploding
gradient that affects most of deep neural architectures. Indeed, the use of non-linear functions
combined with the large numbers of layers may make the gradient excessively small or large,
resulting in a training process that is, respectively, ineffective or unstable.
The core idea behind residual networks, illustrated by Figure 2.2, is to create shortcuts that
link neurons belonging to distant layers, whereas standard feed-forward networks typically
link neurons belonging to subsequent layers only. This kind of architecture usually results in
a speedier training phase, and it usually allows to train networks with a very large number
of layers. The original architecture exploits convolutional layers, but it can be generalized
so as to make use of different layers, such as dense (fully-connected) layers. The motivation
behind residual networks is that if multiple non-linear layers can asymptotically approximate
a complex function H(x), they can also asymptotically approximate its residual function
F(x) = H(x)− x. The original function is therefore obtained by simply adding back the
residual value: H(x) = F(x)+ x. Further improvements, such as the use of pre-activation of
weight layers and of dropout inside the residual unit [108, 245], allow to achieve even better
results than the original model on challenging computer vision tasks. The optimization problem
results to be easier to solve with respect to traditional (non-residual) deep networks, in particular
when the number of layers increases, allowing the gradient to “flow" through the connections,
which typically lets these networks achieve better performance. A similar principle is followed
also in the design of dense and highway networks [119, 299].
All the three networks in NNMM are residual networks, and each of them presents several
blocks as that depicted in Figure 2.4. Each block follows a fully-connected layer and is made
by two sub-blocks, each consisting of a rectifier linear unit [90] pre-activation layer, a dropout
layer, and a fully-connected layer. Each network has an initial layer of 200 neurons, followed
by a set of residual units stacked one onto the other. In each residual unit, the first layer contains
300 neurons, while the second 200. TO and FROM networks have been made by 10 residual
units while REMOVE networks have been made by 30 units. Each network terminates with an
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Figure 2.2: General schema of a residual network with a single residual block with three hidden layers.
output layer made of 25 neurons, to which the softmax function is applied, so that we obtain
a probability distribution over the possible positions in the board. The total depth is thus 22
layers for the TO and FROM networks, and 62 for the REMOVE one.
2.4 Datasets
To evaluate the capability of deep networks to learn legal moves in Nine Men’s Morris, we
built a dataset of game matches to train our system. To this aim, we exploited a collection of
AI players, all based on symbolic approaches. Such systems were developed by students for
a competition within the “Foundations of Artificial Intelligence” course at the University of
Bologna. The winner of the competition was chosen as the “trainer” of our deep networks.
Thus, for each game board, the move of the trainer is used as the supervision target. This
implies that the target moves in the dataset are not optimal moves according to some criterion,
but rather good moves according to the trainer and, most importantly, they are legal moves. The
decision to use this dataset, rather than sampling from a database in which the optimal moves
are indicated, such as the one presented by Gévay and Danner [89], came from the intention to
verify if the sub-symbolic system could learn to play by the rules, by simply observing matches
played by another player.
For each state, the symmetries of the problem shown in Figure 2.1 have been exploited to
increase the number of examples. This “Matches Dataset” is composed by 1,628,673 state-
move pairs. Each state in the dataset is unique, therefore for any state only one move is present.
To generate the dataset, the symbolic trainer has played 7,244 games against itself and the
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Figure 2.3: An illustration of our NNMM system, exploiting the TO-FROM-REMOVE configuration.
Each of the three networks takes as input both the board and the decision taken from the previous
network(s) in the cascade.
Figure 2.4: Illustration of the residual network used in our experiments.
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other AI players. We let some of the games start from initial random configurations, rather
than from the conventional one (i.e., empty board and nine checkers in each player’s hand).
Some of these random states, and therefore some of the states obtained during that match, are
not reachable5 in a proper game that starts from the conventional initial state. This feature of
the dataset makes it more general for the task of learning game rules, as it limits the possible
problem of overfitting on a subset of the whole state space. At the same time, the generation
of the initial board state takes into account some characteristics of the game to ensure that the
rules of the game, and therefore that legality definition, still hold. Some of the constraints
imposed on the randomly generated configuration are: the next player to move is the white one,
each player must have at most 9 and at least 3 checkers (among the hand and the board), both
players must hold the same number of stones in their hands. With these constraints, the state of
the game will always belong to one of the three phases described in Section 2.2. Moreover, the
symbolic players used to generate the dataset have knowledge of the game rules, therefore they
are capable of making only legal decisions.
As an additional test set, a second dataset was built. It contains random game states, that
have been sampled as reachable board configurations, without any overlap with the ones present
in the matches dataset. In this way, 2,085,613 states have been gathered. We name this second
dataset “States Dataset”. Such dataset has been used only as a further test set for our system,
with the goal of evaluating the generalization capabilities of the system on generic states that
have not been reached by a match played by the NNMM’s symbolic teacher.
Both datasets are available online6. Each data point is represented as a textual string of 31,
33, or 35 characters. The first 24 characters describe the board state with a letter representing
the state of each position: empty (O), occupied by a checker of the player (M), or occupied by
an opponent one (E). The positions are represented in order as they appear from left to right and
from top to bottom. A sequence of 4 numbers completes the state representation, where the first
two numbers represent the number of checkers in the hand of the player and of their adversary,
and the last two represent the number of checkers that the players and the adversary have on
the board. A hyphen divides the game state from the move description, which is written as
pairs of letter-number coordinates; the meaning of each coordinate depends on the game phase:
the parts of the move are written (if present) in the order FROM, TO and REMOVE.
5For a reachable state we mean a state that can be reached, from the initial board configuration, with
a sequence of legal moves only.
6https://github.com/AGalassi/NNMM/tree/master/datasets
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2.5 Experiments
In this section we present our experimental results. After an analysis of the datasets, aimed to
investigate the space of legal moves, we present three different system configurations. Then,
we describe the tasks on which such systems have been tested, and we discuss the achieved
results. The source code for the replication of these experiments is available online, together
with the trained neural network models.7
2.5.1 Datasets Analysis
In order to prove that the space of legal moves is very small in comparison with the space of
possible moves, the two datasets have been analyzed, in particular measuring (1) the number of
legal moves for each state, and (2) the number of states in which a move is legal.
For both datasets the highest number of legal moves allowed by a state is 58, while the
lowest is 1. The mean number of legal moves per state is 18 for the Matches Dataset and 22 for
the States Dataset. Since our representation allows 15,000 different moves (24 × 25 × 25), the
space of legal moves is at most the 0.39% of the space of possible moves, and on average it is
less than 0.15%.
Moreover, for each of the 15,000 moves, we counted the number of states in each dataset
where such move is considered legal. On average, a move is legal in the 0.12% of the total
number of states in the Matches dataset, and in the 0.15% of the States dataset. The number
of moves which are always illegal in both datasets is 1,920, while only 32 moves are legal
in more than 10% of both datasets. There is no move which is legal in more than 13% of
either the Matches or the States datasets. These 32 moves that are more frequently legal are
all characterized by a REMOVE value of 0 (thus they do not remove any checker) and FROM
values that represent those positions of the board connected with most other positions. No
special pattern is observed in the TO values.
This analysis suggests that the problem of learning to play by the rules in Nine Men’s
Morris, without any background knowledge of the problem, is particularly challenging.
2.5.2 Setup
The Matches Dataset has been used as the development dataset. It was partitioned into a training
set, a validation set to monitor learning and to perform parameter tuning and early stopping,
and a test set to evaluate the model at the end of the training phase. The test set consisted of
10% of the whole dataset (about 163,000 pairs), while the validation set consisted in 5% of the
7https://github.com/AGalassi/NNMM
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dataset (about 81,000 pairs), leaving about 1.4 million pairs for the training set. Each network
was trained independently, using the game state and, eventually, a partial part of the move in the
dataset as inputs.8 The desired partial move played by the symbolic trainer was used as target.
The loss function chosen as the objective of training was the negative log-likelihood of the
target class, with an L1 regularization with weight 10−3. Adam [130] was used as optimizer,
with parameters b1 = 0.99 and b2 = 0.999. The initial learning rate α0 = 2× 10−3, was
progressively annealed through epochs with decay proportional to training epoch t, resulting
in a learning rate α = α01+k×t , with k = 0.01 for TO and FROM networks, and k = 0.02 for
REMOVE networks. Parameters were initialized with He initialization [106], specifically
designed for ReLU activation. We employed mini-batch optimization, with batch size equal
to 20,000. For TO and FROM networks, dropout was applied to each layer, with p = 0.1,
while it was not used for the REMOVE network. For early stopped, we used a patience value
of 50 epochs. The whole system was implemented with the Lasagne [55] and Theano [255]
frameworks.
Three different NNMM system configurations were compared, designed with different
orders in deciding move parts. We name them after the order in which the decisions are
made. The configurations are: TO-FROM-REMOVE (TFR), FROM-TO-REMOVE (FTR) and
REMOVE-FROM-TO (RFT). The first configuration (TFR) is the one which appears to be
more logical for a human player: in each phase of the game the system has to place a checker
somewhere – so that it is the first decision that has to be taken – then it decides where that
checker has to come from (to know if a mill has been closed) and if an opponent’s checker
should be removed. The second one (FTR) is an alternative to the first one, where the checker
to be moved is considered the most important decision. The last one (RFT) can be considered
as an extreme case study, as it seems illogical for a player to decide which opponent’s checker
has to be removed before even deciding which of his/her own checker should be moved and
where.
2.5.3 Tasks
The system was tested to evaluate three different aspects: (1) accuracy, that is the capability
of reproducing the same complete move of its teacher; (2) legality, that is the capability to
suggest, as the best complete move, one that respects all the game rules; (3) reliability, that
is its capability to give legal decisions a higher probability than non-legal decisions – thus,
considering not only the top-ranked decision, but also the subsequent ordering.
8Because the second and the third networks in each configuration need a partial move as input.
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The accuracy test simply measures how many times the move suggested by the sub-symbolic
system is equal to that provided by the symbolic trainer. Such a test does not give any hint about
the quality of the system, because it does not evaluate whether the outputs of the sub-symbolic
system are better or worse than the choices of the symbolic system. A high accuracy, in this
sense, is not necessary for our purpose of learning legal moves. Yet, it is a useful metric to
assess that the training phase reached a reasonable network configuration.
The legality test is the most important one for our goals, since it measures whether the
system has been able to learn to play by the rules, by counting how many times the move
suggested by the sub-symbolic system violates any of the game rules. It has been performed on
both datasets.
Finally, the reliability test moves the legality test a step further. It is designed with the
goal of assessing whether the system is able to correctly discriminate between legal and illegal
decisions, and thus if it has learned a sort of correct behaviour. To this aim, we separately
consider the ranking of the output – partial or complete – moves for each network, according to
their probability. For a partial move, we hereby mean the outcome either of the first network,
or of the first and the second networks together. If the system has correctly learned the concept
of game rules, then all the legal decisions should ideally appear before the illegal ones in such
ranking. It has been performed both on the good moves and the testing datasets. To give
a quantitative measure of this property, we build a sort of recall-precision curve as follows.
For each board configuration in the test set, we consider the output of each network in the
pipeline, ranking decisions by their probabilities, and we compute the percentage of legal
moves (precision) as the number of retrieved legal moves (recall) increases. Finally, we average
over all the states in the test set for each of the three networks separately. Clearly, for the first
two networks in the pipeline the considered decisions will be partial moves, while for the last
network these will be complete moves: each network in fact has to know the prediction of
the previous network(s) in the pipeline. In the ideal case, when all legal decisions precede
the illegal decisions, all the precision values are equal to 100%. Otherwise, if some illegal
move is ranked higher than some legal move, the precision will decrease accordingly. Table 2.2
shows an example of how such evaluation metric is computed. For the last network the recall is
thus the number of legal complete moves retrieved upon the number of existing legal complete
move, whereas its precision is the number of legal retrieved complete moves upon the total
number of retrieved complete moves. The same principle is applied to the second and first
networks, considering only the legality of the partial moves. While the definition of legal
complete move is straightforward, this is not the case for legal partial moves, which could be
subject to different interpretations. For the purpose of our tests, we have listed all the possible
legal complete moves for each state and decomposed them into partial ones, so as to define
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Table 2.2: An example of computation of the recall-precision curve. For a given board configuration,
suppose there exist only five legal decisions, namely outputs 1,7,9,5,12. For each value of N from 1 up
to 5, we thus consider the decision ranking that is necessary to retrieve N legal decisions: in this way,
for each value of N we compute recall and precision. Bold numbers represent illegal decisions.
N Decision Ranking Recall Precision
1 1 0.20 (1/5) 1.00 (1/1)
2 1,7 0.40 (2/5) 1.00 (2/2)
3 1,7,9 0.60 (3/5) 1.00 (3/3 )
4 1,7,9,0,4,5 0.80 (4/5) 0.67 (4/6)
5 1,7,9,0,4,5,12 1.00 (5/5) 0.71 (5/7)
all the legal partial moves. In the case that one network takes an illegal decision, this makes
every possible decision of the following networks illegal too. Therefore, those cases where
there is no legal decision available to a network are discarded during the reliability evaluation
of that network. Finally, note that for the FROM and REMOVE networks, we discarded the
configurations for which no checker is moved/removed, respectively.9
2.5.4 Results and Discussion
Table 2.3 reports the accuracy on the Matches Dataset of each trained network in each config-
uration (TFR-FTR-RFT), thus considering the three partial moves separately. Results show
that similar values of accuracy have been achieved on training, validation and test sets, thus
suggesting that the networks have maintained a good generalization, and that the phenomenon
of overfitting does not have a strong impact here. Figure 2.5 shows an example of learning
curve, for the TO network within the TFR configuration.
In Table 2.4, we instead report the accuracy of the three configurations over the complete
moves, highlighting the differences with respect to each phase of the game. It is interesting
to note that the values of accuracy are very similar for the three network configurations. The
game phase where the system achieves the best accuracy is phase 1.
The most impressive results have been obtained for the legality test. As depicted in Table 2.5,
the system demonstrates to have learnt to respect all the rules of the game in more than 99% of
the cases, independently from the configuration of the networks and from the dataset. To better
investigate which are the rules that are more frequently broken by our system, the legality of
partial moves has been tested too. For the TFR and FTR configurations, the mistakes mostly
regard the constraints on the REMOVE part. The RFT configuration obtains a slightly higher
9Trivially, those cases do not add information with respect to the legality test, since there is only one
legal move.
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Table 2.3: Accuracy of each network on training, validation and test sets for each of the three considered
configurations.
Configuration Move part Training Validation Test
TFR
TO 53.07% 51.77% 51.73%
FROM 90.07% 89.43% 88.97%
REMOVE 88.01% 86.54% 85.66%
FTR
TO 75.73% 73.72% 74.17%
FROM 65.00% 63.90% 63.33%
REMOVE 88.54% 86.73% 85.88%
RFT
TO 78.20% 76.40% 76.75%
FROM 68.92% 68.38% 67.94%
REMOVE 81.27% 80.25% 79.45%


























Figure 2.5: Learning curve of the TO network in the TFR configuration.
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Table 2.4: NNMM accuracy test result.
Configuration All phases Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3
TFR 37.20% 47.91% 36.27% 29.19%
FTR 38.13% 49.28% 37.75% 27.58%
RFT 37.52% 48.70% 37.31% 26.33%
Table 2.5: NNMM legality test results.
Config. Dataset Whole move TO FROM REMOVE
TFR
Matches 99.53% 99.94% 99.96% 99.62%
States 99.53% 99.93% 99.96% 99.71%
FTR
Matches 99.53% 99.98% 100.00% 99.63%
States 99.56% 99.98% 100.00% 99.73%
RFT
Matches 99.25% 99.91% 100.00% 99.86%
States 99.19% 99.89% 100.00% 99.85%
legality percentage for the REMOVE network, which suggests that in that case the constraints
which are more often broken regard the whole move.
The reliability test has confirmed that the system is able to differentiate between legal and
illegal decision, holding very high average precision values for all the values of recall. As
illustrated in Figure 2.6, the results on the two datasets are similar, which confirms that the
system has learnt to generalize well on previously unseen data. The FTR configuration is the
best setting: all the networks maintain a precision of about 99% for all recall percentages (note
that the y-axis in the plots in Figure 2.6 starts at 0.9). The TFR configuration performs well for
the second and third network, while the first one slightly loses accuracy as the recall increases.
The RFT configuration not surprisingly results to be the worst (as it is difficult to first decide a
checker to remove, before deciding which checker to move, and where), but still mantaining a
92% precision at 100% of recall on the States dataset.
2.6 Related Work
Gasser [84] solve the game of Nine Men’s Morris exploiting brute-force approaches, demon-
strating that its solution is a draw. The study of the game has been pushed forward by Gévay
and Danner [89], who have found the “extended strong solution” and the “ultrastrong solution”.
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Figure 2.6: Reliability of NNMM in each configuration (top to bottom: TFR, FTR, RFT), reporting
precision of retrieved legal moves as a function of the recall of retrieved legal moves. Left/right charts
refer to the Matches/States Datasets, respectively. Note that y-axis starts at 0.9.
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The former is the computation of the game-theoretic values of all the game states that could be
reached in a match if the players have less than 9 checkers to place. The latter is the definition
of a strategy that, against a fallible opponent, increases the chances to achieve a result which is
better than the theoretic one. Even though these studies may have paved the way to our work,
their purpose was very different from ours: their objective was to find optimal solutions to the
game, whereas our focus has been on creating a system able to learn the game rules.
Game playing is a whole research field in AI, and a review of the many approaches available
in the literature is out of the scope of this paper. The interested reader can refer to Yannakakis
and Togelius [283] for a panorama of the main AI techniques. In such a context, our paper
could be classified as an instance of behavioural learning of Non-Playing-Characters. Usually,
reinforcement learning techniques or evolutionary computation are used to this end. This
thematic is addressed by Muñoz-Avila et al. [192].
A main characteristic of our approach is that only sub-symbolic techniques are exploited.
Systems which used combinations of sub-symbolic knowledge (acquired through learning) and
symbolic knowledge (encoded into the system itself) have been proven extremely successful in
playing many different games. Backgammon, Chess, Checkers and Go are only few notable
examples of the games which have been addressed with combination of artificial neural net-
works and symbolic techniques, resulting in artificial players capable of playing a specific game
achieving very good results. Among the many, we can cite the following works: Chellapilla and
Fogel [33], David et al. [49], Lai [135], Silver et al. [235], Tesauro [254]. Yet, such approaches
do not use neural networks directly to decide the move to be played, but rather to rank a list of
moves that are typically generated by some symbolic approach (and, thus, which are certainly
legal).
Recent works that instead employ deep networks for game playing, such as AlphaGo
Fan/Lee [235], AlphaGo Zero [236], or the system developed by Clark and Storkey [39],
consider only legal moves, by forcing to zero all the illegal options in the last network weight
layer before softmax or by excluding illegal moves during a symbolic exploration phase. Among
the many features pre-processed and given as input to AlphaGo Fan/Lee’s neural networks,
there are the characteristics of the status of each intersection of the Go board: liberties, legality,
stone color, number of opponent and own stones that would be captured, and whether the
move is a part of a ladder escape or capture. AlphaGo Zero, instead, uses only the last board
configurations and players’ choices as features. For the former, the game symmetries are
handled by giving as input to the networks a mini-batch of all the symmetric states, so that
they can be computed in parallel, while the latter is trained with a dataset which is augmented
considering the symmetries, in a similar fashion to our work.
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Another famous application of deep networks to game playing was given in Mnih et al.
[188], where a reinforcement learning approach was undertaken to train a system to play Atari
videogames, using only information of raw pixels in input, thus having no a priori knowledge
of the game. Such a work, yet, does not have to deal with the concept of legal move.
An orthogonal approach with respect to our work has been investigated in the General
Game Playing (GGP) competition [86]. Instead of creating a player specialized in a single
game, the GGP problem consists in creating a system able to play any kind of game, given
its rules. Within this context, rules are thus explicit knowledge that systems receive as input,
represented in an appropriate language called Game Description Language. The competition is
held once a year, since 2005, and it provides a benchmark for general approaches to AI and
games. Even if many participants to this challenge rely only on symbolic techniques, some
notable systems which combine symbolic and sub-symbolic techniques have been among the
participants. For example, we cite the work of Reisinger et al. [217], where neuro-evolution
is exploited to learn a game strategy. Although GGP considers the game rules as a known
input, and asks participants to learn game strategies, it can be considered a very interesting
point to further investigate the generality of our approach. For example, in the context of
GGP, Björnsson [20] present a symbolic algorithm capable of learning the rules of a simplified
boardgame from a dataset of matches. The dataset used for the training phase is made by game
states and a non-exhaustive list of legal moves. Despite this similarity, Nine Men’s Morris does
not meet the definition of “simplified boardgame”, thus making it unfeasible to apply such a
solution to our case study.
In this work we used as training set a collection of (only) legal moves: in other words, we
provided to the neural network only “positive” examples. Other approaches instead require
both positive and negative examples, that is also a collection of illegal decisions. For example,
in [191], variant chess rules are learned as extended logic programming theories from both
positive and negative examples, background knowledge and by applying theory revision.
Although being a very interesting approach, the need for both types of examples might be
not feasible in a number of domains, were only observations of correct system dynamics are
available. This is a common situation in fields like, for example, process mining, anomaly
detection, human behaviour simulation and profiling.
Finally, it is relevant to underline that many other models of artificial neural networks exist,
and thus different system architectures could be employed, possibly leading to better results.
Stochastic depth networks [118] randomly drop layers during training, allowing to greatly
increase the depth of the networks. Since we modeled the move as a sequence of decisions,
Recurrent Neural Networks [276] could also be a useful alternative architecture, as they are
usually applied for the classification of data sequences (e.g., in speech recognition tasks). Dense
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networks [119] exploit the same intuition of residual networks, creating shortcuts between
layers at different depth, and concatenating the outputs instead of summing them. A deeper
investigation of different neural network architectures and training techniques applied to our
context could be the subject for future works.
2.7 Discussion
Deep learning methods are widely employed in game playing. In the work presented so far the
aim was to analyze whether such sub-symbolic systems are capable of learning to play a game
by the rules just by observing a single player matches, without the need to explicitly model
or encode any background knowledge of the game within the architecture of the network, nor
providing any information about legality during the supervised training. Our analysis exploits
residual networks, a particular type of deep networks specifically designed to learn models
with many layers. Experimental results show that such systems are capable not only to suggest
legal decision as best choices, but also of preferring legal decisions to illegal ones. Clearly,
the chosen architecture and move encoding strongly affect the percentage of both possible and
legal moves. Yet, it is worth remarking that, in the general case, it is not always possible to
define an encoding that discards a priori illegal moves: in many board games, in fact, such as
Nine Men’s Morris but also chess or checkers, the legality of the move depends on the game
status. In addition, looking forward beyond games, there are many applicative scenarios in the
context of behavior compliance where it is just not possible to define in advance the concept
of legality, and thus it certainly cannot be encoded within the move modeling. The proposed
architecture is general enough to be employed with any board game where checkers are moved
from a position to another, and opponent checkers are removed. Checkers and chess are other
examples of such games. Thus, the impact of this kind of result goes beyond the application to
game playing, opening the doors to the application of deep networks in many contexts where




Learning to Solve Constraint Satisfaction
Problems
The encouraging results obtained in the previous Chapter make us wonder whether it is possible
to extend our method to other domains. We can interpret the problem of choosing a legal move
in a board game as a combinatorial problem, where the rules of the game act as constraint. We
have therefore decided to apply our method to the domain of Constraint Satisfaction Problems
(CSPs). In this Chapter, we probe whether a DNN can learn how to construct solutions of
a CSP, without any explicit symbolic information about the problem constraints. We train a
DNN to extend a feasible solution by making a single, globally consistent, variable assignment.
The training is done over intermediate steps of the construction of feasible solutions. From a
scientific standpoint, we are interested in establishing whether a DNN can learn the structure of
a combinatorial problem, even when trained on (arbitrarily chosen) construction sequences of
feasible solutions. In practice, the network could also be used to guide a search process, e.g.
to take into account (soft) constraints that are implicit in past solutions or hard to capture in
a traditional declarative model. This research line is still at an early stage, and a number of
complex issues remain open. Nevertheless, we already have intriguing results on the classical
Partial Latin Square and N-Queen completion problems. The content of this Chapter is largely
based on the work presented in Galassi et al. [78].
3.1 Introduction
Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) [142], are characterized by the ability to learn high-level
concepts without the need of symbolic features. Crucially, previous use of Neural Networks to
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solve CSPs rely on full knowledge of the problem constraints to craft both the structure and the
weights of the networks. What we are trying to do is in fact radically different.
In this thesis, we investigate the idea that DNNs could be capable of learning how to solve
combinatorial problems, with no explicit information about the problem constraints. This is
partially motivated by the results achieved in a previous work regarding the application of
DNNs to a board game [36]. In particular, we train a DNN to extend a feasible partial solution
by making a single, globally consistent, variable assignment.
In principle, such a network could be used to guide a search process: this may be used to
take into account constraints that are either implicit in the training solutions, or too difficult
to capture in a declarative model. In this sense, the approach is complementary to Empirical
Model Learning (EML) [163], where the goal is instead to learn a constraint. The method
presented here is applicable even when only positive examples (i.e., feasible solutions) are
available. Moreover, using the DNN to guide search may also provide a speed-up when solving
multiple instances of the same problem. Practical applications are not our only driver, however:
there is a strong scientific interest in assessing to what extent a sub-symbolic technique, trained
on arbitrarily chosen solution construction sequences, can learn something of the problem
structure.
This line of research is at an early stage, and there are many complex issues to be solved
before reaching practical viability. So far, we have focused on two classical Constraint
Satisfaction Problems (CSPs), namely N-queen completion and Partial Latin Square. For these
benchmarks we have intriguing results, the most striking being an impressive discrepancy
between the (low) DNN accuracy and its (very high) ability to generate feasible assignments:
this suggest that the network is indeed learning something about the problem structure, even if
it has been trained to “mimic” specific solution construction sequences.
This is not the first time that Neural Networks have been employed to solve CSPs. For
example, Guarded Discrete Stochastic networks [2] can solve generic CSPs in an unsupervised
way. They rely on a Hopfield network to find consistent variable assignment, and on a “guard”
network to force the assignment of all the variables. The GENET [270] method can construct
neural networks capable of solving binary CSPs, and was later extended in EGENET [143]
to support non-binary CSPs. In [23], a CSP is first reformulated as a quadratic optimization
problem. Then, a heuristic is used to guide the evolution of a Hopfield network from an initial
state representing an infeasible solution to a final feasible state.
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3.2 General Method and Grounding
3.2.1 General Approach.
We train a DNN to extend a partial solution of a combinatorial problem, by making a single
additional assignment that is globally consistent, i.e. that can be extended to a full solution.
We use simple bit vectors for both the network input and output. We represent assignments
using a one-hot encoding, i.e. for a variable with n values we reserve n bits; raising the i-th bit
corresponds to assigning the i-th domain value. If no bit is raised, the variable is unassigned.
Using such a simple format makes our input encoding general (any set of finite domain variables
can be encoded), and truly agnostic to the problem constraints. As a major drawback, the
method is currently restricted to problems of a pre-determined size.
Our training examples are obtained by deconstructing a comparatively small set of solutions.
We considered two different strategies, referred to as random and systematic deconstruction,
as described in Algorithm 1 and 2. Both methods operate by processing a partial solution s
and populate a dataset T with pairs of partial solutions and assignments. In the pseudo code, si
refers to the value of the i-th variable in s, and si =⊥ if the variable is unassigned. The random
strategy generates in a backward fashion one arbitrary construction sequence for the solution.
The systematic strategy generates all possible construction sequences. When all the original
solutions have been deconstructed, we prune the dataset by considering all groups of examples
sharing the same partial solution, and selecting a single representative at random.
Alg. 1 RandomDeconstruction(s)
Randomly choose a variable index i
s′ = s (copy the partial solution)
s′i =⊥ (undo one assignment)
Insert (s′,si) in T
RandomDeconstruction(s′)
Alg. 2 SystematicDeconstruction(s)
for all variable indices i do
s′ = s (copy the partial solution)
s′i =⊥ (undo one assignment)
Insert (s′,si) in T
SystematicDeconstruction(s′)
The DNN is trained for a classification task: for each example, the target vector (i.e. the
class label) contains a single raised bit, corresponding to the assignment si in the dataset. The
network yields a normalized score for each bit in the output vector, which can be interpreted
as a probability distribution. The bit with the highest score corresponds to the suggested next
assignment. We take no special care to prevent the network from trying to re-assign an already
assigned variable. These choices have three important consequences: 1) the network is agnostic
to the problem structure; 2) the network is technically trained to mimic specific construction
sequences of arbitrarily chosen solutions; 3) assuming that the DNN is used to guide a search
process, it is easy to take into account propagation by disregarding the scores for variable-value
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pairs that have been pruned. As an adverse effect, we are forsaking possible performance
advantages that could come by including information about the problem structure.
3.2.2 Grounding: Benchmark Problems.
So far, we have grounded our approach on two classical CSPs, namely the N-queen completion
and Partial Latin Square (PLS, see [44]) problems. Classical problems let us work in a
controlled setting with well known properties [87, 92, 93], and simplifies drawing scientific
conclusions.
The N-queen completion problem consist in placing n queens pieces on a n×n chessboard,
so that no queen threats another. The PLS problem consist in filling an n× n square with
numbers from 1 to n so that the same number appears only once per row and column. In both
cases, some variables may be pre-assigned. We focus on N-queen problems of size 8 and PLSs
of size 10. In both cases, we model assignments using a one-hot encoding, leading to vector of
size 8×8 = 64 for the n-queens and 10×10×10 = 1,000 for the PLS.
For the 8-queen problem, we have used 1/4 of the 12 non-symmetric solution to seed the
training set, and the remaining ones for the test set. Both the training and the test set are
then obtained by generating all the symmetric equivalents, and then by applying systematic
deconstruction to the resulting solutions.
For the PLS, we have used an unbiased random generation method to obtain two “raw”
datasets, respectively containing 10,000 and 20,000 solutions. The numbers are considerably
large in this case, but they are very small compared to the number of size 10 PLS (∼ 1031).
As comparison, it is a bit like making sense of the layout of Manhattan from ∼ 0.75 square
nanometers of surface scattered all over the place. Each of the raw datasets is split into a
training and test set, containing respectively 1/4 and 3/4 of the solutions. The actual examples
have then been obtained by random deconstruction.
3.2.3 Grounding: Networks and Training.
As in the previous Chapter, we have chosen to use pre-activated residual networks. We have
trained the networks in a supervised fashion, using 10% of the examples (chosen at random) as
a validation set. The loss function is the negative log-likelihood of the target class, with a 10−4
L1 regularization coefficient. The choice of the network and training hyper-parameters has been
made after an informal tuning. We have eventually settled for using the Adam [130] optimizer,
with parameters β1 = 0.9 and β2 = 0.99. The initial learning rate α0, was progressively
annealed through epochs with decay proportional to training epoch t, resulting in a learning
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rate α = α01+k×t with k = 10
−3. Training was stopped after there was no improvement on the
validation accuracy for e epochs.
For the 8-queens problem we have used an initial layer of 200 neurons, than 100 residual
blocks, each one composed by two layers of 500 and 200 neurons, and finally an output layer of
64 neurons, for a total of more than 200 layers. Batch optimization has been employed, using
a initial learning rate of α0 = 0.1 and a patience of e = 200 epochs. Dropout [245] has been
applied to each input and hidden neuron with probability p = 0.1.
For the PLS problem, we have used a smaller network because of the bigger input/output
vectors and the larger datasets would have required too much training time. Therefore we
have used an initial layer of 200 neurons, then 10 residual blocks, each one composed by two
layers of 300 and 200 neurons, and a final output layer of 1000 neurons, for a total of 22 layers.
Mini-batch optimization has been employed, using shuffling in each epoch, using a initial
learning rate of α0 = 0.03 and a patience of e = 50 epochs. Dropout has been applied to hidden
neuron with probability p = 0.1. The size of the mini batch has been setted to 50,000 for the
training on the 10k dataset and to 100,000 for the 20k dataset.
3.3 Experimentation
We designed our experiments to address four main questions. First, we want to assess how well
the DNNs are actually learning their designated task, i.e. to guess the “correct” assignment
according to the employed deconstruction method. Second, we are interested in whether the
DNNs learn to generate feasible assignments, no matter whether those are “correct” according
to datasets. Third, assuming that the networks are actually learning something about the
problem constraints, it makes sense to check whether some constraint types are learned better
than others. Finally, we want to investigate whether using the DNNs to guide an actual tree
search process leads to a reduction in the number of fails.
3.3.1 Network Accuracy.
Here we are interested in assessing the performance of our DNNs in their natural task, i.e.
learning “correct” variable-value assignment, as defined by our deconstruction procedure.
Figure 3.1 shows the accuracy reached by our DNNs on both the training and the test sets,
grouped by the number of pre-assigned variables in the example input. For comparison, random
guessing would reach an accuracy of 1/64≃ 0.015 for the 8-queens and 1/1,000 for the PLS.
There are three notable facts:
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Figure 3.1: Accuracy on the training and test sets
1. The accuracy is at least one order or magnitude larger than random guessing, but still
rather low, in particular for the PLS; this suggest that he networks are not doing particu-
larly well at the task they are being trained for.
2. Second, the accuracy on the test set if considerably lower than on the training set;
normally this is symptomatic of overfitting, but in this case there is also a structural
reason. The pruning in the last phase of dataset generation introduces a degree of
ambiguity in our training: as an extreme case, for the same partial assignment, the
training and the test set may report different “correct” assignments that cannot be both
predicted correctly.
3. Third, the accuracy tends to increase with the number of filled cells. Having many filled
cells means having very few feasible completions, and therefore it is more unlikely for
the same instance to appear both in the test and train set with a different target. In this
situation it is intuitively easier for the network to label a specific assignment as the
“correct” one.
The third observation leaves an open question: while the small number of feasible completions
can explain why the accuracy raises, it fails to explain the magnitude of the increase. The result
would be much easier to explain by assuming that the DNN has somehow learned something
about the problem constraints.
3.3.2 Feasibility Ratio
It makes sense to evaluate the ability of the DNNs to yield globally consistent assignments,
even if those are not chosen as “correct”, since this is our primary goal. Figure 3.2 show the
ratio of predictions of the DNNs (both on the training and test set) that could be expanded
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Figure 3.2: Feasibility ratios on the training and test sets
to full solutions. For comparison, the figures report also the results that can be obtained by
guessing at random on the test sets. There are three very relevant observations to make:
1. There is a striking difference between the accuracy values from Figure 3.1 and the
feasibility ratios.
2. Such discrepancy may be due to the fact that the more a partial solution is empty, the
more are the feasible assignments that can be found even by guessing. However, the
reported feasibility ratio are also significantly higher than the random baseline. This is
hard to explain, unless we assume that the DNNs have somehow learned the semantic of
the problem constraints.
3. The feasibility ratios for the PLS networks have a dip between 50 and 60 pre-assigned
variables, and then tend to raise again. This is exactly the behavior that one would expect
thank to constraint propagation: when many variables are bound many values are pruned
and the number of available assignments is reduced. However, the DNNs at this stage do
not rely on propagation at all. Even the higher accuracy from Figure 3.1 is not enough
to justify how much the feasibility rations tend to increase for almost full solutions.
Assuming that the DNN has learned the problem constraints can explain the increase, but
not so easily the dip.
3.3.3 Constraints Preference
Next, we have designed an experiment to investigate whether some constraints are handled
better than others. We start by generating a pool of (partial) solutions by using the DNN to
guide a randomized constructive heuristic. Given a partial solution, we use the DNN to obtain
a probability distribution over all possible assignments, one of which is chosen randomly and
performed. Starting from an empty solution, the process is repeated as many times as there are
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Figure 3.3: Average violations on the two problems
variables, and relies on our low-level, bit vector, representation of the partial solution. As a
consequence, at the end of the process there may be variables that have been “assigned multiple
times”, and therefore also unassigned variables. We have used this approach to generate
10,000 solutions for each DNN, and for comparison we have done the same using a uniform
distribution.
Once we have such a pool of partial solutions, we count the average degree of violation of
each abstract problem constraints, e.g., the number of rows with multiple queens. Each quantity
is then normalized over the corresponding maximum (i.e., the number of row/columns, or the
number of variables). Looking at the average violations for the random baseline intuitively tells
the natural difficulty of satisfying a constraint type. Comparing such values with those of the
DNN allows to evaluate how well the DNN is faring.
As reported in Figure 3.3, for the N-queens problem the network gets much closer to
feasibility than the random baseline and all problem constraints are handled equally well. For
the PLS problem, the DNNs violates the row and column constraints significantly more than
the random baseline, but they also tend to leave fewer variable unassigned. There is a logic
correlation between these two values, since assigning more variables increases the probability
to violate a row or a column constraint.
3.3.4 Guiding Tree Search
Finally, we have tried using our DNNs to guide a Depth First Search process for the Partial
Latin Square1. In particular, we always make the assignment with the largest score, excluding
bounded variables and values pruned by propagation.
1The 8-queens problem is too easy to provide meaningful measurements.
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Figure 3.4: Distribution of the number of fails on the train and test sets. At the top of each box we report
the number of times the fail cap was reached.
We employ a classic CP model for the PLS (one finite domain variable per cell), and use the
GAC ALLDIFFERENT propagator for the row and column constraint. We compare the results
of the two DNNs with those of heuristic that pick uniformly at random both the variable and
the value to be assigned. Given that our research is at a early stage, we have opted for a simple
(but inefficient) implementation relying on the Google or-tools python API: for this reason we
focus our evaluation on the number of fails. As a benchmark, we have sampled 4,000 partial
solutions from the 20k training and test set, at the complexity peak. All instances have been
solved with a cap at 10,000 fails.
The results of this experimentation are reported in Figure 3.4, using box plots. Apparently,
the DNN trained on the 10k dataset is more efficient than the random baseline, but the opposite
holds for the one trained in the 20k dataset. This matches the results obtained in our analysis of
violated constraints, but not those obtained for the feasibility ratio. We suspect however that
explaining the performance (and obtaining practical speed-up) will require to take into account
the complex trade-off making choice that are likely feasible, and recovering quickly from the
inevitable mistakes. This is a well know open problem in Constraint Programming, that we
plan to tackle as part of future work.
3.4 Discussion
We have performed a preliminary investigation to understand whether DNNs can learn how
to solve combinatorial problems. We have adopted a general setup, totally agnostic to the
problem structure, and we have trained the networks on arbitrarily chosen solution construction
sequences.
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Our experimentation has provided evidence that, despite having low accuracy at training
time, a DNN can become capable of generating globally consistent variable-value assignments.
This cannot be explained assuming that the networks only mimic the assignment sequences in
the training set, but it is compatible with the hypothesis that the DNNs have learned something
about the problem structure. The networks do not seem to favor any abstract constraint in
particular, suggesting that what they are learning does not match our usual understanding
of CSPs. When used for guiding a search process, our DNNs have provided mixed results,
highlighting that achieving performance improvements may require to deal more explicitly
with the peculiarities of a specific solution technique (e.g., constraint propagation).
This research line is still at an early stage: there are considerable overheads that make
practical applications still far, and the described method is limited to problems of fixed size, a
problem that maybe could be solved using only convolutional layers. However, we believe the
approach to have enough potential to deserve further investigation.
Chapter 4
Considerations
In Part I of this dissertation, we have demonstrated that the information neural networks can
learn about a generic problem may extend beyond the simple imitation of training instructions.
Indeed, we have demonstrated that networks can learn to respect the rules of a game and, to a
certain degree, to respect constraints in CSPs, without relying on any a priori information.
A few other works have recently pushed our investigation further. Hottung et al. [113] have
used a similar approach for optimization problems, training a NN on near-optimal solutions to
guide a heuristic search. Silvestri et al. [237] have extended our work via an approach inspired
by Semantic Based Regularization [56], analyzing how injecting incomplete knowledge at
training time may improve robustness, especially when the available history of solutions is
small.
These experiments suggest that the networks’ internal representation of such problems
may not match our usual human representation and understanding of them, but we have not
been able to very this hypothesis further. Our framework does not allow us to inspect what the
network may have learned, nor to freely test properties of the acquired knowledge. Indeed,
our hypotheses are based on observations of the networks’ behavior, empirically tested using
a tailored implementation, without any way to interpret the sub-symbolic knowledge stored
inside them. From these observations, we conclude that there are two elements that our research
should consider:
• A method to increase the interpretability of neural networks, without compromising their
ability. The method on which we have decided to focus on is Neural Attention [76].
• A symbolic framework that allows us to query the models without implementing ad-
hoc tests, but rather rely on a symbolic representation of properties and rules. After
considering many different frameworks, we have chosen the LTN framework [59, 60,
228, 229].
40 Considerations
Moreover, we have decided to change our domain of study. Indeed, game-playing and
CSPs real-world scenarios have requirements regarding efficiency and optimization that would
probably benefit more from specifically tailored solutions. With the purpose to conduct our
research on a benchmark that is still challenging for both symbolic and subsymbolic approaches,
and where a model-agnostic approach could bring positive contributes, in the rest of this thesis
we will address the task of Argument Mining.
Part II





Argument Mining (AM)1 is a discipline that stems from Natural Language Processing (NLP)
and Knowledge Representation and Reasoning (KRR) [27] with the goal to automatically
extract arguments and their relations from a given natural language document [159]. It has
been defined as "the general task of analyzing discourse on the pragmatics level and applying a
certain argumentation theory to model and automatically analyze the data at hand" [103]. AM’s
purpose is therefore the extraction of structured information from raw textual sources, giving
an understanding of the relations between single arguments and the complex network they
create. Among the many useful and practical applications of such a discipline, it can be used
to perform fact-checking and recognize deceptive content [42, 66], support decision making
in healthcare application [181] and the legal domain, improve the peer review process [117],
improve the understanding of the position of political candidates [182], support teachers in an
educational context [168], and support debate technology [238].
AM can be generally divided into a series of subtasks [27, 140, 159] that are often addressed
in a pipeline fashion. The components detection consists of extracting the arguments from the
document, detecting their boundaries, and classifying them. Two examples of components type
are claims and evidences. The latter are facts and objective information that are reported in
the document, while the former may be opinions and hypotheses expressed by the author. The
following step is the relations prediction, whose purpose is to establish which components
are in an argumentative relationship (link prediction) and what type of relationship do they
have (relation classification). An example of a relationship is support, for example when an
evidence component does provide information based on which a claim can be made. Another
example is attack, which can be drawn when two claims contradict each other and therefore
can not both be true at the same time.
1Also referred to as Argumentation Mining.
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While it is possible to address these subtasks independently, it is surely beneficial to address
them together, since the information obtained by one of them can have a deep influence on
the other. For these reasons, most of the approaches adopt a pipeline scheme, so as to exploit
the knowledge gathered in the component detection to perform the more challenging task of
relation prediction. Others have approached the problem so with systems that jointly learn to
perform both tasks, often creating a high-level representation of the problem during the process.
The development of new advanced Deep Learning techniques for NLP has had a beneficial
impact on this field, leading to great results in some AM areas. Nonetheless, more work is still
required. Indeed, the argumentation model and the domain of the documents often provide
information regarding constraints and rules that may regulate the type of the components and
their relationships. While attempts have been made so as to integrate this knowledge into DL
approaches, the proper formal integration of the two worlds in this domain has not been carried
on yet.
This Chapter is structured as follows. In Section 5.1 we present the process of creation of
corpora and describe the four corpora that will be used in our experimental settings. Section 5.2
presents an overview of AM approaches, with a specific focus on approaches that are the state
of the art on our benchmarks. Section 5.3 concludes with a note regarding the difficulties of
comparing different AM approaches and possible solutions to them.
5.1 Corpora and Resources for AM
5.1.1 Creation and Evaluation of Corpora
The creation of annotated linguistic corpora is often a challenging and expensive procedure
in many NLP tasks, and this is especially true in AM. Indeed, argumentation is a complex
topic, and there is no unique and universally accepted definition for its entities. On one hand,
the complexity of the task requires experts to be involved. They are typically involved for the
annotation job itself or for writing tailored guidelines, which may need to be improved through
multiple rounds of annotation [253]. Unsupervised or self-supervised annotation approaches
are still not widely used and the effective approaches rely on domain-specific heuristics [203],
therefore the size of available AM corpora is modest compared to the ones available for other
NLP tasks [140]. On the other hand, the existence of multiple theoretical frameworks, along
with the many different ways they can be adapted to the various domains, leads to the creation
of corpora based on different premises. These differences make it impossible to combine
multiple resources in a single corpus, at least not without a great effort in pre-processing. The
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outcome is the impossibility to create a wide dataset on which it would be possible to train
general-purpose models.
The quality of manual annotations directly impacts machine learning methods [213], there-
fore it is important to verify their quality to better understand a corpus. Since there is no
objective method to evaluate this aspect, inter-annotator agreement (IAA) is used: at least
two annotators are required to annotate the same document(s) in parallel, then their work is
compared and agreement metrics are computed. Many of these metrics exist [6], and their
interpretation can sometimes be difficult [179]. To reduce the cost of annotation, sometimes
this procedure is not applied to the whole corpus, but only on a limited amount of documents,
while the rest of the corpus is annotated by a single person.
One of the metrics that is used most frequently is Cohen’s Kappa [43], which measures
the agreement between two annotators, considering also the chance of a random agreement.
The definition of such coefficient is formulated in Eq 5.1, where po is the probability for the
annotators to agree (the main diagonal of the matrix), while pe is the probability for them to
agree by chance. If px is the probability of the annotators to randomly agree on a class x, pe is
given as summation of px for each class x. Since this metric approaches F1-measure when the
number of negative instances grows, another possibility is to use the average F-measure among
pairs of experts [114].
κ = (po− pe)/(1− pe) (5.1)
Another popular metric is Fleiss’ kappa [75], also called multi-π , which is applicable
for any number of raters giving categorical ratings. It can be interpreted as the difference
between the agreement observed between the annotators and what would be expected if all
the annotations were done completely random [6]. Finally, Krippendorff’s alpha [134] is a
generalization of several known reliability indices, making it possible to compare different data
using the same reliable standard. Among its characteristics, it allows specifying a weight for
each type of disagreement. According to Krippendorff’s guidelines, data should be considered
reliable when α ≥ 0.8, and acceptable when α ≥ 0.667.
5.1.2 Cornell eRulemaking Corpus (CDCP)
The Cornell eRulemaking Corpus (CDCP) [194, 197] consist of user-generated documents in
which specific regulations are discussed. The authors have collected user comments from an
eRulemaking website2 on the topic of Consumer Debt Collection Practices (CDCP) rule by the
2www.regulationroom.org
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Figure 5.1: Argumentation structure in one of the documents of the CDCP corpus.
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB). The corpus contains 731 user comments, for a
total of about 4,700 components, all considered to be argumentative.
Since the comments are created by users, they are not structured, and more often than not,
they present grammatical errors, typos, and do not follow usual writing conventions (such as
the blank space after the period mark). This characteristic makes the corpus quite challenging
to pre-process, since most of the off-the-shelf tools may fail even in simple tasks such as
tokenization.
The annotation of the argument models follows the model proposed by Park et al. [198],
where links are constrained to form directed graphs. The corpus is suitable for all the sub-tasks
of argument mining since it presents 5 classes of propositions and two types of links. The
original version of the corpus [197] does contain documents where there are nested propositions,
and where the transitive closure is not guaranteed. These characteristics introduce considerable
complexity to a corpus which is already challenging for its document, therefore for the rest
of this work, we will instead consider the pre-processed version of CDCP [194], where these
problems have been fixed.
The components are addressed as propositions, and they consist of a sentence or a clause.
Propositions are divided into POLICY (17%), VALUE (45%), FACT (16%), TESTIMONY
(21%) and REFERENCE (1%). Out of more than 43,000 possible proposition pairs, only 3%
of them are linked; almost all of them are labeled as REASON (97%), while only a few are
labeled as EVIDENCE (3%). Figure 5.1 shows an annotated document from the CDCP corpus.
The unstructured nature of documents, the strong unbalance between the classes, and the
presence of noise make the corpus particularly challenging for all the subtasks of argument
mining, especially the ones which involve the relationships between components.
Regarding the process of annotation, each document was annotated by two annotators, and
a third one resolved conflicts. Inter-annotator agreement between the 2 annotators reached
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Krippendorf’s α of 64.8% for components and 44.1% for links.3 Most of the disagreement
regarding annotation of components occurred between VALUE vs TESTIMONY and VALUE
vs FACT.
5.1.3 Dr. Inventor Argumentative Corpus
This resource is the result of an extension [137] of the original Dr. Inventor Corpus [74],
adding an annotation layer containing argumentative components and relations. The corpus
consists of 40 scientific publications from computer graphics, which contain about 12,000
argumentative components, and contains also annotations for tasks related to Discourse Role,
Citations, Subjective Aspect, and Summarization.
The classes of argumentative components are DATA (4093), OWN CLAIM (5445), and
BACKGROUND CLAIM (2751). The former two are related to the concepts of premises and
claims, while the latter is something in between since it is a claim related to the background,
for example, made by another author in a previous work. The relation classes are SUPPORTS
(5790), CONTRADICTS (696), and SEMANTICALLY SAME (44), since it is common
practice in scientific publications to re-iterate the same claim (or more rarely the same data)
multiple times.
Since the corpus includes documents where the structure of the discourse is complex, and
data are often presented along with claims, it makes argument mining more challenging: in
more than 1,000 cases some components are split into multiple text sequences, located in
non-contiguous parts of the documents. This phenomenon mostly concerns claims, but data are
affected too, in fewer cases. This introduces the difficulty of recognizing different segments
of the documents as part of a single component and makes link prediction more difficult to
address through non-pipeline approaches.
The annotation was performed by 4 persons, one of whom was a computational linguistic
expert. In a preliminary phase all annotators have worked on the same 5 documents, so as to
train them. The final IAA amounted to a macro F1 score of 73 for components and 47 for
relations considering relaxed criteria regarding the boundaries of the components, and about 10
percentage points less in both the score considering strict criteria. After this training phase, the
remaining documents have been evenly split to be annotated by a single person.
The unbalanced distribution between the 3 classes and the presence of split components
makes this corpus quite challenging for link prediction, a difficulty highlighted by the low IAA
on the task.
3The IAA for link prediction is measured treating IDs of supported elementary units as labels for the
supporting elementary units.
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Figure 5.2: Argumentation structure in an excerpt from one of the documents of the UKP corpus.
Support links are represented using continuous lines, while dashed lines represent attack relations.
5.1.4 Persuasive Essays Corpus (UKP)
The Persuasive Essays Corpus [247] consist of 402 documents coming from an online commu-
nity4 were users post essays and similar material, provide feedback, and advise each other. The
dataset is divided into a test split of 80 essays and a training split with the remaining documents.
The argumentative components belong to one of three classes: MAJOR CLAIM (751),
CLAIM (1,506), and PREMISE (3,832). Premises and claims can have a relation of SUPPORT
(3,613) or ATTACK (219), while claims and major claims’ relations are encoded in an attribute
called stance.5 The argumentation structure is modeled following a rigid scheme that imposes
many constraints. The argumentation graph consists of various tree connected to a single
common root, which is the major claim. The children of the major claim are claims, which
can have only premises among their descendants. Also, relations can exist only between
components that belong to the same paragraph and premises can have only one outgoing
relation. Finally, the structure of the argumentation follows conventions that are very specific
to the domain. For example, in most cases, the MAJOR CLAIM is present in the first or the
last paragraph of the document, and in more than 50% of cases the paragraph does not contain
any other argumentative component. An example of the argumentative structure of the UKP
dataset is shown in Figure 5.2.
The annotation was performed by one expert annotator and two other persons who have
annotated independently a random subset of 80 documents. On these documents, the measured
IAA is quite good, with Krippendorf’s α of 76.7% for boundaries detection and component
classification, with a solid agreement regarding premises and major claims, while claims obtain
lesser results. For what concerns argumentative relations, they reach a Fleiss’ κ around 0.7.
The remaining 322 essays were annotated by the expert.
4essayforum.com.
5In this work we will not address the task of stance prediction, therefore this aspect will not be
considered further on.
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Figure 5.3: Argumentation structure in one of the documents of the AbstRCT corpus.
5.1.5 AbstRCT
The AbstRCT Corpus [181] extends a previous work [180], and consists of abstracts of scientific
papers regarding randomized control trials for the treatment of specific diseases (i.e. neoplasm,
glaucoma, hypertension, hepatitis b, diabetes). The final corpus contains 659 abstracts, for
a total of about 4000 argumentative components. The dataset is divided into three parts:
neoplasm, glaucoma, and mixed. The first one contains 500 abstracts about neoplasm, divided
into train (350), test (100), and validation (50) splits. The remaining two are designed to be test
sets. One contains 100 abstracts for glaucoma, while the other contains 20 abstracts for each
disease6.
Components are labeled as EVIDENCE (2808) and CLAIM (1390), while relations are
labeled as SUPPORT (2259) and ATTACK (342)7. Out of 25,000 possible pairs of components,
about 10% of them have a relationship. The argumentative model chosen for annotation
enforces only one constraint regarding the structure of the resulting argumentation graph:
claims can have an outgoing link only to other claims. An example of an annotated document
from AbstRCT is shown in Figure5.3.
The annotation of the neoplasm abstracts was performed by two computational linguistics
experts. IAA has been evaluated on 30 documents, resulting in a Fleiss’ kappa of 0.72 for
argumentative components and 0.68 for the more fine-grained distinction between claims and
evidence, meaning substantial agreement for both tasks.
6Glaucoma and neoplasm documents of the mixed set are present also in the respective test set.
7The corpus allows also the distinction between CLAIM/MAJOR CLAIM and ATTACK/PARTIAL
ATTACK. For the sake of consistency with previous works, this detail will not be considered.
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5.2 State of the Art in AM
Due to the absence of large corpora and the complexity of the task at hand, the use of deep
learning approaches on AM is relatively recent. Indeed, until a few years ago, researchers
were more focused on the definition of specific features, often tailored to a specific corpus.
The differences between corpora, both regarding the domain and the theoretical framework
followed during the annotation process, force researchers to test a model on the same corpora
on which it was trained, and to the best of our knowledge, transfer learning approaches have
not seen wide experimentation. These two elements lead to the common practice to define a
method or a model and validate it only on a single corpora [159].
In the domain of persuasive essays, Eger et al. [69] consider several sub-tasks of argument
mining, making use of various neural architectures. These include neural parsers [67, 131],
LSTMs for joint entity and relation extraction (LSTM-ER) [186], and Bidirectional LSTM
coupled with Conditional Random Fields and Convolutional Neural Networks (BLCC) [171] in
a multi-task learning framework [240]. Eger et al. conclude that neural networks can outperform
feature-based techniques in argument mining tasks.
Schulz et al. [226] investigate multi-task learning (MTL) settings, addressing component
detection on 5 datasets as 5 different tasks. Their architecture is composed of a CRF layer
on top of a biLSTM, whose recurrent layers are shared across the tasks. They obtain positive
results, and the MTL setting shows to be beneficial especially for small datasets, even if the
auxiliary AM tasks involve different domains and even different component classes. Lauscher
et al. [138] analyze an MTL setting where rhetorical classification tasks are performed along
with components detection. They use a hierarchical attention-based model so as to perform
both word-level and sentence-level tasks with the same neural architecture. The results show
improvements in the rhetorical tasks, but not in AM.
Convolutional Neural Networks and LSTMs have been used by Guggilla et al. [98] to
perform claim classification, whereas bidirectional LSTMs have been exploited by Cocarascu
and Toni [41, 42] to classify relations and by Habernal and Gurevych [102] to assess the
persuasiveness of arguments. More recently, neural networks have been applied to the task of
topic-dependent evidence detection [234], improving the performance on a manually labeled
corpus through the use of unsupervised data.
Among the AM works that use neural attention, Suhartono et al. [250] integrate hierarchical
attention and biGRU for the analysis of the quality of the argument, Lin et al. [152] use
attention to integrate sentiment lexicon, while in other works [101, 244, 248] attention module
are stacked on top of recurrent layers. Potash et al. [207] tackle argument mining through
Pointer Networks [265], an attention-based architecture. Finally, some researchers rely on
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Transformer architecture, completely replacing recurrent approaches. These cases will be
discussed in a dedicated following section.
5.2.1 Structured Learning
The best approach on the CDCP corpus so far is the work described by the corpus authors
themselves [194]. They use a structured learning framework based on factor graphs to jointly
classify all the propositions in a document and determine which ones are linked together. To
perform the classification, the models heavily rely on a priori knowledge, encoded as factors
and constraints. The unary factors represent the model’s belief in each possible class for
each proposition or link, without considering any other proposition or link. For each link
between two propositions, the compatibility factors influence link classification according to
the proposition classes, taking into account adjacency between propositions and precedence
between source and target. The second-order factors influence the classification of pairs of
links that share a common proposition, by modeling three local argumentation graph structures:
grandparent, sibling, and co-parent. Constraints are introduced to enforce adherence to the
desired argumentation structure, according to the argument model and domain characteristics.
The authors discuss experiments with 6 different models, which differ by complexity (the
type of factors and constraints involved) and by how they model the factors (SVMs and RNNs).
The RNN models compute sentence embeddings, by exploiting initialization with GloVe word
vectors, while the SVMs models rely on many specific features. The first-order factors rely
on the same features used by Stab and Gurevych [247], both for the propositions and the
links. This feature set contains unigrams, dependency tuples, token statistics, proposition
statistics, proposition location, indicators from hand-crafted lexicons and handcrafted ones,
shared phrases, subclauses, depth of the parse tree, tense of the main verb, modal verbs, POS,
production rules, type probability, discourse triplets [154], and average GloVe embeddings. The
higher-order factors exploit the following features between all three propositions and between
each pair: same sentence indicators, proposition order, Jaccard similarity, presence of any
shared nouns, and shared noun ratios. The overall feature dimensionality is reportedly 7000 for
propositions and 2100 for links, not counting 35 second-order features.
5.2.2 Transformer-based approaches
Reimers et al. [216] have been the first to make use of Transformer-based approaches in AM,
using BERT [54] and ELMO [204] to create contextualized word embeddings. Specifically, they
address the tasks of component classification and argument clustering, a related task where the
aim is to identify similar arguments. Similarly, Lugini and Litman [167] use BERT embeddings
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along other contextual information to perform component classification, and Wang et al. [271]
use them to train a different model for each type of component. Trautmann et al. [259] use
pre-trained BERT models to perform word-level classification of the stance of components
regarding a given topic, while Poudyal et al. [208] use RoBERTa [162], an improved version of
the original BERT, for component detection.
Mayer et al. [181] conduct extensive experimentation on AbstRCT, addressing all AM
subtasks with a pipeline scheme. They analyze the impact of various BERT models, which
are pre-trained on other corpora and then fine-tuned on the corpus at hand. Segmentation and
component classification are performed as sequence tagging with BIO scheme. Link prediction
and relation classification follow, taking into account all the pair of components obtained in the
first step and classifying their relations as attack, support, or non-existing. Their architecture is
based on bi-directional transformers followed by a softmax layer and various encoders. Another
approach, consisting of predicting at most one related component for each component, and then
classifying their relation, has been tested but yields worse results. The architectures that yield
the best results are BioBERT [145], which is pre-trained on a large-scale biomedical corpus,
SciBERT [13], which is pre-trained on scientific articles of various nature, and RoBERTa.
5.3 On the Difficulty of Comparing Approaches
Since many different approaches to Argument Mining are possible, sometimes it is difficult to
compare results. For example, a common approach is to tackle jointly component segmentation
and classification as a sequence labelling approach [69, 181, 226, 259] using BIO tagging. This
means to label each word as either Begin or Inside a specific component class, or Outside any
of them and therefore as non-argumentative. Another approach may be a pipeline scheme [247]
where boundaries are found first and then the classification is performed on each component
independently. The comparison between these two approaches on components classification is
not straightforward. One possibility is to evaluate both of them on word-level, transferring the
labels obtained in the second approach from the components to their words. Alternatively, it is
possible to extract the components from the first approach and evaluate both on component-
level: for each component of the gold standard, firstly it is checked if a predicted component that
shares more than a threshold percentage of tokens does exist (50% is a common threshold), then
if it does, the classes of the two are compared. Even when the component detection is performed
at sentence level, it is tricky to compare approaches that discriminate between argumentative
and non-argumentative sentences before classifying the argumentative ones [104, 208, 247],
and approaches that consider non-argumentative as one of the possible classes [181, 259].
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The problem becomes even more tricky when link prediction and relation identification are
taken into account. First of all, some works do tackle these two tasks as a pipeline [247], other
do it jointly as a multi-class classification where one of the options is no-relation [194]. But
the complexity of the problem increases when the first subtasks are taken into account. Taking
into account the previous example, the first approach may involve in the BIO tagging also a
label that specifies the distance of the linked component [69], while the pipeline scheme may
perform a classification of every possible pair of components [181].
Finally, it is difficult also to compare works that address multiple subtasks and works that
do not address the early stages of the pipeline, such as the ones that do not tackle boundary
detection [194]. Indeed, the former do carry over the errors related to the first steps, while the
latter do not. Therefore it is debatable whether, for the sake of comparison on the same single
subtask, it is fairer to evaluate them on the same exact test set, or the instances on which the
former method has failed the previous steps should be not considered for it, or if those instances
should be excluded from the test set for both the approaches.
For all these reasons, we shall remark that the adjustments and approximations used to
make two methods comparable can greatly influence the results. They will hardly completely
subvert the evaluation of a technique, but two methods with similar performances may end up





Attention is an increasingly popular mechanism used in a wide range of neural architectures.
The mechanism itself has been realized in a variety of formats. However, because of the fast-
paced advances in this domain, a systematic overview of attention is still missing. In this chapter
we lay the background about neural attention, which we have used in the experiment that will
be described in the following chapter. We define a unified model for attention architectures in
natural language processing, with a focus on those designed to work with vector representations
of the textual data. We propose an original taxonomy of attention models according to four
dimensions: the representation of the input, the compatibility function, the distribution function,
and the multiplicity of the input and/or output. We present examples of how prior information
can be exploited in attention models, and discuss ongoing research efforts and open challenges
in the area, providing the first extensive categorization of the vast body of literature in this
exciting domain. The content of this chapter is further expanded in our survey on the same
topic [76].
6.1 Introduction to Neural Attention
In many problems that involve the processing of natural language, the elements composing
the source text are characterized by having each a different relevance to the task at hand.
For instance, in aspect-based sentiment analysis, cue words such as “good" or “bad" could
be relevant to some aspects under consideration, but not to others. In machine translation,
some words in the source text could be irrelevant in the translation of the next word. In a
visual question-answering task, background pixels could be irrelevant in answering a question
regarding an object in the foreground, but relevant to questions regarding the scenery.
Arguably, effective solutions to such problems should factor in a notion of relevance,
so as to focus the computational resources on a restricted set of important elements. One
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Figure 6.1: Example of attention visualization for an aspect-based sentiment analysis task, from [8,
Figure 6]. Words are highlighted according to attention scores. Phrases in bold are the words considered
relevant for the task, or human rationales.
possible approach would be to tailor solutions to the specific genre at hand, in order to
better exploit known regularities of the input, by feature engineering. For example, in the
argumentative analysis of persuasive essays, one could decide to give special emphasis to the
final sentence. However, such an approach is not always viable, especially if the input is long or
very information-rich, like in text summarization, where the output is the condensed version of a
possibly lengthy text sequence. Another approach of increasing popularity amounts to machine-
learning the relevance of input elements. In that way, neural architectures could automatically
weigh the relevance of any region of the input, and take such a weight into account while
performing the main task. The commonest solution to this problem is a mechanism known as
attention.
Attention was first introduced in natural language processing (NLP) for machine translation
tasks by [7]. However, the idea of glimpses had already been proposed in computer vision by
Larochelle and Hinton [136], following the observation that biological retinas fixate on relevant
parts of the optic array, while resolution falls off rapidly with eccentricity. The term visual
attention became especially popular after Mnih et al. [187] significantly outperformed the state
of the art in several image classification tasks as well as in dynamic visual control problems
such as object tracking thanks to an architecture that could adaptively select and then process a
sequence of regions or locations at high resolution, and use a progressively lower resolution for
further pixels.
Besides offering a performance gain, the attention mechanism can also be used as a tool for
interpreting the behaviour of neural architectures, which are notoriously difficult to understand.
Indeed, neural networks are sub-symbolic architectures, therefore the knowledge they gather
is stored in numeric elements that do not provide any means of interpretation by themselves.
It then becomes hard if not impossible to pinpoint the reasons behind the wrong output of a
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neural architecture. Interestingly, attention could provide a key to partially interpret and explain
neural network behaviour [40, 99, 147, 262, 275], even if it cannot be considered a reliable
means of explanation [124, 230]. For instance, the weights computed by attention could point
us to relevant information discarded by the neural network or to irrelevant elements of the
input source that have been factored in and could explain a surprising output of the neural
network. Therefore, visual highlights of attention weights could be instrumental to analyzing
the outcome of neural networks, and a number of specific tools have been devised for such a
visualization [144, 161]. Figure 6.1 shows an example of attention visualization in the context
of aspect-based sentiment analysis.
For all these reasons, attention has become an increasingly common ingredient of neural
architectures for NLP [85, 285]. Besides NLP and computer vision [96, 278, 291], attentive
models have been successfully adopted in many other different fields, such as speech recog-
nition [30, 38, 243], recommendation [273, 284], time-series analysis [241, 258], games [37],
and mathematical problems [71, 132, 265].
In NLP, after an initial exploration by a number of seminal papers [7, 251], a fast-paced
development of new attention models and attentive architectures ensued, resulting in a highly
diversified architectural landscape. Because of, and adding to, the overall complexity, it is not
unheard of different authors who have been independently following similar intuitions leading
to the development of almost identical attention models. For instance, the concepts of inner
attention [269] and word attention [277] are arguably one and the same. Unsurprisingly, the
same terms have been introduced by different authors to define different concepts, thus further
adding to the ambiguity in the literature. For example, the term context vector is used with
different meanings by Bahdanau et al. [7], Wang et al. [274], Yang et al. [282].
In this Chapter, we offer a systematic overview of attention models developed for NLP.
To this end, we provide a general model of attention for NLP tasks, and use it to chart the
major research activities in this area. We also introduce a taxonomy that describes the existing
approaches along four dimensions: input representation, compatibility function, distribution
function, and input/output multiplicity. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first taxonomy
of attention models. Accordingly, we provide a succinct description of each attention model,
compare models with one another, and offer insights on their use. Moreover, we present
examples regarding the use of prior information in unison with attention, debate about the
possible future uses of attention, and describe some interesting open challenges.
We restrict our analysis to attentive architectures designed to work with vector representation
of data, as it typically is the case in NLP. Readers interested in attention models for tasks where
data has a graphical representation may refer to Lee et al. [146].
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What do not offer is a comprehensive account of all the neural architectures for NLP (for
an excellent overview see Goldberg [91]), or of all the neural architectures for NLP that use an
attention mechanism. That would be impossible and would rapidly become obsolete, because
of the sheer volume of new articles featuring architectures that increasingly rely on such a
mechanism. Moreover, our purpose is to produce a synthesis and a critical outlook rather
than a flat listing of research activities. For the same reason, we do not offer a quantitative
evaluation of different types of attention mechanisms, since such mechanisms are generally
embedded in larger neural network architectures devised to address specific tasks, and it would
be pointless in many cases to attempt comparisons using different standards. Even for a single
specific NLP task, a fair evaluation of different attention models would require experimentation
with multiple neural architectures, extensive hyper-parameter tuning, and validation over a
variety of benchmarks. However, attention can be applied to a multiplicity of tasks, and
there are no datasets that would meaningfully cover such a variety of tasks. An empirical
evaluation is thus beyond the scope of this paper. There are, however, a number of experimental
studies focused on particular NLP tasks, including machine translation [25, 58, 185, 252],
argumentation mining [244], text summarization [193], and sentiment analysis [147]. It is
worthwhile remarking that, in several occasions, attention-based approaches enabled a dramatic
development of entire research lines. In some cases, such a development has produced an
immediate performance boost. That was the case, for example, with the Transformer [263] for
sequence-to-sequence annotation, as well as with BERT [54], currently among the most popular
architectures for the creation of embeddings. In other cases, the impact of attention-based
models was even greater, paving the way to radically new approaches for some tasks. Such was
the influence of Bahdanau et al.’s work [7] to the field of machine translation. Likewise, the
expressive power of memory networks [251] significantly contributed to the idea of using deep
networks for reasoning tasks.
This Chapter is structured as follows. In Section 6.2 we define a general model of attention
and we describe its components. In Section 6.3 we elaborate on the uses of attention in various
NLP tasks. Section 6.4 presents our taxonomy of attention models. Section 6.5 discusses how
attention can be combined with knowledge about the task or the data. Section 6.6 is devoted to
open challenges, current trends and future directions. Section 6.7 concludes.
6.2 The Attention Function
The attention mechanism is a part of a neural architecture that enables to dynamically highlight
relevant features of the input data, which in NLP is typically a sequence of textual elements. It
can be applied directly on the raw input, or on its higher-level representation. The core idea
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Table 6.1: Notation.
Symbol Name Definition
x Input sequence Sequence of textual elements constituting the raw input.
K Keys Matrix of dk vectors (ki) of size nk, whereupon attention
weights are computed: K ∈ Rnk×dk .
V Values Matrix of dk vectors (vi) of size nv, whereupon attention
is applied: V ∈Rnv×dk . Each vi and its corresponding ki
offer two, possibly different, interpretations of the same
entity.
q Query Vector of size nq, or sequence thereof, in which respect
attention is computed: q ∈ Rnq .
kaf qaf
vaf
Annotation functions Functions that encode the input sequence and query,
producing K, q and V respectively.
e Energy scores Vector of size dk, whose scalar elements (energy
“scores”, ei) represent the relevance of the corresponding
ki, according to the compatibility function: e ∈ Rdk .
a Attention weights Vector of size dk, whose scalar elements (attention
“weights”, ai) represent the relevance of the correspond-
ing ki according to the attention model: a ∈ Rdk .
f Compatibility function Function that evaluates the relevance of K with respect
to q, returning a vector of energy scores: e = f (K,q).
g Distribution function Function that computes the attention weights from the
energy scores: a = g(e).
Z Weighted values Matrix of dk vectors (zi) of size nv, representing the
application of a to V : Z ∈ Rnv×dk .
c Context vector Vector of size nv, offering a compact representation of
Z: c ∈ Rnv .
behind attention is to compute a weight distribution on the input sequence, assigning higher
values to more relevant elements.
The characteristics of an attention model depend on the structure of the data whereupon
they operate, and on the desired output structure. The unified model we propose is based on
and extends the models proposed by Daniluk et al. [48], Vaswani et al. [263]. It comprises a
core part shared by almost the totality of the models found in the surveyed literature, as well
as some additional components that, although not universally present, are still found in most
literature models.
Figure 6.2 illustrates the core attention model, which is part of the general model shown in
Figure 6.3. Table 6.1 lists the key terms and symbols. The core of the attention mechanism
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Figure 6.2: Core attention model.
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Figure 6.3: General attention model.
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the data features whereupon attention is computed. For instance, K may be word or character
embeddings of a document, or the internal states of a recurrent architecture. In some cases,
K could include multiple features or representations of the same object (e.g., both one-hot
encoding and embedding of a word), or even—if the task calls for it—representations of entire
documents.
More often than not, another input element q, called query,1 is used as a reference when
computing the attention distribution. In that case, the attention mechanism will give emphasis
to the input elements relevant to the task according to q. If no query is defined, attention will
give emphasis to the elements inherently relevant to the task at hand. q may represent different
entities: embeddings of actual textual queries, contextual information, background knowledge,
hidden states of a bigger architecture and so on. It can also take the form of a matrix rather
than a vector.
From the keys and query, a vector e of dk energy scores ei is computed through a compati-
bility function f (Eq. 6.1).
e = f (q,K) (6.1)
Function f is sometimes called alignment model or energy function [298]. Energy scores are
then transformed into attention weights using what we call a distribution function, g (Eq. 6.2).
a = g(e) (6.2)
Such weights are the outcome of the core attention mechanism. The commonest distribution
function is the softmax function which normalizes all the scores to a probability distribution.
Weights represent the relevance of each element to the given task, with respect to q and K.
The computation of these weights may already be sufficient for some tasks such as the clas-
sification task addressed by Cui et al. [47]. Nevertheless, many tasks require the computation
of new representation of the keys. In such cases, it is common to have another input element: a
sequence V of dk vectors vi, the values, representing the data whereupon the attention computed
from K and q is to be applied. Each element of V corresponds to one and only one element
of K, and the two can be seen as different representations of the same data. Indeed, many
architectures, do not distinguish between K and V . The distinction between keys and values was
introduced by Daniluk et al. [48], who use different representations of the input for computing
the attention distribution and the contextual information.
1The concept of “query” in attention models should not be confused with that used in tasks like
question answering or information retrieval. In our model, the “query” is part of a general architecture
and is task-independent.
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Table 6.2: Possible uses of attention and examples of relevant task.
Use Tasks
Feature selection Multimodal tasks
Auxiliary task Visual question answering
Semantic role labelling
Contextual embedding creation Machine Translation
Sentiment Analysis
Information Extraction
Sequence-to-sequence annotation Machine Translation
Word selection Dependency Parsing
Cloze Question Answering
Multiple input processing Question Answering
V and a are thus combined to obtain a new set Z of weighted representations of V (Eq. 6.3),
which are then merged together so as to produce a compact representation of Z usually called
the context vector c (Eq. 6.4).2 The commonest way of obtaining c from Z is by summation.
However, alternatives have been proposed, including gating functions [231]. Either way, c will
be mainly determined by values associated with higher attention weights.






What we described so far was a synthesis of the most frequent architectural choices made
in the design of attentive architectures. Other options will be explored in Section 6.4.4.
6.3 The Uses of Attention
Attention enables to estimate the relevance of the input elements as well as to combine said
elements into a compact representation—the context vector—that condenses the characteristics
of the most relevant elements. Because the context vector is smaller than the original input, it
requires fewer computational resources to be processed at later stages, yielding a computational
gain. We summarize possible uses of attention and the tasks in which they are relevant in
Table 6.2.
2Although most authors use this terminology, we shall remark that Wang et al. [274], Yang et al.
[282] and other authors use the term context vector to refer to other elements of the attention architecture.
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For tasks such as document classification, where usually there is only K in input and no
query, the attention mechanism can be seen as an instrument to encode the input into a compact
form. The computation of such an embedding can be seen as a form of feature selection, and
as such it can be applied to any set of features sharing the same representation. This applies
to cases where features come from different domains, as in multi-modal tasks [288], or from
different levels of a neural architecture [9], or where they simply represent different aspects of
the input document [173]. Similarly, attention can also be exploited as an auxiliary task during
training, so that specific features can be modeled via a multi-task setting. This holds for several
scenarios, such as visual question answering [209], domain classification for natural language
understanding [128], and semantic role labelling [249].
When the generation of a text sequence is required, as in machine translation, attention
enables to make use of a dynamic representation of the input sequence, whereby the whole
input does not have to be encoded into a single vector. At each time step, the encoding is
tailored according to the task, and in particular q represents an embedding of the previous state
of the decoder. More generally, the possibility to perform attention with respect to a query
q allows us to create representations of the input that depend on the task context, creating
specialized embeddings. This is particularly useful in tasks such as sentiment analysis and
information extraction.
Since attention can create contextual representations of an element, it can also be used
to build sequence-to-sequence annotators, without resorting to RNNs or CNNs, as suggested
by Vaswani et al. [263], who rely on an attention mechanism to obtain a whole encoder/decoder
architecture.
Attention can also be used as a tool for selecting specific words. This could be the case
for example in dependency parsing [249], and in cloze question-answering tasks [47, 125].
In the former case, attention can be applied to a sentence in order to predict dependencies.
In the latter, attention can be applied to a textual document or to a vocabulary to perform a
classification among the words.
Finally, attention can come in handy when multiple interacting input sequences have to
be considered in combination. In tasks such as question answering, where the input consists
of two textual sequences—for instance, the question and the document, or the question and
the possible answers—an input encoding can be obtained by taking into account the mutual
interactions between the elements of such sequences, rather than by applying a more rigid
a-priori defined model.
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6.4 A Taxonomy for Attention Models
Attention models can be described on the basis of the following orthogonal dimensions: the
nature of inputs (Section 6.4.1), the compatibility function (Section 6.4.2), the distribution
function (Section 6.4.3), and the number of distinct inputs/outputs, which we refer to as
“multiplicity” (Section 6.4.4). Moreover, attention modules can themselves be used inside larger
attention models to obtain complex architectures like hierarchical-input models (Section 6.4.1),
or in some multiple-input co-attention models (Section 6.4.4).
6.4.1 Input Representation
In NLP-related tasks, generally K and V are representations of parts of documents, such as
sequences of characters, words, or sentences. These components are usually embedded into
continuous vector representations and then processed through key/value annotation functions
(called kaf and vaf in Figure 6.3), so as to obtain a hidden representation resulting in K and
V . Typical annotation functions are recurrent neural (RNN) layers such as Gated Recurrent
Units (GRUs) and Long Short-Term Memory networks (LSTMs), and Convolutional Neural
Networks (CNNs). In this way, ki and vi represent an input element relative to its local context.
If the layers in charge of annotation are trained together with the attention model, they can
learn to encode information useful to the attention model.
Alternatively, ki/vi can be taken to represent each input element in isolation, rather than in
context. For instance, they could be a one-hot encoding of words or characters, or a pre-trained
word embedding. This results in an application of the attention mechanism directly to the
raw inputs, which is a model known as inner attention [269]. Such a model has proven to be
effective by several authors, who have exploited it in different fashions [151, 200, 263, 277].
The resulting architecture has a smaller number of layers and hyper-parameters, which reduces
the computational resources needed for training.
We shall now explain in more detail two successful structures, which have become well-
established building blocks of neural approaches for NLP, namely self-attention and hierarchical-
input architectures.
Self-attention
We made a distinction between two input sources: the input sequence, represented by K and V ,
and the query, represented by q. However, some architectures compute attention only based
on the input sequence. These architectures are known as self- or intra-attentive models. We
shall remark, however, that these terms are used to indicate many different approaches. The





Figure 6.4: Example of use of attention in a sequence-to-sequence model.
commonest one amounts to the application of multiple steps of attention to a vector K, using
the elements kt of the same vector as query at each step [263, 291]. At each step, the weights
ati represent the relevance of ki with respect to kt , yielding dK separate context embeddings, c
t ,
one per key. Attention could thus be used as a sequence-to-sequence model, as an alternative
to CNNs or RNNs (see Figure 6.4). In this way, each element of the new sequence may
be influenced by elements of the whole input, incorporating contextual information without
any locality boundaries. This is especially interesting, since it could overcome a well-known
shortcoming of RNNs: their limited ability of modeling long-range dependencies [15]. For
each element kt , the resulting distribution of the weights at should give more emphasis to
words that strongly relate to kt . The analysis of these distributions will therefore provide
information regarding the relation between the elements inside the sequence. Modern text-
sequence generation systems often rely on this approach. Another possibility is to construct a
single query element q from the keys through a pooling operation. Furthermore, the same input
sequence could be used both as keys K and query Q, applying a technique we will describe
in Section 6.4.4, known as co-attention. Other self-attentive approaches, such as Lin et al.
[153], Yang et al. [282], are characterized by the complete absence of any query term q, which
results in simplified compatibility functions (see Section 6.4.2).
Hierarchical-Input Architectures
In some tasks, portions of input data can be meaningfully grouped together into higher-level
structures. There, hierarchical-input attention models can be exploited to subsequently apply
multiple attention modules at different levels of the composition, as illustrated in Figure 6.5.
Consider, for instance, data naturally associated with a two-level semantic structure, such
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of features or relevant aspects of the same textual element. For instance, Zadeh et al. (2018) and
Li et al. (2018a) consider inputs composed of different sources, and for Maharjan et al. (2018) and
Kiela, Wang, and Cho (2018) the input represents different aspects of the same document. In that
case embeddings of the input can be collated together and fed into an attention model as multiple
keys, as long as the embeddings share the same representation. This allows to highlight the most
relevant elements of the inputs and operate a feature selection, which can lead to a reduction of
the dimensionality of the representation via the context embedding c produced by the attention
mechanism.
3.2 Hierarchical Input Architectures
When portions of input data can be grouped together into higher level structures, hierarchical input
attention models can be exploited to subsequently apply multiple attention blocks at different levels
of the composition, as illustrated in Figure 6.
Consider, for instance, data naturally associated with a two-level semantic structure, such as
characters forming words, or words forming sentences. Let us use an L subscript to denote lower-
level, “micro” elements, such as words with respect to sentences, and H to denote higher-level,
“macro” elements of a document D. Attention can be first applied to the representations of micro
elements kL,i, so as to build aggregate representations kH,j of the macro-elements, such as context
vectors. Attention could then be applied again, to the sequence of macro element embeddings, to
compute an embedding for D. With this model, attention first highlights the most relevant micro-
elements within each macro-element, and then the most relevant macro-elements in the document.
For instance, Yang et al. (2016b) apply attention first at word level, for each sentence in turn, to
compute sentence embeddings. Then, they apply attention again on the sentence embeddings to
obtain a document representation. With reference to the model introduced in Section 2, embeddings
cS,j are computed for each sentence in D, and then all such embeddings are used together as keys,
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cS,j are computed for each sentence in D, and then all such embeddings are used together as keys,
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Kiela, Wang, and Cho (2018) the i put r presents different aspects of the same document. In that
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relevant elements of the inputs and operate a feature selection, which can lead to a reduction of
the dimensionality of the representation via the context embedding c produced by the attention
mechanism.
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attention models can be exploited to subsequently apply multiple attention blocks at different levels
of the composition, as illustrated in Figu e 6.
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elements kL,i, so as to build aggregate representations kH,j of the macro-elements, such as context
vectors. Attention could then be applied again, to the sequence of macro element embeddings, to
compute an embedding for D. With this model, attention first highlights the most relevant micro-
elements within each macro-element, and then the most relevant macro-elements in the document.
For instance, Yang et al. (2016b) apply attention first at word level, for each sentence in turn, to
compute sentence embeddings. Then, they apply attention again on the sentence embeddings to
obtain a document representation. With reference to the model introduced in Section 2, embeddings
cS,j are computed for each sentence in D, and then all such embeddings are used together as keys,
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the dimensionality of t e representation via the context embedding c produced by the attention
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3.2 Hierarchical Input Architectures
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attention models can be exploited to subsequently apply multiple attention blocks at different levels
of the composition, as illustrat d in Figure 6.
Consider, for instance, data naturally associated with a two-level semantic structure, such as
characters forming words, or words forming sentences. Let us use an L subscript to denote lower-
level, “micro” elements, such as words with respect to sentences, and H to denote higher-level,
“macro” elements of a document D. Attention can be first applied to the representations of micro
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elements within each macro-element, and then the most relevant macro-elements in the document.
For instance, Yang et al. (2016b) apply attention first at word level, for each sentence in turn, to
compute sentence embeddings. Then, they apply attention again on the sentence embeddings to
obtain a document representation. With reference to the model introduced in Section 2, embeddings
cS,j are computed for each sentence in D, and then all such embeddings are used together as keys,
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of features or relevant aspects of the same textual element. For instance, Zadeh et al. (2018) and
Li et al. (2018a) consid r inputs comp sed of differ sources, and for Maharjan t al. (2018) and
Kiela, Wang, and Cho (2018) the input represents dif erent aspects of the same document. In that
case embeddings of the input an be collated together and fed into an attention model as multiple
keys, as long as the embeddings share the sam representation. This allows to highlight the most
relevant elements of the inputs and operate a feature selection, which can lead to a reductio of
the dimensionality of the representation via the context embedding c produced by th attention
mechanism.
3.1.1 HIERARCHICAL INPUT ARCHITECTURES
When portions of input data can be grouped together into higher level structures, hierarchical input
attention models can be exploited to subsequently apply multiple attention modules at different
levels of the compositio , as illustrated in Figure 6.
Consider, for instance, data naturally associated with a two-level semantic structure, such as
characters (the “micro”-elements) forming words (the “micro”-elements), or words forming sen-
tences. Attention can be first applied to the representati ns of micro lements ki, so as to build
aggregate represen ations kj f the macro- lements, such a context vectors. Attention could then
be applied again t the sequence of macro element embeddings, in order to compute an embedding
for the whole document D. With thi model, attentio first highlights the most releva t micro-
elements within each macro-element, and then the most rel vant ma ro-element in t ocument.
For instance, Yang et al. (2016b) apply attention first at word level, for each sentence in turn, to
compute sentence embeddings. Then, they apply attention again on the sent nce mbedd ng to
obtain a document representation. With refe ence o the model introduced in Section 2, embeddings
are computed for each sentence in D, and then all such embeddings are used together as keys, K t
compute the document-level weights a and eventually D’s context vector c.
When representations for both micro-level and macro-level elements are available, one can com-
pute attention on one level and then exploit the result as a key or query to compute attention on the
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of features or relevant aspects of the same textual element. For instance, Zadeh et al. (2018) and
Li et al. (2018a) consider inputs composed of different sources, and for Maharjan et al. (2018) and
Ki la, Wang, a d Cho (2018) the input represents different aspects of the same document. In that
case embe dings of the input can be collated together and fed into an attention model as multiple
keys, as long as the embeddings share the same representation. This allows to highlight the most
re ev t elements of h inputs and operate a feature selection, which can lead to a reduction of
the dime sionality of the representation via the context embedding c produced by the attention
mechanism.
3.2 Hierarchical Input Architectures
When portions of input dat can b grouped ogether into higher level structures, hierarchical input
attention models can be xploited to subsequently apply multiple attention blocks at differ nt levels
of the composition, as illustrated in Figure 6.
Consid r, for in tance, data naturally associat d with a two-level semantic structure, such as
characters forming words, or words formi g sentences. Let us use an L subscript to denote lower-
level, “micro” elements, such as words with resp c to sentences, and H to denote higher-level,
“ acro” el m ts of a document D. Attention can be first applied to the representations of micro
elements kL,i, so as to build aggrega e representations kH,j of the macro-elements, such as context
vectors. Att ntio could then b applied again, to the sequence of macro element embeddings, to
compute an embedding f r D. With this model, attention first highlights the most relevant micro-
elements within each macro-element, and then the most relevant macro-elements in the document.
For instance, Yang et al. (2016b) apply attention first at word level, for each sentence in turn, to
compute sentence embeddings. Then, they apply attention again on the sentence embeddings to
obtain a document representation. With reference to the model introduced in Section 2, embeddings
cS,j are computed for each sentence in D, and then all such embeddings are used together as keys,
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of features or relev nt aspects of the same textual element. For instance, Zadeh et al. (2018) and
Li et al. (2018a) consider inputs composed of different sources, and for Maharjan et al. (2018) and
Kiela, Wang, and Cho (2018) the input re resents different aspects of the same document. In that
cas emb ddings f the input can be co lat d together and fed into an attention model as multiple
keys, as long as the embeddings share the same representation. This allows to highlight the most
rel van lements of t inputs and op rate a feature selection, which can lead to a reduction of
th dimensionality of the repres tati n vi the context mbedding c produced by the attention
mechanism.
3.2 Hier rchical Inp t Architectures
When portions of input data can be grouped together into higher level structures, hierarchical input
attention models can be xploited to subsequently apply multiple attention blocks at different levels
of the composition, as illu trated in Fig re 6.
Consider, for insta c , data naturally ass ciated with a tw -level seman ic structur , such as
characters forming words, or words forming entences. Let us use an L subscript to de ote lower-
level, “ icro” lements, such as words with respect to sentences, a d H to denote higher-level,
“macro” elements of a document D. Attention can be first applied to the representations of micro
ele en s kL,i, so as to build aggreg te representations kH,j of the macro-elem nts, such as context
vectors. Attention could then be applied gain, to the sequence of macro element embeddings, to
compute an embedding for D. With this model, attention first highlights the most relevant micro-
elements within each macro-element, and then the most relevant macro-elements in the document.
For instance, Yang et al. (2016b) apply attention first at word level, for each sentence in turn, to
compute sentence embeddings. Then, they apply attention again on the sentence embeddings to
obtain a document representation. With reference to the model introduced in Section 2, embeddings
cS,j are computed for each sentence in D, and then all such embeddings are used together as keys,
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of f atures or relev nt aspects of the same t xtual element. For instance, Zadeh et al. (2018) and
Li t al. (2018a) consider inputs composed of different sources, and for Maharjan et al. (2018) and
Kiela, Wang, and Cho (2018) the input represents different aspects of the same document. In that
case embeddings of the input can b coll ted together and fed into an attention model as multiple
keys, as long as the emb ddings share the same repres ntation. This allows to highlight the most
relevant lements of the inputs and oper te a feature selection, which can lead t a reduction of
the dimensi ality of the representation via the context embedding c produced by the attention
mechanism.
3.1.1 HIERARCHICAL INPUT ARCHITECTURES
When port ons of input ata can be grouped together int higher level structures, hierarchical input
ttention mo els can be exploited to subseque tly apply ultiple attention modules at different
levels of the composition, as illustrated in Figure 6.
Consider, for instanc , d ta aturally associ ted with a wo-l vel semanti tructure, such as
ch racter (the “micro”-elem nts) forming word (the “micr ”- lem nts), or words forming sen-
tences. Att ion can b first applied t he representations f micro ele ents ki, so as to build
ag regate rep tations kj of the acro-elements, such as context vector . Attention could then
b appli d aga to the sequ nce of macro lement e beddings, i order to compute an embedding
for the whole document D. Wi h th s model, attention first hi hlights the ost relevant micro-
ele ents within each macro- lement, and then he most releva t macro-elements i the document.
For instance, Yang et l. (2016b) apply attention first at word level, for each s nte ce i turn, to
compute sentence embeddings. Then, they apply attention again on the sentence embeddings to
obtain a document repres ntation. With reference to the model in r duced in Sect on 2, embeddings
are computed for each sentence i D, and th n all such emb ddings are us d together as keys, K to
compute the docum nt-level weights a and eventually D’s context vector c.
When representations for both micro-level and macro-level elements are available, one can com-
pute attention on one level and then exploit the result as a key or query to compute attention on the
other, yielding two different micro/macro representations of D. In this way, attention enables to
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Figure 6: Hierarchical input attention models defined by Yang et al. (2016b) (left), Zhao and Zhang
(2018) (center), and Ma et al. (2018) (right). The attention fu tions on ifferent levels
r ap lied s quentially, left-to-right.
identify the ost relevant elements for the task at both levels. The attention-via-attention model
by Zhao and Zhang (2018) efines a hierarchy with characters at the micro level and words at the
macro level. Both characters and words act as keys. Attention is first computed on word embed-
dings KW , thus obtaining a document representation in the form of a context vector cW , which in
urn acts as a query q to guide micro-level, document-wise attention. Such character-level attention
produces document-wise weig ts a and context c.
Ma et al. (2018) id n fy a single “target” macr -object T as a set of words, which do not
necessar ly have to form a sequenc in D, and then use such a macro object as keys, KT . The
cont xt vect r cT produced by a first application of the attention mechanism on KT is then used
as query q, fed to a second application of the attention mechanism over all the document words,
obtaining document-wise weights a a d context c.
3.2 Compatibility Functions
The compatibility function is a crucial part of the attention architecture, because it defines how keys
and queries are matched or combined. In our discussion of compatibility functions, we consider a
data model where q and ki are mono-dimensional vectors. For example, if K represents a docu-
ment, each ki may be the embedding of a sentence, a word or a character. q and ki may have the
same structure, and thus the same size, although that is not always necessary. Also notice that in
some architectures q can consist of a sequence of vectors or a matrix, a possibility we will explore
in Section 3.4.2.
Some common compatibility functions are listed in Table 3. Two main approaches can be iden-
tified. A first one is to match and compare K and q. For instance, the idea behind the similarity
attention proposed by Graves et al. (2014) is that the most relevant keys are the ones which are
the most similar to the query. Accordingly, the authors present a model that relies on a similarity
function (sim in Table 3) to compute the energy scores. For example, they rely on cosine similarity,
which is suitable in the cases where the query and the keys share the same semantic representation.
A similar idea is followed by one of the most common types of attention functions, the multiplica-
tive or dot attention, where the dot product between q and K is computed. A variation of this model
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Figure 6: Hierarchical input attention models defined by Yang et al. (2016b) (left), Zhao and Zhang
(2018) (center), nd Ma et al. (2018) (ri t). Th a tention functions o d fferent levels
are applied s quenti lly, l ft- o-right.
id tify most rel vant lements for the ask t b th levels. The ttention-via-atte tion model
by Zha and Zhang (2018) defines a hi rarchy with ch racters at the micro l vel and words at the
macr l vel. Both haracters and words act as keys. Attention is first computed on word embed-
ings KW , thus obtainin a document repr senta on in the form of a context vect cW , which in
turn acts as a query q to guide micro-level, document-wise atte tion. Such character-level attention
produces ocument-wise weights a and context .
Ma t al. (2018) identify a si gl “targ t” m cro- bje t T s a set of words, which do not
necessarily hav to form sequence in D, and then use such a macro obje t as keys, KT . The
cont xt vector cT produced by a first applic ti n of the atten ion mechanis on KT i then used
as query q, fed to a second pplication of tt ti mechanism ov r all the document words,
obtaining d cum t-wise we ghts and co text .
3.2 Comp tibility Func io s
The compatibility function is a crucial part of the attention architecture, because it defines how keys
and queries are matched or combined. In our discussion of compatibility functions, we consider a
data model where q and ki are mono-dimensional vectors. For exa ple, if K represents a docu-
ment, each ki may be the embedding of a sentence, a word or a character. q and ki may have the
same structure, and thus the same size, although that is not always necessary. Also notice that in
some architectures q can consist of a sequence of vectors or a matrix, a possibility we will explore
in Section 3.4.2.
Some common compatibility functions are listed in Table 3. Two main approaches can be iden-
tified. A first one is to match and compare K and q. For instance, the idea behind the similarity
attention proposed by Graves et al. (2014) is that the most relevant keys are the ones which are
the most similar to the query. Accordingly, the authors present a model that relies on a similarity
function (sim in Table 3) to compute the energy scores. For example, they rely on cosine similarity,
which is suitable in the cases where the query and the keys share the same semantic representation.
A similar idea is followed by one of the most common types of attention functions, the multiplica-
tive or dot attention, where the dot product between q and K is computed. A variation of this model
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Figure 6: Hierarchical input att ntion models defined by Yang et al. (2016b) (left), Zhao and Zhang
(2018) (cente ), and Ma et al. (2018) (right). The attention functions on different levels
re appli d sequentially, left-to-right.
identify the most r leva t ele ents for the task at both levels. The attention-via-attention model
by Zhao a d Zhang (2018) defines a hierarchy with characters at the micro level and words at the
macro level. Both characters and words act as keys. Attention is first computed on word embed-
dings KW , thus obtaining a document representation in the form of a context vector cW , which
in turn acts as a query q t guide the application f charact r-level attention to the keys (character
mbeddings) KC , yielding weights a context vector c for D.
Ma et al. (2018) identify a single “target” macro-object T as a set of words, which do not
necessarily have to form a sequence in D, and then use such a macro object as keys, KT . The
context vector cT produced by a first application of the attention mechanism on KT is then used
as query q, fed to a second application of the attention mechanism on D, with the keys being the
document’s word embeddings KW .
3.2 Co patibility Functions
The compatibility function is a crucial part of the attention architecture, because it defines how keys
and queries are matched or combined. In our discussion of compatibility functions, we consider a
data model where q and ki are mono-dimensional vectors. For example, if K represents a docu-
ment, each ki may be the e bedding of a sentence, a word or a character. q and ki may have the
same structure, and thus the same size, although that is not always necessary. Also notice that in
some architectures q can consist of a sequence of vectors or a matrix, a possibility we will explore
in Section 3.4.2.
Some common compatibility functions are listed in Table 3. Two main approaches can be iden-
tified. A first one is to match and compare K and q. For instance, the idea behind the similarity
attention proposed by Graves et al. (2014) is that the most relevant keys are the ones which are
the most similar to the query. Accordingly, the authors present a model that relies on a similarity
function (sim in Table 3) to compute the energy scores. For example, they rely on cosine similarity,
which is suitable in the cases where the query and the keys share the same semantic representation.
A similar idea is followed by one of the most common types of attention functions, the multiplica-









Fig re 5: Example of use of attention in a sequence-to-sequence model.
of features or rel vant aspects of the same textual element. For instance, Zadeh et al. (2018) and
Li et al. (2018a) consider inputs composed of different sources, and for Maharjan et al. (2018) and
Kiela, Wang, and Cho (2018) th input represents different aspects of the same document. In that
case mbeddings of the input can be collated together and fed into an attention model as multiple
keys, as long as the embeddings share the same representation. This allows to highlight the most
r vant elements of the inputs and operate a feature selection, which can lead to a reduction of
the dimensionality f the repres ntation via the context embedding c produced by the attention
mechanism
3.2 Hierarchical Input Architectures
W en portions of input data c n be grou ed together into higher level structures, hierarchical input
atten on models can be exploited to subs quently apply multiple attention blocks at different levels
of the composition, as illustrated in Figure 6.
Consid r, for instan e, data naturally associated with a two-level semantic structure, such as
character forming words, or words forming sentences. Let us use an L subscript to denote lower-
lev l, “micro” elements, such as words with respect to sentences, and H to denote higher-level,
“ acro” elements of a document D. Attention can be first applied to the representations of micro
elements kL,i, s as to build aggregate representations kH,j of the macro-elements, such as context
v ctors. Attention could then be applied again, to the sequence of macro element embeddings, to
compu e an embedding f r D. With this model, attention first highlights the most relevant micro-
elements within each macro-element, and hen the most relevant macro-elements in the document.
For in tanc , Yang et al. (2016b) apply attention first at word level, for each sentence in turn, to
compu e emb ddings. Th n, they apply attention again on the sentence embeddings to
obtain a document repr sentation. With referen e to the model introduced in Section 2, embeddings
cS,j are computed for each sen ence in D, and then all such embeddings are used together as keys,
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of features or relevant aspects of the s me textual element. For instance, Zadeh et al. (2018) and
Li et al. (2018a) consider inputs composed of different sources, and for Maharjan et al. (2018) and
Kiela, Wang, and Cho (2018) the inpu represents different aspects of the same document. In that
case embeddings of the input c n be col ated together and fed into an attention model as multiple
keys, as long s the embeddings s are the same representation. This allows to highlight the most
releva t elements of the inputs and perate a feature selection, which can lead to a reduction of
h dimensionality of the representation via the context embedding c produced by the attention
mechanis .
3.2 Hierarchical Input Architectures
When p rtion of inp t data a be grouped together into higher level structures, hierarchical input
a tention models can be exploit d t subsequently apply multiple attention blocks at different levels
of t e compositi n, as illustrated in Figure 6.
Consid r, for instance, data at rally ass ciated with a tw -level seman ic structur , such as
characters forming words, r words forming entences. Let us use an L subscript to de ote lower-
level, “micro” lements, such a words with respect to sentences, a d H to denote higher-level,
“macro” elem n s of a document D. Attention can be first applied to the representations of micro
ele e kL,i, o as to build aggreg te r presentations kH,j of the macro-elem nts, such as context
vectors. Attention could h n e applied gain, to the sequence of macro element embeddings, to
compute an embedding for D. With this model, attention first highlights the most relevant micro-
eleme ts within each macro-element, and then the most relevant macro-elements in the document.
For instance, Yang et al. (2016b) apply attention first at word level, for each sentence in turn, to
c mpute sentence mbeddings. Then, they apply attention again on the sentence embeddings to
obtain a d c ment represe tation. With reference to the model introduced in Section 2, embeddings
cS,j are computed for ach s nt nce in D and then all such embeddings are used together as keys,
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of features or relevant aspects of the same textual element. For instance, Zadeh et al. (2018) and
Li et al. (2018 ) co sider inputs composed of different sources, and for Maharjan et al. (2018) and
Kiela, Wang, and Cho (2018) the input represents different aspects of the same document. In that
case embeddings f the input can be collated together and fed into an attention model as multiple
keys, as long as the embeddings share the same representation. This allows to highlight the most
relevant elem ts of the inputs and perate a feature selection, which can lead to a reduction of
the imensionality of the repres ation via the context embedding c produced by the attention
mechanism.
3.1.1 HIERARCHICAL INPUT ARCHITECTURES
When port ons of input ta can be group d together into higher level structures, hierarchical input
attentio models can be exploited to subsequently apply ultiple attention modules at different
levels of the composition, s illustrated in Figure 6.
Consider, for i stance, data atural y assoc ated with a two-lev l semantic structure, such as
char cters ( he “micro”-elements) f rming words (the “micro”-elements), or wor s forming sen-
tence . Att tion can b first applied t the representati ns of micro lements ki, o as o build
aggrega e repre enta ions kj f the macro-elements, such as cont xt vectors. Att ntion could then
b applie again to the sequ nce of macro lement embeddings, in order to compute an embedding
for the w ol document D. With t is model, attention fir t ighlig ts h most relevant micro-
el ments within each macro-element, and then he ost r levan macro-element in the document.
For instance, Yang et al. (2016b) apply attention first at word level, for each s ntence in turn, to
co pute sent nce mbeddings. Then, they apply attention again on the sentence embeddings to
obtain a docu ent repre entation. With reference to the model introduced in Section 2, embeddings
are computed for each sentence in D, and then all such embeddings are used together as keys, K to
compute the document-level weights a and eventually D’s context vector c.
Wh repr sentations for both icro-level and macro-level elements are available, one can com-
pute att ntion on one level and then exploit the result as a key or query to compute attention on the
other, yielding two differe t micro/macro representations of D. In this way, attention enables to
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Figure 6: Hi rarchical input atten ion models d fined by Yang et al. (2016b) (lef ), Zhao and Zhang
(2018) (center), and M e al. (2018) (right). The ttention functions o diff ren levels
are applied sequent ally, left-to-righ .
i entify the most relevant elements for the task at both levels. The ttention-via-attention model
by Zhao and Zhang (2018) defines a hierarchy with characters t the micro level and words at the
macro level. Bot chara ters and wo ds ct s keys. Attention is first computed on word embed-
dings KW , thus btaining a document representation i th f r of a cont xt vector cW , which
in tur acts as a query q to guide the appli atio of character-level attention to the keys (character
embeddings) KC , yielding weigh s a con xt vector for D.
M e al. (2018) identify a si gle “tar et” macro-object T as a set of words, which do not
ne essarily hav to form a sequ ce in D, and th n use s ch a acro obj ct as keys, KT . The
cont xt vector cT produ ed by a fir t appl cati of the att ntion echanism on K is then used
as query q, fed to a s cond applica io f t atte io mechanism on D, with the keys being the
ocum ’s wo d beddings KW .
3.2 Compatibility Functions
The compatibility function is a crucial part of the atten ion architecture, because it defines how keys
and queries are matched or combi ed. In our discussion of compatibility functio s we consider a
data model where q and ki are mono-dimensional vectors. For example, if K re resents a docu-
ment, each ki may be the embedding of a sentence, a word or a character. q and ki may h ve the
same structure, and thus the same size, although that is not always n c ss ry. Also notice that in
some architectures q can consist of a sequence of vectors or a matrix, po sibility we will explore
in Section 3.4.2.
Some common compatibility functions are listed in Table 3. Two main approaches can be iden-
tified. A first one is to match and compare K and q. For instanc , th idea behind the simil rity
attention proposed by Graves et al. (2014) is that the most relevant keys are the ones which are
the most similar to the query. Accordingly, the authors present a model that relies on a similarity
function (sim in Table 3) to compute the energy scores. For example, they rely on cosine similarity,
which is suitable in the cases where the query and the keys share the same semantic representation.
A similar idea is followed by one of the most common types of attention functions, the multiplica-
tive or dot attention, where the dot product between q and K is computed. A variation of this model
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Figure 6: Hierarchical input attention models defined by Yang et al. (2016b) (left), Zhao and Zhang
(2018) ( e t r), and Ma et al. (2018) (right). The attention functions on different levels
are appl ed sequentially, left-to-right.
identify the most relevant el ents for the task at both levels. The attention-via-attention model
by Zhao and Zhang (2018) defines a hierarchy with characters at the micro level and words at the
macro l vel. B th characters and words act as keys. Attention is first computed on word embed-
dings KW , thus obtaining a document representation in the form of a context vector cW , which in
turn acts as a query q to guide micro-level, document-wise attention. Such character-level attention
produces document-wise weights a and context c.
Ma et al. (2018) identify a single “target” macro-object T as a set of words, which do not
ecessarily have to form a sequence in D, and then use such a macro object as keys, KT . The
context vector cT produced by a first application of the attention mechanism on KT is then used
as query q, fed to a second application of the attention mechanism over all the document words,
obtaining document-wise weights a and context c.
3.2 Co patibility Functions
The compatibility function is a crucial part of the attention architecture, because it defines how keys
and queries are matched or combined. In our discussion of compatibility functions, we consider a
data model where q and ki are mono-dimensional vectors. For example, if K represents a docu-
ent, each ki may be the embedding of a sentence, a word or a character. q and ki may have the
same structure, and thus the same size, although that is not always necessary. Also notice that in
some architectures q can consist of a sequence of vectors or a matrix, a possibility we will explore
in Section 3.4.2.
Some common compatibility functions are listed in Table 3. Two main approaches can be iden-
tified. A first one is to match and compare K and q. For instance, the idea behind the similarity
attention proposed by Graves et al. (2014) is that the most relevant keys are the ones which are
the most similar to the query. Accordingly, the authors present a model that relies on a similarity
function (sim in Table 3) to compute the energy scores. For example, they rely on cosine similarity,
which is suitable in the cases where the query and the keys share the same semantic representation.
A similar idea is followed by one of the most common types of attention functions, the multiplica-
tive or dot attention, where the dot product between q and K is computed. A variation of this model
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Figure 6: Hierarchical input attention models defined by Yang et al. (2016b) (left), Zhao and Zhang
(2018) (center), and Ma et al. (2018) (right). The attention functions on different levels
are applied sequentially, left-to-right.
identify the most relevant elements for the task at both levels. The attention-via-attention model
by Zhao and Zhang (2018) defines a hierarchy with characters at the micro level and words at the
macro level. Both characters and words act as keys. Attention is first computed on word embed-
dings KW , thus obtaining a document representation in the form of a context vector cW , which
in turn acts as a query q to guide the application of character-level attention to the keys (character
embeddings) KC , yielding weights a context vector c for D.
Ma et al. (2018) identify a single “target” macro-object T as a set of words, which do not
necessarily have to form a sequence in D, and then use such a macro object as keys, KT . The
contex vector cT produced by a first application of the attention mechanism on KT is then used
as query q, fed to a second application of the attention mechanism on D, with the keys being the
document’s word embeddings KW .
3.2 Co patibility Functions
The compatibility function is a crucial part of the attention architecture, because it defines how keys
and queries are matched or combined. In our discussion of compatibility functions, we consider a
data model where q and ki are mono-dimensional vectors. For example, if K represents a docu-
ment, each ki may be the embedding of a sentence, a word or a character. q and ki may have the
same structure, and thus the same size, although that is not always necessary. Also notice that in
some architectures q can onsist of a sequence of vectors or a matrix, a possibility we will explore
in Section 3.4.2.
Some common compa ibility functions are listed in T ble 3. Two main approaches can be iden-
tified. A first one is to match and compare K and q. For instance, the idea behind the similarity
attention proposed by Graves et al. (2014) is that the most relevant keys are the ones which are
the most similar to the query. Accordingly, the authors present a model that relies on a similarity
functio (sim in Table 3) to compute the energy scores. For example, they rely on cosine similarity,
which is suitable in the cases where the query and the keys share the same semantic representation.
A similar idea is followed by one of the most common types of attention functions, the multiplica-




Figure 6.5: Hierarchical input attention models defined by Yang et al. [282] (lef ), Zh o and Zhang
[298] (center), and Ma et al. [172] (rig t). The nu ber i side t e attention shapes i dicates the order of
application. Different colors ighlight diff rent parts of the inputs.
sentences. Attention can be first applied to the representations of micro el men s ki, so as to
build aggregate representations k j of the macro-elements, such as context vectors. Attention
could then be applied again to the sequence of macro element embeddings, in order to compute
an embedding for the whole document D. With this model, attention first highlights the ost
relevant micro-elements within each macro-element, and then the most relevant macro-elements
in the document. For instance, Yang et al. [282] apply attention first at word level, for each
sentence in turn, to compute sentence embeddings. Then, they apply attention again on the
sentence embeddings to obtain a document representation.
The alternatives presented by Zhao and Zhang [298] and Ma et al. [172] refer to settings
where, respectively, both micro-level and macro-level elements are available and where there is
a “target” element that can be considered the macro-object.
6.4.2 Compatibility Functions
The compatibility function is a crucial part of the attention architecture, because it defines how
keys and queries are matched or combined. In our presentation of compatibility functions, we
will consider a data model where q and ki are mono-dimensional vectors. For example, if K
represents a document, each ki may be the embedding of a sentence, a word or a character. In
such a model, q and ki may have the same structure, and thus the same size, although that is not
always necessary. However, in some architectures q can consist of a sequence of vectors or a
matrix, a possibility we explore in Section 6.4.4.
Some common compatibility functions are listed in Table 6.3. Two main approaches can
be identified. A first one is to match and compare K and q. For instance, the idea behind the
similarity attention proposed by Graves et al. [95] is that the most relevant keys are the most
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Table 6.3: Summary of compatibility functions found in literature. W , W0, W1, . . . , and b are learnable
parameters. L is a fixed parameter.
Name Equation Reference
similarity f (q,K) = sim(q,K) Graves et al. [95]
multiplicative or dot f (q,K) = q⊺K Luong et al. [169]
scaled multiplicative f (q,K) = q
⊺K√
nk
Vaswani et al. [263]
general or bilinear f (q,K) = q⊺WK Luong et al. [169]
biased general f (q,K) = K⊺(Wq+b) Sordoni et al. [242]
activated general f (q,K) = act(q⊺WK +b) Ma et al. [170]




Luong et al. [169]
additive f (q,K) = wimp⊺act(W1K +W2q+b) Bahdanau et al. [7]

















e j,i = act
(
wimp⊺[ki; . . . ;ki+l]+b
)
location-based f (q,K) = f (q) Luong et al. [169]
similar to the query. These approaches are particularly suitable in tasks where the concept of
relevance of a key is known to be closely related to that of similarity to a query element. These
include, for instance, tasks where specific keywords can be used as query, such as abusive
speech recognition and sentiment analysis.
A different approach amounts to combining rather than comparing K and q, using them
together to compute a joint representation, which is then multiplied by an importance vector3
wimp, which has to adhere to the same semantic of the new representation. Such a vector defines,
in a way, relevance, and could be an additional query element, as offered by Ma et al. [172],
or a learnable parameter. In that case, we speculate that the analysis of a machine-learned
3Our terminology. As previously noted, wimp is termed context vector by Yang et al. [282] and other
authors.
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importance vector could provide additional information on the model. One of the simplest
models that follow this approach is the concat attention by Luong et al. [169], where a joint
representation is given by juxtaposing keys and query. These approaches are especially suitable
when a representation of “relevant" elements is unavailable, or it is available but encoded in a
significantly different way from the way keys are encoded. That may be the case, for instance,
with tasks such as document classification and summarization.
6.4.3 Distribution functions
Attention distribution maps energy scores to attention weights. The choice of the distribution
function depends on the properties the distribution is required to have—for instance, whether
it is required to be a probability distribution, a set of probability scores, or a set of Boolean
scores—on the need to enforce sparsity, and on the need to account for the keys’ positions.
One possible distribution function g is the logistic sigmoid, as proposed by Kim et al. [129].
In this way, weights can thus be interpreted as probabilities that an element is relevant. The
most common approach is to use a softmax function, in what we refer to as soft attention. Each
attention weight can then be interpreted as the probability that the corresponding element is the
most relevant.
It can be argued that, in some cases, some parts of the input are completely irrelevant,
and if they were to be considered, they would likely introduce noise rather than contribute
with useful information. In such cases, one could exploit attention distributions that altogether
ignore some of the keys, thereby reducing the computational footprint. One option is the
sparsemax distribution [177], which truncates to zero the scores under a certain threshold
by exploiting the geometric properties of the probability simplex. This approach could be
especially useful in those settings where a large number of elements is irrelevant, such as in
document summarization or cloze question-answering tasks. In some tasks, such as machine
translation, or image captioning, the relevant features are found in a neighborhood of a certain
position. In those cases it could be helpful to focus the attention only on a specific portion of
the input. If the position is known in advance, one can apply a positional mask [231]. Since the
location may not be known in advance, other approaches [169, 278] considers the keys in a
dynamically determined location. Finally, the concept of locality can also be defined according
to semantic rules, rather than the temporal position. This possibility will be further discussed in
Section 6.5.
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6.4.4 Multiplicity
We shall now present variations of the general unified model where the attention mechanism is
extended to accommodate multiple, possibly heterogeneous, inputs or outputs.
Multiple Outputs
Some applications suggest that the data could, and should, be interpreted in multiple ways. This
can be the case when there is ambiguity in the data, stemming, for example, from words having
multiple meanings, or when addressing a multi-task problem. For this reason, models have been
defined that jointly compute not only one, but multiple attention distributions over the same
data. One possibility presented by Lin et al. [153], and also exploited by Du et al. [63], is to
use additive attention (seen in Section 6.4.2) with an importance matrix Wimp ∈Rnk×no , instead
of a vector. In multi-dimensional attention [231], where the importance matrix is a square
matrix, attention can computed feature-wise. Convolution-based attention [62] always produces
multiple energy scores distributions according to the number of convolutional filters and the size
of those filters. Another possibility explored by [263] is multi-head attention. There, multiple
linear projections of all the inputs (K, V , q) are performed according to learnable parameters,
and multiple attention functions are computed in parallel. Usually, the processed context
vectors are then merged together into a single embedding. Finally, label-wise attention [10]
computes a separate attention distribution for each class. This may improve the performance
as well as lead to a better interpretation of the data, because it could help isolate data points
that better describe each class. These techniques are not mutually exclusive. For example,
multi-head and multi-dimensional attention can be combined with one another [35].
Multiple Inputs: Co-Attention
Some architectures consider the query to be a sequence of dq multi-dimensional elements,
represented by a matrix Q ∈ Rnq×dq , rather than by a plain vector. Examples of this set-up
are common in architectures designed for tasks where the query is a sentence, as in question
answering, or a set of keywords, as in abusive speech detection. In those cases, it could
be useful to find the most relevant query elements according to the task and the keys. A
straightforward way of doing that would be to apply the attention mechanism to the query
elements, thus treating Q as keys and each ki as query, yielding two independent representations
for K and Q. However, in that way we would miss the information contained in the interactions
between elements of K and Q. Alternatively, one could apply attention jointly on K and Q,
which become the “inputs” of a co-attention architecture [165]. Co-attention models can be
coarse-grained or fine-grained [72]. Coarse-grained models compute attention on each input,
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using an embedding of the other input as a query. Fine-grained models consider each element
of an input with respect to each element of the other input. Furthermore, co-attention can be
performed sequentially or in parallel. In parallel models, the procedures to compute attention
on K and on Q symmetric, thus the two inputs are treated identically.
Coarse-grained co-attention Coarse-grained models use a compact representation of one
input to compute attention on the other. In such models, the role of the inputs as keys and
queries is no longer focal, thus a compact representation of K may play as query in parts of the
architecture and vice versa. A sequential coarse-grained model proposed by Lu et al. [165] is
alternating co-attention, illustrated in Figure 6.6 (left), whereby attention is computed three
times to obtain embeddings for K and Q. First, self-attention is computed on Q. The resulting
context vector is then used as a query to perform attention on K. The result is another context
vector CK , which is further used as a query as attention is again applied to Q. This produces a
final context vector, CQ. The architecture proposed by Sordoni et al. [242] can also be described
using this model with a few adaptations. In particular, Sordoni et al. omit the last step, and
factor in an additional query element q in the first two attention steps. An almost identical
sequential architecture is used by Zhang et al. [295], who use q only in the first attention step.
A parallel coarse-grained model is illustrated in Figure 6.6 (right). In such a model, proposed
by Ma et al. [170], an average (avg) is initially computed on each input, and then used as
query in the application of attention to generate the embedding of the other input. Sequential
co-attention offers a more elaborate computation of the final results, potentially allowing to
discard all the irrelevant elements of Q and K, at a the cost of a greater computational footprint.
Parallel co-attention can be optimized for better performance, at the expense of a “simpler"
elaboration of the outputs. It is worthwhile noticing that the averaging step in Ma et al.’s model
could be replaced by self-attention, in order to filter out irrelevant elements from Q and K at an
early stage.
Fine-grained co-attention In fine-grained co-attention models, the relevance (energy scores)
associated with each key/query element pair ⟨ki/q j⟩ is represented by the elements E j,i of a
co-attention matrix E ∈ Rdq×dk computed by a co-compatibility function. Co-compatibility
functions can be straightforward adaptations of any of the compatibility functions listed in
Table 6.3. Alternatively, new functions can be defined. Because E j,i represent energy scores
associated with ⟨ki/q j⟩ pairs, computing the relevance of K with respect to specific query
elements, or, similarly, the relevance of Q with respect to specific key elements, requires
extracting information from E using what we call an aggregation function. The output of such
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Finally, label-wise attention (Barbieri et al., 2018) computes a separate attention distribution for
each class. This may improve the performance as well as lead to a better interpretation of the data,
because it could help isolate data points that better describe each class.
3.4.2 MULTIPLE INPUTS: CO-ATTENTION
Some architectures consider the query to be a matrix Q 2 Rnq⇥dq , rather than a plain vector. In
that case, it could be useful to find the most relevant query elements according to the task and the
keys. A straightforward way of doing that would be to apply the attention mechanism to the query
elements, thus treating Q as keys and each ki as query, yielding two independent representations
for K and Q. However, in that way we would miss the information contained in the interactions
between elements of K and Q. Alternatively, one could apply attention jointly on K and Q, which
become the “inputs” of a co-attention architecture (Lu et al., 2016).
Co-attention models can be coarse-grained or fine-grained (Fan et al., 2018). Coarse-grained
models compute attention on each input, using an embedding of the other input as a query. Fine-
grained models consider each element of an input with respect to each element of the other input.
Furthermore, co-attention can be performed sequentially or in parallel. In parallel models, the
procedure to compute the attentions on K and Q is symmetric, thus the two inputs are treated
identically.
Coarse-grained co-attention Coarse-grained models use a compact representation of one input
to compute attention on the other. In such models, the role of the inputs as keys and queries is no
longer focal, thus a representation of K may play as query in parts of the architecture and vice
versa.
A sequential coarse-grained model proposed by Lu et al. (2016) is alternating co-attention,
illustrated in Figure 7 (left), whereby attention is computed three times to obtain embeddings for K
and Q. First, self-attention is computed on Q. The resulting context vector c is then used as a query
to perform attention on K. The result is another context vector CK , which is further used as a
query as attention is again applied to Q. This produces a final context vector, CQ. The architecture
proposed by Sordoni et al. (2016) can also be described using this model with a few adaptations.
In particular, Sordoni et al. (2016) omit the last step, and factor in an additional query element q0
in the first two attention steps. An almost identical sequential architecture is used by Zhang et al.
(2018a), who use q0 only in the first attention step.
A parallel coarse-grained model is illustrated in Figure 7 (right). In such a model, proposed
by Ma et al. (2017), an average (avg) is initially computed on each input, and then used as query in
the application of attention to generate the embedding of the other input.
Fine-grained co-attention In fine-grained co-attention models, the relevance (energy scores) as-
sociated with each key/query element pair hki/qji is represented by the elements ej,i of a co-
attention matrix E 2 Rdq⇥dk computed by a co-compatibility function.
Co-compatibility functions can be trivial adaptations of any of the compatibility functions listed
in Table 3. Alternatively, new functions can be defined. For example, Fan et al. (2018) define
co-compatibility as a linear transformation of the concatenation between the elements and their
product (Eq. 10). In Parikh et al.’s (2016) decomposable attention, the inputs are fed into a neural
network prior to computing their product (Eq. 11). Postponing the product reduces the number of
inputs to the neural network, yielding a reduction in the computational footprint. Another possibility
proposed by Tay et al. (2018b) is to exploit the Hermitian inner product: the elements of K and Q
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available in literature to this topic: its description, its improvement with regularization,
and the possibility to exploit it with di↵erent techniques. We are not aware of any other
imp ovement that has been do to this model, so far.
#1. I failed to understand Figure 7, in which detailed information on each
compon nt should be placed in the figure or caption.
DISCUSS: Put the number of level inside the attention shape: for each sub-figure: 1,
2 and three for for the left-most figure, only 1 for both blocks of the right-most figure.
Put a lable Qavg and Kavg nearby the intermediate vector in figure 7? TODO: PAOLO
to modify Figure 7
Qavg and Kavg
We ave preferred to not expand the caption because any explanation of the ap-
proaches would have been redu dant with what is written in the ”Coarse-grained co-
attention” subsection. The motivation for not specifying a label for the intermediate
vectors which are computed as intermediate steps of the process is to avoid to intro-
duce ambiguity between the final product of these approaches (Cq and Ck) and their
intermediate values. We have relied on the graphical notation of attention that we have
introduced in Section 2 to indicate the roles (keys, values, queri s) of the vectors in the
i↵erent attention applications. To make the figure more comprehensible and intuitive,
we have therefo i roduced a nu ber inside the attention block which specify the order
in which the t ention functions are applied, so to make easier to understand the logic
flow of he two approaches.
#2. I Se tion IV, ttention mecha i m might be a key tool to integrate deep
neural n tworks into symbolic systems. However, no details are giv n in the
subsequent sect ons.
TODO: MARCO – Follow ng this suggestion, in th revised manuscript we added a
new Section VI-E with the challenges to be faced when combining attention mechanisms
within neural-symbolic approaches.
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Fig re 6.6: Co rs -grained co-attention b Lu t al. [165] (lef ) and Ma et al. [170] (right). The number
i side he attention shapes (and b sides the average operator) ind cate the ord r wh ch they are applied.























































Figure 6.7: Fine-grained co-attention models presented by dos Santos et al. [61] (left) and by Cui et al.
[47] (right). Dashed lines show how max pooling/distribution functions are applied (column-wise or
row-wise).
a function is a pair aK /aQ of weight vectors. The commonest aggregation functions are listed in
Table 6.4 and two example of fine-grained co-attention are illustrated in Figure 6.7.
Further improvements may be obtained by combining the results of multiple co-attention
models. Fan et al. [72], for instance, compute coarse-grained and fine-grained attention in
parallel, and combine the results into a single embedding.
6.5 Combining Attention and Knowledge
According to LeCun et al. [142], a major open challenge in AI is combining connectionist (or
sub-symbolic) models, such as deep networks, with approaches based on symbolic knowledge
representation, in order to perform complex reasoning tasks. Throughout the last decade,
filling the gap between these two families of AI methodologies has represented a major
research avenue. Popular approaches include statistical relational learning [88], neural-symbolic
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Table 6.4: Aggregation functions. In most cases, aK and aQ are obtained by applying a distribution
function, such as those seen in Section 6.4.3, to eK and eQ, and are thus omitted from this table in
the interest of brevity. As customary, act is a placeholder for a generic non-linear activation function,
whereas dist indicates a distribution function such as softmax.
Name Equations Reference
pooling eKi = max
1≤ j≤dq
(E j,i) dos Santos et al. [61]
eQ j = max
1≤i≤dk
(E j,i)
perceptron eK =W3⊺act(W1K +W2QE) Lu et al. [165]
eQ =W4⊺act(W2K +W1QE⊺)
linear eK =W1E Li et al. [150]
transformation eQ =W2E
attention over aK = M1 ·aQ Cui et al. [47]
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learning [82], and the application of various deep learning architectures [155] such as memory
networks [251], neural Turing machines [95], and several others.
From this perspective, attention can be seen both as an attempt to improve the interpretability
of neural networks, and as an opportunity to plug external knowledge into them. As a matter of
fact, since the weights assigned by attention represent the relevance of the input with respect to
the given task, in some contexts it could be possible to exploit this information to isolate the
most significant features that allow the deep network to make its predictions. On the other hand,
any prior knowledge regarding the data, the domain, or the specific task, whenever available,
could be exploited to generate information about the desired attention distribution, which could
be encoded within the neural architecture.
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In this section, we overview different techniques that can be used to inject this kind of
knowledge in a neural network. We leave to Section 6.6 further discussions on the open
challenges regarding the combination of knowledge and attention.
6.5.1 Supervised Attention
In most of the works we surveyed, the attention model is trained with the rest of the neural
architecture to perform a specific task. Although trained alongside a supervised procedure, the
attention model per se is trained in an unsupervised fashion4 to select useful information for
the rest of the architecture. Nevertheless, in some cases knowledge about the desired weight
distribution could be available. Whether it is present in the data as a label, or it is obtained
as additional information through external tools, it can be exploited to perform a supervised
training of the attention model.
Preliminary training
One possibility is to use an external classifier. The weights learned by such a classifier are
subsequently plugged into the attention model of a different architecture. We name this
procedure as preliminary training. For example, Zhang et al. [296] first train an attention model
to represent the probability that a sentence contains relevant information. The relevance of a
sentence is given by rationales [289], which are snippets of text that support the corresponding
document categorizations. In work by Long et al. [164], a model is preliminarily trained on
eye-tracking datasets to estimate the reading time of words. Then, the reading time predicted
by the model is used as an energy score in a neural model for sentiment analysis.
Auxiliary training
Another possibility is to train the attention model without preliminary training, but by treating
attention learning as an auxiliary task that is performed jointly with the main task. This proce-
dure has led to good results in many scenarios, including machine translation [160, 184], visual
question answering [209], and domain classification for natural language understanding [128].
In some cases, this mechanism can be exploited also to have attention model specific
features. For example, since the linguistic information is useful for semantic role labelling,
attention can be trained in a multi-task setting to represent the syntactic structure of a sentence.
Indeed, in LISA [249], a multi-layer multi-headed architecture for semantic role labelling, one
of the attention heads is trained to perform dependency parsing as an auxiliary task.
4Meaning that there is no target distribution for the attention model.
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Transfer learning
Furthermore, it is possible to perform transfer learning across different domains [8] or tasks [286].
By performing a preliminary training of an attentive architecture on a source domain to perform
a source task, a mapping between the inputs and the distribution of weights will be learned.
Then, when another attentive architecture is trained on the target domain to perform the target
task, the pre-trained model can be exploited. Indeed, the desired distribution can be obtained
through the first architecture. Attention learning can therefore be treated as an auxiliary task
as in the previously mentioned cases. The difference is that the distribution of the pre-trained
model is used as ground truth, instead of using data labels.
6.5.2 Attention tracking
When attention is applied multiple times on the same data, as in sequence-to-sequence models,
a useful piece of information could be how much relevance has been given to the input along
different model iterations. Indeed, one may need to keep track of the weights that the attention
model assigns to each input. For example, in machine translation it is desirable to ensure that
all the words of the original phrase are taken into account. One possibility to maintain this
information is to use a suitable structure and provide it as an additional input to the attention
model. Tu et al. [260] exploit a piece of symbolic information called coverage to keep track
of the weight associated to the inputs. Every time attention is computed, such information
is fed to the attention model as a query element, and it is updated according to the output
of the attention itself. In Mi et al. [183], the representation is enhanced by making use of a
sub-symbolic representation for the coverage.
6.5.3 Modelling the distribution function by exploiting prior knowledge
Another component of the attention model where prior knowledge can be exploited is the
distribution function. For example, constraints can be applied on the computation of the new
weights to enforce the boundaries on the weights assigned to the inputs. In Malaviya et al.
[175], Martins and Kreutzer [178], the coverage information is exploited by a constrained
distribution function, regulating the amount of attention that the same word receives over time.
Prior knowledge could also be exploited also to define or to infer a distance between
the elements in the domain. Such domain-specific distance could then be considered in any
position-based distribution function, instead of the positional distance. An example of distance
could be derived by the syntactical information. Chen et al. [34], He et al. [110] use distribution
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functions that takes into account the distance between two words along the dependency graph
of a sentence.
6.6 Challenges and Future Directions
In this section, we discuss open challenges and possible applications of the attention mechanism
in the analysis of neural networks, as a support of the training process, and as an enabling tool
for the integration of symbolic representations within neural architectures.
6.6.1 Attention for deep networks investigation
Whether attention may or may not be considered as a mean to explain neural networks is
currently an open debate. Some recent studies [124, 230] suggest that attention cannot be
considered a reliable mean to explain or even interpret neural networks. Nonetheless, other
works [40, 147, 262, 275] advocate the use of attention weights as an analytic tool. Specifically,
Jain and Wallace [124] have proved that attention is not consistent with other explainability
metrics and that it is easy to create local adversarial distributions (distributions which are
similar to the trained model but produce a different outcome). Wiegreffe and Pinter [275] have
pushed the discussion further, providing experiments that demonstrate that creating an effective
global adversarial attention models is much more difficult than creating a local one, and that
attention weights may contain information regarding feature importance. Their conclusion
is that attention may indeed provide an explanation of a model, if by explanation we mean
a plausible, but not necessarily faithful, reconstruction of the decision-making process, as
suggested by Riedl [218], Rudin [222].
In the context of a multi-layer neural architecture it is fair to assume that the deepest levels
will compute the most abstract features [141, 142]. Therefore, the application of attention
to deep networks could enable the selection of higher-level features, thus providing hints to
understand which complex features are relevant for a given task. Following this line of inquiry
in the computer vision domain, Zhang et al. [291] showed that the application of attention
to middle-to-high level feature-sets leads to better performance in image generation. The
visualization of the self-attention weights has revealed that higher weights are not attributed
to proximate image regions, but rather to those regions whose color or texture is most similar
to that of the query image point. Moreover, the spatial distribution does not follow a specific
pattern, but instead it changes, modelling a region that corresponds to the object depicted in
the image. Identifying abstract features in an input text might be less immediate than in an
image, where the analysis process is greatly aided by visual intuition. Yet, it may be interesting
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to test the effects of the application of attention at different levels, and to assess whether its
weights correspond to specific high-level features. For example, Vaswani et al. [263] analyze
the possible relation between attention weights and syntactic predictions, Voita et al. [266] do
the same with anaphora resolutions, and Clark et al. [40] investigate the correlation with many
linguistic features. Voita et al. [267] analyze the behaviour of the heads of a multi-head model,
discovering that different heads develop different behaviours, which can be related to specific
position or to specific syntactical element. Yang et al. [279] seem to confirm that the deeper
levels of neural architectures capture non-local aspects of the textual input. They studied the
application of locality at different depths of an attentive deep architecture, and showed that its
introduction is especially beneficial when it is applied to the layers that are closer to the inputs.
Moreover, when the application of locality is based on a variable-size window, higher layers
tend to have a broader window.
A popular way of investigating whether an architecture has learned high-level features
amounts to using the same architecture to perform other tasks, as it happens with transfer
learning. This setting has been adopted outside the context of attention, for example by Shi
et al. [233], who perform syntactic predictions by using the hidden representations learned with
machine translation. In a similar way, attention weights could be used as input features in a
different model, so as to assess whether they can select relevant information for a different learn-
ing task. This is what happens, for example, in attention distillation, where a student network
is trained to penalize the most confusing features according to a teacher network, producing
an efficient and robust model in the task of machine reading comprehension [115]. Similarly,
in a transfer learning setting, attentional heterogeneous transfer [190] has been exploited in
hetero-lingual text classification to selectively filter input features from heterogeneous sources.
6.6.2 Attention for outlier detection and sample weighing
Another possible use of attention may be for outlier detection. In tasks such as classification, or
the creation of a representative embedding of a specific class, attention could be applied over
all the samples belonging to that task. In doing so, the samples associated with small weights
could be regarded as outliers with respect to their class. The same principle could be potentially
applied to each data point in a training set, independently of its class. The computation of a
weight for each sample could be interpreted as assessing the relevance of that specific data
point for a specific task. In principle, assigning such samples a low weight and excluding them
from the learning could improve a model’s robustness to noisy input. Moreover, a dynamic
computation of these weights during training would result in a dynamic selection of different
training data in different training phases. While attention-less adaptive data selection strategies
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have already proven to be useful for efficiently obtaining more effective models [73], to the
best of our knowledge no attention-based approach has been experimented to date.
6.6.3 Attention analysis for model evaluation
The impact of attention is greatest when all the irrelevant elements are excluded from the input
sequence, and the importance of the relevant elements is properly balanced. A seemingly
uniform distribution of the attention weights could be interpreted as a sign that the attention
model has been unable to identify the more useful elements. That in turn may be due to the data
not contain useful information for the task at hand, or it may be ascribed to the poor ability of
the model to discriminate information. Either way, the attention model would be unable to find
relevant information in the specific input sequence, which may lead to errors. The analysis of
the distribution of the attention weights may therefore be a tool for measuring an architecture’s
confidence in performing a task on a given input. We speculate that a high entropy in the
distribution or the presence of weights above a certain threshold may be correlated to a higher
probability of success of the neural model. These may therefore be used as indicators, to
assess the uncertainty of the architecture, as well as to improve its interpretability. Clearly,
this information would be useful to the user, to better understand the model and the data, but
it may also be exploited by more complex systems. For example, Heo et al. [111] propose to
exploit the uncertainty of their stochastic predictive model to avoid making risky predictions in
healthcare tasks.
In the context of an architecture that relies on multiple strategies to perform its task, such as
a hybrid model that relies on both symbolic and sub-symbolic information, the uncertainty of
the neural model can be used as parameter in the merging strategy. Other contexts in which this
information may be relevant are multi-task learning and reinforcement learning. Examples of
exploitation of the uncertainty of the model, although in contexts other than attention and NLP,
can be found in works by Blundell et al. [21], Kendall et al. [127], Poggi and Mattoccia [205].
6.6.4 Unsupervised learning with attention
To properly exploit unsupervised learning is widely recognized as one of the most important
long-term challenges of AI [142]. As already mentioned in Section 6.5, attention is typically
trained in a supervised architecture, although without a direct supervision on the attention
weights. Nevertheless, a few works have recently attempted to exploit attention within purely
unsupervised models. We believe this to be a promising research direction, as the learning
process of humans is indeed largely unsupervised.
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For example, in work by He et al. [109], attention is exploited in a model for aspect
extraction in sentiment analysis, with the aim to remove words that are irrelevant for the
sentiment, and to ensure more coherence of the predicted aspects. In work by Zhang and
Wu [294], attention is used within autoencoders in a question-retrieval task. The main idea is
to generate semantic representations of questions, and self-attention is exploited during the
encoding and decoding phase, with the objective to reconstruct the input sequences, as in
traditional autoencoders. Following a similar idea, Zhang et al. [290] exploit bidimensional
attention-based recursive autoencoders for bilingual phrase embeddings, whereas Tian and
Fang [256] exploit attentive autoencoders to build sentence representations and perform topic
modeling on short texts. Yang et al. [281] instead adopt an attention-driven approach to
unsupervised sentiment modification in order to explicitly separate sentiment words from
content words.
In computer vision, attention alignment has been proposed for unsupervised domain adap-
tation, with the aim to align the attention patterns of networks trained on the source and target
domain, respectively [126]. We believe this could be an interesting scenario also for NLP.
6.6.5 Neural-symbolic learning and reasoning
Recently, attention mechanisms started to be integrated within some neural-symbolic models,
whose application to NLP scenarios is still at an early stage. For instance, in the context of
neural logic programming [280], they have been exploited for reasoning over knowledge graphs,
in order to combine parameter and structure learning of first-order logic rules. They have also
been used in logic attention networks [272] to aggregate information coming from graph
neighbors with both rules- and network-based attention weights. Moreover, prior knowledge
has also been exploited by Shen et al. [232] to enable the attention mechanism to learn the
knowledge representation of entities for ranking question-answer pairs.
Neural architectures exploiting attention performed well also in reasoning tasks that are also
addressed with symbolic approaches, such as textual entailment [221]. For instance, Hudson
and Manning [121] recently proposed a new architecture for complex reasoning problems, with
NLP usually being one of the target sub-tasks, as in the case of visual question answering.
In such an architecture, attention is used within several parts of the model, for example over
question words, or to capture long-range dependencies with self-attention.
An attempt to introduce constraints in the form of logical statements within neural networks
has been proposed in Li and Srikumar [149] where rules governing attention are used to enforce
word alignment in tasks such as machine comprehension and natural language inference.
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6.7 Conclusion
Attention models have become ubiquitous in NLP applications. Attention can be applied to
different input parts, different representations of the same data, or different features, to obtain a
compact representation of the data as well as to highlight relevant information. The selection is
performed through a distribution function, which may take into account locality in different
dimensions, such as space, time, or even semantics. Attention can be used to compare the
input data with a query element based on measures of similarity or significance. It can also
autonomously learn what is to be considered relevant, by creating a representation encoding
what the important data should be similar to. Integrating attention in neural architectures
may thus yield a significant performance gain. Moreover, attention can be used as a tool for
investigating the behaviour of the network.
In this Chapter, we have introduced a taxonomy of attention models, which enabled us
to systematically chart a vast portion of the approaches in literature and compare them one
another. To the best to our knowledge, this is the first systematic, comprehensive taxonomy of
attention models for NLP.
We have also discussed the possible role of attention in addressing fundamental AI chal-
lenges. In particular, we have shown how attention can be instrumental in injecting knowledge
into the neural model, so as to represent specific features, or to exploit previously acquired
knowledge, as in transfer learning settings. We speculate that this could pave the way to new
challenging research avenues, where attention could be exploited to enforce the combination of
sub-symbolic models with symbolic knowledge representations to perform reasoning tasks, or
to address natural language understanding. Recent results also suggest that attention could be
a key ingredient of unsupervised learning architectures, by guiding and focusing the training
process where no supervision is given in advance.
In this dissertation, we will use neural attention in order to improve neural models for the
task of AM. Its full integration in neural-symbolic frameworks for AM is left for future work,





We explore the use of residual networks and neural attention for argument mining mining, with
an emphasis on link prediction. The method we propose makes no assumptions on document
or argument structure. We define and experiment two different residual architectures (with and
without attention), making use of ensemble learning. We evaluate them firstly on a challenging
dataset consisting of user-generated comments collected from an online platform, and then
on two other corpora made out of scientific publications. Results on the first corpus show
that our models outperforms state-of-the-art methods that rely on domain knowledge. The
experimentation on the other corpora confirm the validity of our method, which is comparable
to BERT-based approaches. This Chapter builds on and extends what has been published
in Galassi et al. [77], by proposing a new attention-based architecture and discussing new
experimental results on 4 datasets. Part of this new content has been reported in Galassi et al.
[80]. All the code used in our experiments is publicly available.1
7.1 Introduction
In spite of significant results achieved in component identification tasks, such as claim/ev-
idence detection [157, 196, 199, 220, 246], classification [68, 194] and boundary detec-
tion [103, 148, 158, 224], comparatively less progress has been made in the arguably more
challenging argument structure prediction task [26, 246], which is known to be more complex
and nuanced [140].
1https://github.com/AGalassi/StructurePrediction18.
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Again due to the challenging nature of the general argument mining problem, solutions have
typically addressed a specific genre or application domain, such as legal texts [189], persuasive
essays [247], or Wikipedia articles [148, 220] and have heavily relied on domain knowledge.
One particular aspect of the domain is the argument model. While argumentation as a discipline
has developed rather sophisticated argument models, such as Toulmin’s [257], the majority
of the available argument mining data sets refer to ad-hoc, usually simpler argument models,
often in an effort to obtain a reasonable inter-annotator agreement. Another crucial aspect is
the document structure. For instance, in some domains, certain argument components occupy a
specific position in the document.
Moreover, until recently, approaches have mostly used traditional methods such as support
vector machines, logistic regression, and naive Bayes classifiers. Only in the last years, the field
has started to look more systematically into neural network-based architectures, such as long
short-memory networks and convolutional neural networks, and structured output classifiers.
The aim of this study is to investigate the application of residual networks and neural atten-
tion to a challenging structure prediction task, namely link prediction. Similarly to Cocarascu
and Toni [41], our ambition is to define a model that does not exploit domain-specific, highly
engineered features or information on the underlying argument model, and could thus be, at
least in principle, of general applicability. To evaluate the limits of applicability of our model,
we test it on four different corpora, obtaining encouraging results.
The next section presents our models, Section 7.3 our methods, and Section 7.4 the results.
Section 7.5 sums up our findings.
7.2 Residual Networks for AM
The architecture we propose makes use of the dense residual network model, along with an
LSTM [112], and an attention module [76] to jointly perform link prediction and argument
component classification. More specifically, our approach works at a local level on pairs
of sentences, without any document-level global optimization, and without imposing model
constraints induced, e.g., by domain-specific or genre-specific hypotheses. For that reason, it
lends itself to the integration with more complex systems.
7.2.1 Model description
One of our aims is to propose a method that abstracts away from a specific argument model
or domain. We thus reason in terms of abstract entities, such as argumentative propositions
and the links among them. Such abstract entities are instantiated into concrete categories, such
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as claims and premises, supports and attacks, as soon as we apply the method to a domain
described by a specific dataset whose annotations follow a concrete argument model. According
to the corpus on which we are working, we instantiate our model with the categories used as
annotations.
In general, a document D is a sequence of tokens, i.e., words and punctuation marks. An
argumentative proposition a is a sequence of contiguous tokens within D, which represents an
argument, or part thereof. We do not perform components detection on the document, instead
we consider argumentative propositions as already available and perfectly bounded. Labeling
of propositions is induced by the chosen argument model. Such a labeling associates each
proposition with the corresponding category P of the argument component it contains. Since
we do not make a distinction between the concept of argumentative component and proposition
containing one, we will use them as equivalent.
Given two argumentative propositions a and b belonging to the same document, a directed
relation from the former (source) to the latter (target) is represented as a→ b. Reflexive
relations (a→ a) are not allowed.2
Each relation a→ b is characterized by two labels: a (Boolean) link label, La→b, and a
relation label, Ra→b. The link label indicates the presence of a link, and is therefore true if
there exists a directed link from a to b, and false otherwise. The relation label instead contains
information on the nature of the link connecting a and b. In particular, it represents the direct
or inverse relationship between the two propositions, according to the links that connect a to b
or b to a. In other words, its domain is composed, according to the underlying argument model,
not only by all the possible link types (e.g., attack and support) but also by their opposite types
(e.g., attackedBy and supportedBy) as well as by a category, no-rel, meaning the absence of
link in either direction. The choice to include opposite types of relations is motivated by the
minute amount of instances that do have a relation. We speculate that the reduction of instances
belonging to the no-rel class, introducing additional labels, may contribute positively to the
optimization process. During the evaluation process, for the sake of simplicity and consistency
with other works, these labels will be considered as one and only with the no-rel label.
One objective is to establish the value of the link label La→b for each possible input pair
of propositions (a,b) belonging to the same document D. Such a link prediction task can be
considered as a sub-task of argument structure prediction. Another objective is the classification
of propositions and relations, i.e., the prediction of labels Pa, Pb, Ra→b. All these 4 taks are
performed jointly, in a multi-objective learning setting.3
2We will partially consider reflexive relations for the UKP dataset for a specific reason explained in
Section 7.3.
3Since we examine only argumentative propositions, we do not consider the non-argumentative class
for component classification.
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Figure 7.1: Link distribution in the CDCP dataset with respect to distance. The distance is considered
positive when the source precedes the target, negative otherwise.
7.2.2 Embeddings and features
Since the purpose of this work is to evaluate deep residual networks and the attention module
as instruments for AM, without resorting to any domain- or genre-specific information, the
system relies on a minimal set of features that do not require elaborate processing.
Any input token is transformed into a 300-dimensional embedding by exploiting the GloVe
pre-trained vocabulary [201]. Input sequences are zero-padded to the length of the longest
sequence in the dataset, which we will address as T .
A preliminary analysis of the CDCP corpus suggests that the number of argumentative
propositions separating source and target (which will be referred to as argumentative distance)
could be a relevant feature since most linked propositions are not far from each other. Indeed, as
Figure 7.1 shows, around 70% of links are between adjacent propositions. Such characteristic
is not exclusive of this corpus and has been recently exploited also in other corpora [208]. We
thus employed the argumentative distance as an additional feature. The same analysis applied
to the other corpora has corroborated this hypothesis. Following the approach we have used
in Chapters 2 and 3, we represented distance using as a 10-bit array, where the first 5 bits are
used in the case that the source precedes the target, and the last 5 bits are used in the opposite
case. In both cases, the number of consecutive “1” values encodes the value of the distance
(distances are capped by 5).4 In this way, the Hamming distance [105] between the encodings
of two argumentative distances results equal to the absolute difference between their values.
4For example, if the target precedes the source by two sentences, the distance is −2, which produces
encoding 0001100000; if the source precedes the target by three sentences, the distance is 3, with
encoding 0000011100.
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7.2.3 RESARG: Residual Network Architecture
We refer to the first network architecture we have designed as RESARG and we illustrate it in
Figure 7.2a. It is composed of the following macro blocks:
• two deep embedders, one for sources and one for targets, that manipulate token embed-
dings;
• a dense encoding layer for feature dimensionality reduction;
• an LSTM to process the input sequences;
• a residual network;
• the final-stage classifiers.
Source and target propositions are encoded separately by the first three blocks, then they are
concatenated together, along with the distance, and given as input to the residual network.
The deep embedders refine the token embeddings, thus creating new, more data-specific
embeddings. Relying on deep embedders instead of on pre-trained autoencoders, it aims to
achieve a better generality, at least in principle, and avoid excessive specialization, thus limiting
overfitting. The dimensionality reduction operated by the dense encoding layer allows the use
of an LSTM with fewer parameters, which has two positive effects: it reduces the time needed
for training, and again it limits overfitting.
The deep embedders are residual networks composed of a single residual block, composed
of 4 pre-activated time-distributed dense layers. Accordingly, each layer applies the same
transformation to each embedding, regardless of their position inside the sentence. All the
layers have 50 neurons, except for the last one, which has 300 neurons.
The dense encoding layer reduces the size of the embedding sequences by applying a time-
distributed dense layer, which reduces the embedding size to 50, and a time average-pooling
layer [45], which reduces the sequence size to 1/10 of the original. The resulting sequences are
then given as input to the same bidirectional LSTM, producing a single representation of each
proposition of size 50. Thus, for each proposition, T embeddings of size 300 are transformed
first into T embeddings of size 50, then into T/10 embeddings of size 50, and finally in a single
feature of size 50.
Source and target features, computed this way, alongside with the distance encoding, are
then concatenated together and given as input to the residual network. The first level of the
final residual network is a dense encoding layer with 20 neurons, while the residual block is
composed of a layer with 5 neurons and one with 20 neurons. The sums of the results of the
first and the last layers of the residual networks are provided as input to the classifiers.
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(a) RESARG
(b) RESATTARG
Figure 7.2: A block diagram of the proposed architectures. The figure shows, next to each arrow, the
dimensionality of the data involved (using the CDCP temporal size), so as to clarify the size of the inputs
and the outputs of each block.
The final layers of the system are three independent softmax classifiers used to predict
the source, the target, and the relation labels. The output of each classifier is a probability
distribution among all the possible classes of that label. The predicted class is the one with the
highest score. All these three classifiers, which predict labels for two different tasks, contribute
simultaneously to our learning model. The link classifier is obtained by summing the relevant
scores produced by the relation classifier.5
All the dense layers use the rectifier activation function [90], and they randomly initialize
weights with He initialization [106]. The application of all non-linearity functions is preceded
by batch-normalization layers [123] and by dropout layers [245], with probability p = 0.1.
5For instance, if our model considers attack and support relations as the only possible links, and
the relation classifier scores are attack = 0.15, support = 0.2, attackedBy = 0.1, supportedBy = 0.05,
none = 0.5, then the link classifier scores are: true = 0.35, false = 0.65.
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7.2.4 RESATTARG: Attention-based Residual Network Architecture
Moved by the considerable results obtained by attention-based architectures in NLP tasks, we
have improved the architecture previously described including also a neural attention block
positioned after the bi-LSTM module, creating an architecture we have named RESATTARG.
With the introduction of attention, we have decided to make minor changes to the rest of the
architecture so as to provide more information to the new module. We have removed the time
pooling layer from the dense encoding block, so as to avoid loss of information along the
temporal axis, and maintained the whole output sequence from the LSTM. Therefore, in this
new model, the input and the output of the LSTM module are of size (T , 50). The resulting
architecture is depicted in Figure 7.2b.
After a few preliminary experiments, we have decided to implement the attention module
as coarse-grained co-attention, so as to consider both propositions at the same time while
computing attention on each of them. Our method consists of exploiting the average embedding
of one proposition as a query element while computing attention on the other, similarly to
what has been done by Ma et al. [170] and we have described in Section 6.4.4. Specifically,
calling Ks and Kt the outputs of the bi-LSTM obtained from, respectively, the processing of the
source and the target propositions, we compute the average of Kt , obtaining a single embedding
avgt of size 50. This embedding is used as query element to compute attention on Ks (that act
both as keys and values) obtaining a single source context vector cs of size 50. An equivalent
symmetric procedure is used to compute attention on Kt so as to obtain ct . Since the final
output of this module are two embeddings of size 50, as in our original architecture, the rest of
the network is maintained the same.
7.3 Method
We evaluated our original model against CDCP, then we have extended the evaluation also to the
other datasets. We tokenized documents using a hand-crafted parser based on the progressive
splitting of the tokens and search within the GloVe vocabulary. We preferred not to use existing
tools because of the nature of the data, to tackle the fact that user-generated content present in
CDCP (and in other potential datasets) may not be well-formed. Out-of-vocabulary words are
mapped into random embeddings.
Regarding comparability with other methods, it is important to underline that in this work
we consider only argumentative units, therefore we perform component classification only
between argumentative classes and we do not consider the "non-argumentative" class as a
possibility. Since we perform component classification on propositions or sentences, to make
our results comparable with architectures that perform it token-wise, we split each classified
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component into tokens that share the same label, and compute the evaluation of token-wise
classification. Since the tokenization method may not be the same one used by other approaches,
the final results may not be perfectly comparable, but we believe that this minor difference will
not introduce appreciable errors.
Because of the fact that each proposition is involved in many pairs, both as a source and
as a target, its classification is performed multiple times by the same network. To classify it
uniquely for evaluation purposes, we considered the average probability score assigned to each
class and we label it as the most probable class. That is of course not the only option. Another
possibility could be to assign the class that results to be the most probable in most of the cases,
thus relying on a majority vote. A further option could be to simply consider the label with
the highest confidence. However, this procedure might be more sensitive to outliers, because
the misclassification of a sentence in just one pair would lead to the misclassification of the
sentence, regardless of all the other pairs. A deeper analysis of different techniques to address
this issues is left to future research.
7.3.1 Ensemble Learning
Since the training of neural models is non-deterministic, the results of a single training are
influenced by the random seed that is used, thus they may not be reliable or reproducible [94,
214]. We have therefore decided to extend our initial analysis, repeating the training procedure
10 times, with different seeds, obtaining for each configuration 10 trained neural networks. We
evaluate our models in two different ways. At first, we consider for each metric the average
of the scores obtained by every single network. Then, we evaluate the predictions obtained
using all the 10 models in ensemble voting. In our ensemble setting the class of each entity is
assigned as the class voted by the majority of the networks. This technique is similar to the
concept of bootstrap aggregating, also known as bagging [24]. While in proper bagging each
model is trained on a stochastically selected sample of the training set, we train all the models
on the same training set. The motivation is that stochastic elements are already present in the
training procedure itself. We have chosen this ensemble method for sake of simplicity, but
more advanced techniques do exist and may yield better results.
7.3.2 Approaches to other Corpora
UKP
Following previous works [194, 247], we consider exclusively pairs of components that belong
to the same paragraph. This introduces a problem: many major claims (about 400) are the only
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argumentative components of their paragraph, therefore it is not possible to include them in the
classification. Therefore, we have decided to include reflexive pairs into our dataset, which are
instances where the same component acts both as source and target. This greatly increases the
number of pairs in the dataset (from 22,000 to 28,000). To improve optimization and to remain
comparable with previous approaches, we do not consider these pairs for link prediction and
relation classification during validation steps and in the final evaluation.
AbstRCT
Our approach is directly compatible with the AbstRCT corpus.
DrInventor
For what concerns DrInventor, we need to pre-process its data with a specific method since we
face two problems: the length of the documents at hand and the split components.
First of all, due to the length of the documents, it becomes computationally impossible for
our resources to consider all the possible couples of argumentative units. Moreover, this would
lead to having an extremely unbalanced dataset for link prediction (less than 1% of pairs will
have a link). We have therefore decided to include only the pairs that appear in the same section
of the document and whose argumentative distance is included between -10 and +10.
To address the problem of components that are split into multiple parts, our approach has
been the following: if two sequences of text s1 and s3 belong to the same component but are
separated by another sequence s2, we consider both of them to be independent components.
They will share the same label and share the same links so that they will have the same
argumentative relation with any other components, and no relationship will exist between the
two.
The dataset thus created consists of about 8,700 links out of 240,000 possible pairs, which
amount roughly to 3.6%. Among these links, SUPPORTS relations amount to 89%, CONTRA-
DICTS to 10%, and the remaining 1% are SEMANTICALLY SAME relations.
7.4 Results
We perform 4 stages of experimentation. Initially, we compare our first model against the
structured learning setting of [194] on CDCP. In the second stage, we repeat the experiment
training multiple models and evaluate their average performance and their behavior as ensemble.
In the third stage, we introduce the attention-based model. In the last stage and we extend our
evaluation to other datasets, testing our best model also on AbstRCT and Dr. Inventor.
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Table 7.1: CDCP dataset composition.
Split Train Valid. Test Total
Documents 513 68 150 731
Propositions 3,338 468 973 4,779
Values 1,438 231 491 2,160
Policies 585 77 153 815
Testimonies 738 84 204 1,026
Facts 549 73 124 746
References 28 3 1 32
Couples 30,056 3,844 9,484 43,384
Links 923 143 272 1,338
Reasons 888 139 265 1,292
Evidences 35 4 7 46
We defined the learning problem as a multi-objective optimization problem, whose loss func-
tion is given by the weighted sum of four different components: the categorical cross-entropy
on three labels (source and target categories, link relation category) and an L2 regularization on
the network parameters. The weights of these components were, respectively, 1, 1, 10, 10−4.
We performed mini-batch optimization using Adam [130] with parameters b1 = 0.9 and
b2 = 0.9999, and by applying proportional decay of the initial learning rate α0 = 5× 10−3.
The training was early-stopped after 200 epochs with no improvements on the validation data.
For Dr. Inventor, due to the size of the dataset, we perform early-stopping using fewer epochs
of patience. We chose the numerous hyper-parameters of the architecture and of the learning
model after an initial experimental setup phase, based on the performance on the validation set
for the link prediction task. Results obtained in this phase confirmed that the presence of the
deep embedder block and of the distance feature leads to better results.
7.4.1 Residual Networks vs Structured Learning
We created a validation set by randomly selecting documents from the original training split
with 10% probability. We used the remaining documents as training data and the original test
split as is. Table 7.1 reports the statistics related to the three splits.
We compared the results of the RESARG model against an equivalent deep network with
the same number of layers and the same hyper-parameters, but without the shortcut that
characterizes the residual network block. We applied two different training procedures for
both this deep network baseline and the residual network. In particular, as the criterion for
early stopping, we used once the error on link prediction and once the error on proposition
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Table 7.2: Results of the use of baselines, RESARG, and the structured approaches on CDCP. (Macro)
F1 percentage scores are reported. For each class, the number of instances is reported in parenthesis. For
the comparison with structured learning, the best scores obtained by any of the structured configurations
are reported.
Approach Baseline RESARG Structured
LG PG LG PG SVM RNN
Average (Link and Proposition) 33.18 42.88 47.28 46.37 50.0 43.5
Link (272) 22.56 22.45 29.29 20.76 26.7 14.6
Proposition (973) 43.79 63.31 65.28 71.99 73.5 72.7
VALUE (491) 73.77 74.45 72.19 73.24 76.4 73.7
POLICY (153) 73.85 76.09 74.36 76.43 77.3 76.8
TESTIMONY (204) 71.36 65.98 72.86 68.63 71.7 75.8
FACT (124) 0 0 40.31 41.64 42.5 42.2
REFERENCE (1) 0 100 66.67 100 100 100
Relation (272) 11.68 11.52 15.01 10.31
REASON (265) 23.35 23.04 30.02 20.62
EVIDENCE (7) 0 0 0 0
classification. In the presentation of our results, we will refer to these two models as link-guided
(LG) and proposition-guided (PG).
Following Niculae et al. [194], we measured the performance of the models by computing
the F1 score for links, propositions, and the average between the two, in order to provide a
summary evaluation. More specifically, for the links, we measured the F1 of the positive classes
(as the harmonic mean between precision and recall), whereas for the propositions we used the
score of each class and then we computed the macro-average. We also reported the F1 score for
each direct relation class, alongside their macro-average. The "non-relation" class is considered
in the classification, but it is excluded from the computation of the F1 macro score.
Table 7.2 summarizes the evaluation of baselines and residual networks, also showing the
best scores obtained by the structured learning configurations presented in [194].
Results highlight how the proposed approach based on residual networks outperforms the
state of the art for what concerns link prediction. In addition, residual link-guided network
training consistently performs better than both deep networks baselines in all three tasks.
As for proposition label prediction, the results obtained through structured approaches still
maintain a slight advantage over residual networks. This could be partially explained by the fact
that hyper-parameter tuning was done with the aim to select the best model for link prediction.
It should also be considered that we perform proposition classification relying on the merging
of labels obtained through local optimization, while the structured learning approach exploits a
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Figure 7.3: Confusion matrices for component classification on CDCP. From left to right: Structured
Learning approach, deep networks baselines, and our architectures.
global optimization. Nonetheless, the average score of residual networks is better than that of
structured RNNs, thus proving the generality of the approach.
We shall also remark that our approach can achieve such results without exploiting any
specific hypothesis or a priori knowledge of the genre or domain. This could be an added
value in contexts where arguments may be laid out freely, without following a pre-determined
argument model, yet it would be interesting to uncover the underlying argumentation’s structure.
Results also indicate that the most common mistake regards the prediction of facts as values
(see Figure 7.3). That should come as no surprise, since VALUE is by far the largest class in the
corpus, and it is therefore also affected by many false positives. One of the most common errors
is the misclassification of facts as values, which reflects an ambiguity between the two classes
that has been reported also during the annotation process. Interestingly, the confusion table of
the structured approach and of our method are very similar, so it is possible to speculate that
our networks may have learned a similar behavior despite not having received any constraint or
information regarding the argumentative structure.
As far as relation label prediction is concerned, this model apparently fails to predict the
EVIDENCE relation. That negative result was also to be expected since such a class is scarcely
present in the whole dataset (less than 1%).
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Table 7.3: Results of the experiments involving multiple trainings of the same models and use of
attention on CDCP. From left to right, the average scores of the RESARG architecture, the scores of the
ensemble learning setting of the same model, the average and the ensemble scores of the RESATTARG
architecture, and the best results of structured approaches based on SVM and RNN. F1 and macro F1
percentage scores are reported.
Approach RESARG RESATTARG Structured
Average Ensemble Average Ensemble SVM RNN
Avg (Link and Proposition) 47.75 52.14 51.57 54.22 50 43.5
Link (272) 24.99 28.76 27.40 29.73 26.7 14.6
No-Link (9212) 98.03 98.32
Proposition (973) 70.51 75.53 75.75 78.71 73.50 72.7
VALUE (491) 72.30 75.37 77.84 80.37 76.4 73.70
POLICY (153) 75.39 79.60 80.09 82.55 77.3 76.8
TESTIMONY (204) 73.46 76.33 76.42 81.19 71.7 75.8
FACT (124) 41.39 46.37 44.39 49.42 42.5 42.2
REFERENCE (1) 90 100 100 100 100 100
Relation (272) 13.8 14.19 15.05 15.28
REASON (265) 25.1 28.39 27.88 30.56
EVIDENCE (7) 2.5 0 2.22 0
Relations and No-Rel 42.69 42.95
7.4.2 Multiple Trainings and Ensemble Learning
Then we wanted to investigate whether our results with a single model were solid or they were
a lucky consequence of the non-deterministic nature of network training. We have therefore
repeated the LG training procedure so as to obtain 10 models. For each metric, we have
computed the average score obtained by the 10 models. To improve our results and obtain a
more stable method, we have also decided to use the networks in an ensemble fashion, using
majority voting to establish the class of each element. We show the results in Table 7.3.
The average of the 10 networks leads to a worse outcome with respect to the state of the
art in both Link Prediction and Component Classification. This raises important questions
regarding the reliability of our first stage of experiments. Compared to our previous results, it
is worth noticing that we lose about 5 percentage points in Link Prediction, but improve by a
similar amount our score for Component Classification.
On the contrary, the ensemble approach is proven to be valuable, substantially improving
the results, and overcoming the structured learning approach on both the tasks at hand. The
result on link prediction still does not reach the value obtained in the first experiment, but the
gap is less than 1 percent.
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Figure 7.4: Total number of components and number of correctly classified components in relation with
their length.
Figure 7.5: Percentage of correctly classified components in relation with their length. Only lengths
between 1 and 50 tokens are considered.
7.4.3 Attention-based architecture
Introducing the attention module in the architecture has lead to appreciable improvements as
shown in Table 7.3. The RESATTARG architecture improved both the average and the ensemble
approaches, with the latter yielding better results. The new model, used in ensemble fashion,
established itself as state-of-the-art on this dataset, outperforming all the previous methods
in each task, even in the relation classification task. To estimate the agreement among the
predictions of the networks in ensemble, we have computed Krippendorff’s alpha for the three
tasks, obtaining α = 0.70 for component classification, and α = 0.45 for both link prediction
and relation classification. These values are similar to the IAA obtained by the authors of the
dataset and confirm the difficulty of the link prediction task.
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Figure 7.6: Number of linked pairs and correctly predicted links in relation with the argumentative
distance between components
To better understand if there are factors that may influence the classification, we have
analyzed the impact of the length of the components on their classification, and the impact of
the distance between components on link prediction. As it can be seen in Figures 7.4 and 7.5, the
number of tokens in a component does not seem to affect the ability of the networks to classify
it. Figure 7.6 clearly shows that link prediction is highly affected by the argumentative distance
between components, failing to predict almost any link between non adjacent components.
Encouraged by these results, we have decided to validate our attention-based model with
ensemble also on three other corpora, which present very different characteristics.
7.4.4 Other Corpora
UKP
We tested our method on the UKP dataset, comparing it to the ILP joint model of its au-
thors [247] and to Niculae et al.’s structured learning approach. We conducted the comparison
on the test split of the dataset and use about 10% of the documents of the training split as
validation split. The composition of the dataset is reported in Table 7.4.
As reported in Table 7.5, our approach is much worse than previous works, obtaining
between 20 and 30 percentage points less in both the macro F1 scores. The agreement between
the networks is low as well, with α = 0.57 for component classification and α = 0.38 for link
prediction, assessing them as nearly acceptable for the first task but unreliable for the others.
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Table 7.4: UKP dataset composition.
Split Train Valid. Test Total
Paragraphs 1,229 176 359 1,764
Propositions 4,224 599 1,266 6,089
Premises 2,649 374 809 3832
Claims 1,051 151 304 1,506
Major Claims 524 74 153 751
Couples 19,338 2,136 4,922 26,396
Links 2,649 374 809 3,832
Support 2,493 353 767 3,613
Attack 156 21 42 219
These results are not surprising, since the dataset is well structured, and previous approaches
rely on features and constraints tailored for this specific corpus and its argumentation model.
For example, as reported by Stab and Gurevych, structural features that capture the position of
the component in the document are valuable for the identification of major claims since they
appear mostly in introductions or conclusions.
AbstRCT
For what concerns AbstRCT, we compared our RESATTARG architecture with ensemble against
the best methods presented by its authors [181], which are reported in Table 7.7 and Table 7.8.
Following the original paper, we trained and validated our model on the respective splits of the
Neoplasm dataset, using the remaining part of the corpus as test. The composition of each split
is reported in Table 7.6.
It is important to underline that Mayer et al. approach components classification as 3-class
sequence tagging which includes the "non-argumentative" class, while we perform it as a 2-class
classification. Moreover, since they employ a pipeline scheme, errors obtained during their first
step may introduce noise in the link prediction/relation classification task. Our approach instead
takes the argumentative components as already selected and perfectly bounded. Unfortunately,
they do not report relation classification on the golden standard components, therefore this
comparison must be considered qualitative since our approach is advantaged. Finally, their
approach is completely distance independent, while our approach relies on an indication of
distance as a feature, but it is not limited in its application. However, both approaches compare
every possible pair of components, therefore the size of the dataset grows quadratically with
the number of components in the document, which makes both of them not scalable to large
documents.
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Table 7.5: Results on UKP in terms of F1 and macro F1 scores. For the comparison with structured
learning, the best scores obtained by any of the structured configurations are reported.
Approach RESATTARG ILP Structured
Ensemble joint model SVM RNN
Average (Link and Components) 38.68 70.55 68.85 64.85
Link (809) 36.3 58.5 60.1 50.4
No-Link (4,113) 88.61 91.8
Components (1,266) 52.51 82.6 77.6 79.3
PREMISE (809) 81.59 90.3 90.3 87.6
CLAIM (304) 42.09 68.2 64.5 62
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For what concerns components classification, our attention-based approach is comparable
with the state-of-the-art. We yield better results on all datasets for what concerns the micro f1
score. For what concerns macro F1, we improve the previous approaches on Neoplasm, while
BioBERT achieves a few points more on Glaucoma and Mixed. In relation classification, our
model is better than all the others on Neoplasm and Glaucoma, while on the Mixed dataset
it scores 1 point less than SciBERT. It is important to point out that BioBERT in this task is
greatly overcome by our approach.
The agreement between the networks is very high for token-wise component classification
in each dataset (α between 0.81 and 0.83), and lower but still acceptable for the other two tasks
(α = 0.67 on neoplasm and α = 0.62 for the other two).
The success of our method on this dataset proves that it may be valuable also for well-
structured corpora. Moreover, it is important to underline that the previous approaches have
made use of contextual embeddings, pre-trained using domain-related corpora. On the contrary,
we rely on rather simple embeddings (non contextualized, general-purpose). The combination
of our architecture with sophisticated embeddings is an interesting future path of research.
In Table 7.9 and 7.10 we report more details regarding our results with the attention-based
architecture, for sake of comparability with future approaches.
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Table 7.6: AbstRCT dataset composition.
Dataset Neoplasm Glaucoma Mixed
Split Train Valid. Test Test Test
Documents 350 50 100 100 100
Components 2,267 326 686 594 600
Evidence 1,537 218 438 404 338
Claim 730 108 248 190 212
Couples 14,286 2,030 4,380 3,332 3,332
Links 1,418 219 424 367 329
Support 1,213 186 364 334 305
Attack 205 33 60 33 24
Table 7.7: Results of token-wise component classification on AbsRCT. We report the F1 related to the
micro and macro averaged score obtained on the 3 test sets.
Neoplasm Glaucoma Mixed
Approach micro f1 macro F1 micro f1 macro F1 micro f1 macro F1
Mayer et al.
BioBERT+GRU+CRF 90 84 92 91 92 91
SciBERT+GRU+CRF 90 87 91 89 91 88
RESATTARG 92.12 90.14 92.92 89.35 92.79 90.26
Dr. Inventor
Following previous work [138], we reserve 30% of the documents of the corpus as test set,
and 20% of the remaining part as validation set. The composition of the resulting dataset is
reported in Table 7.11.
To the best of our knowledge, no approaches have been tested on the DrInventor corpus
besides a simple baseline, which performs token-wise component classification making use
of GloVe embeddings and a Bi-LSTM followed by a feed-forward neural network with a
single hidden layer as classifier. We outperform this baseline obtaining a macro F1 score of
0.66 against a previous result of 0.45. Tables 7.12 and 7.13 includes a detailed report of our
performance on the dataset. It is worthy to remember that for the tasks of link prediction and
relation classification we are considering a limited number of pairs and that we have made each
part of the same component equal in their relations.
As it was foreseeable, our model is not capable to classify the relation SEMANTICALLY
SAME and has difficulties also with CONTRADICTS, which are the two less represented
classes in the dataset. It is less straightforward to understand why the model is better at
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Table 7.8: Results of relation classification between 3 classes (support, attack, no-link) on AbsRCT. We
report the macro F1 score obtained on the 3 test sets.
Neoplasm Glaucoma Mixed
Approach
BioBERT 64 58 61
SciBERT 68 62 69
RoBERTa 67 66 67
RESATTARG 70.92 68.40 67.66
Table 7.9: Results of Link Prediction and Relation Classification on AbsRCT. The “Relation" column
reports the result of the macro F1 score for the support and attack classes in Relation Classification. The
remaining columns report the F1 score of the respective classes.
Link No-Link Relation Supp Att
Test set
Neoplasm 54.43 94.54 59.08 52.77 65.38
Glaucoma 55.23 94.36 55.37 54.73 56
Mixed 51.2 94.21 54.35 49.62 59.09
classifying BACKGROUND CLAIM rather than DATA, even if the latter are more represented
than the former. We speculate it may be related to the fact that data may be other than proper
sentences. Figure 7.7 represent the confusion table regarding the components classification
task, which confirms the model’s predilection for predicting claims, while it rarely misclassifies
claims as data.
Differently from previous experiments, the agreement between the networks is similar for
all the tasks, with only α = 0.56 for component classification and α = 0.60 for the remaining
tasks.
7.5 Discussion
We presented the first application of residual networks in the argument mining domain. We
proposed a model, RESARG, that outperforms an equivalent deep network and competes with
state-of-the-art techniques on a challenging dataset. We have seen that the introduction of an
attention module and ensemble learning give a positive contribution. Our RESATTARG model
performed poorly on a second corpus, which is characterized by being well structured and
following an argumentation model that imposes many constraints. On two additional corpora,
we have instead obtained satisfying results.
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Table 7.10: Results of Component Classification on AbsRCT. “Average" is the macro F1 score, the
remaining columns report the F1 score of the respective classes.
Token-wise Component-wise
Average Evidence Claim Average Evidence Claim
Test set
Neoplasm 90.14 94.56 85.72 87.87 91.44 84.30
Glaucoma 89.35 95.52 83.19 87.71 92.69 86.54
Mixed 90.26 95.23 85.3 89.70 92.86 82.72
Table 7.11: DrInventor dataset composition.
Split Train Valid. Test Total
Documents 142 38 83 263
Components 7,693 2,019 3,879 13,591
Backg. Claim 1,853 434 1,004 3,291
Own Claim 3,395 958 1,651 6,004
Data 2,445 627 1,224 4,296
Couples 138,356 36,230 68,680 243,266
Links 4,875 1,392 2,438 8,705
Support 4,311 1,284 2,187 7,782
Contradicts 510 106 217 833
Semantically Same 54 2 34 90
Considering that the model makes use of only one simple feature – the argumentative
distance between two propositions – a natural extension of this study would be its integration
in a more structured and constrained argumentation framework.
Since in argumentation it is often the case that single propositions cannot contain all
the relevant information to predict argument components and relations, it could be useful to
provide also the context of argumentation as an input. Hence, another interesting direction of
investigation could be the integration of the whole document text in the model.
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Figure 7.7: Confusion matrix for component classification on DrInventor.
Table 7.12: Results of token-wise component classification on DrInventor. “Average" is the macro F1
score, the remaining columns report the F1 score of the respective classes.
Token-wise Component-wise
Average Own Background Data Average Own Background Data
Claim Claim Claim Claim
65.71 78.03 61.58 57.53 69.64 73.13 59.63 76.15
Table 7.13: Results of Link Prediction, and Relation Classification on DrInventor. The “Relation"
column reports the result of the macro F1 score for the Support, Contradicts, and Semantically Same
classes in Relation Classification. The remaining columns report the F1 score of the respective classes.
The last column includes also the “No-Rel" class in the average.
Link No-Link Relation Supp. Contrad. Sem. Same Relations and No-Rel








Deep learning is bringing remarkable contributions to the field of argument mining, but the
existing approaches still need to fill the gap towards performing advanced reasoning tasks.
In this Chapter, we posit that neural-symbolic and statistical relational learning could play a
crucial role in the integration of symbolic and sub-symbolic methods to achieve this goal. The
discussion presented in this Chapter is based on the work of Galassi et al. [79].
8.1 Introduction
The majority of AM systems follows a pipeline scheme, starting with simpler tasks such as
argument component detection, down to more complex tasks such as argumentation structure
prediction. Recent years have seen the development of a large number of techniques in this
area, on the wake of the advancements produced by deep learning on the whole research field of
natural language processing (NLP). Yet, it is widely recognized that the existing AM systems
still have a large margin of improvement, as good results have been obtained with some genres
where prior knowledge on the structure of the text eases some AM tasks, but other genres
such as legal cases and social media documents still require more work [27]. Performing
and understanding argumentation requires advanced reasoning capabilities, which are natural
human skills, but are difficult to learn for a machine. Understanding whether a given piece
of evidence supports a given claim, or whether two claims attack each other, are complex
problems that humans can address thanks to their ability to exploit commonsense knowledge,
and to perform reasoning and inference. Despite the remarkable impact of deep neural networks
in NLP, we argue that these techniques alone will not suffice to address such complex issues.
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We envisage that a significant advancement in AM could come from the combination
of symbolic and sub-symbolic approaches, such as those developed in the Neural Symbolic
(NeSy) [50] or Statistical Relational Learning (SRL) [53, 88, 133] communities. This issue is
also widely recognized as one of the major challenges for the whole field of artificial intelligence
in the coming years [142].
In computational argumentation, structured arguments have been studied and formalized
for decades using models that can be expressed in a logic framework [14]. At the same time,
AM has rapidly evolved by exploiting state-of-the-art neural architectures coming from deep
learning. So far, these two worlds have progressed largely independently of each other. Only
recently, a few works have taken some steps towards the integration of such methods, by
applying techniques combining sub-symbolic classifiers with knowledge expressed in the
form of rules and constraints to AM. For instance, Niculae et al. [194] adopted structured
support vector machines and recurrent neural networks to collectively classify argument
components and their relations in short documents, by hard-coding contextual dependencies
and constraints of the argument model in a factor graph. A joint inference approach for
argument component classification and relation identification was instead proposed by Persing
and Ng [202], following a pipeline scheme where integer linear programming is used to enforce
mathematical constraints on the outcomes of a first-stage set of classifiers. More recently,
Cocarascu and Toni [42] combined a deep network for relation extraction with an argumentative
reasoning system that computes the dialectical strength of arguments, for the task of determining
whether a review is truthful or deceptive.
We propose to exploit the potential of both symbolic and sub-symbolic approaches for AM,
by combining both results in systems that are capable of modeling knowledge and constraints
with a logic formalism, while maintaining the computational power of deep networks. Differ-
ently from existing approaches, we advocate the use of a logic-based language for the definition
of contextual dependencies and constraints, independently of the structure of the underlying
classifiers. Most importantly, the approaches we outline do not exploit a pipeline scheme, but
rather perform joint detection of argument components and relations through a single learning
process.
8.2 Modeling Argumentation with Probabilistic Logic
Computational argumentation is concerned with modelling and analyzing argumentation in
the computational settings of artificial intelligence [14, 212]. The formalization of arguments
is usually addressed at two levels. At the argument level, the definition of formal languages
for representing knowledge and specifying how arguments and counterarguments can be
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constructed from that knowledge is the domain of structured argumentation [18]. In structured
argumentation, the premises and claim of the argument are made explicit, and their relationships
are formally defined. However, when the discourse consists of multiple arguments, such
arguments may conflict with one another and result in logical inconsistencies. A typical way of
dealing with such inconsistencies is to identify sets of arguments that are mutually consistent
and that collectively defeat their “attackers”. One way to do that is to abstract away from the
internal structure of arguments and focus on the higher-level relations among arguments: a
conceptual framework known as abstract argumentation [64].
Similarly to structured argumentation, AM too builds on the definition of an argument model,
and aims to identify parts of the input text that can be interpreted as argument components [159].
For example, if we take a basic claim/evidence argument model, possible tasks could be claim
detection [3, 157], evidence detection [220], and the prediction of links between claim and
evidence [77, 194]. However, in structured argumentation the formalization of the model is the
basis for an inferential process, whereby conclusions can be obtained starting from premises.
In AM, instead, an argument model is usually defined in order to identify the target classes, and
in some isolated cases to express relations, for instance among argument components [194],
but not for producing inferences that could help the AM tasks.
The languages of structured argumentation are logic-based. An influential structured
argumentation system is deductive argumentation [17], where premises are logical formulae,
which entail a claim, and entailment may be specified from a range of base logics, such as
classical logic or modal logic. In assumption-based argumentation [65] instead arguments
correspond to assumptions, which like in deductive systems prove a claim, and attacks are
obtained via a notion of contrary assumptions. Another powerful framework is defeasible logic
programming (DeLP) [83], where claims can be supported using strict or defeasible rules, and
an argument supporting a claim is warranted if it defeats all its counterarguments. For example,
that a cephalopod is a mollusc could be expressed by a strict rule such as:
mollusc(X) ← cephalopod(X)
as these notions belong to an artificially defined, incontrovertible taxonomy. However, since
in nature not all molluscs have a shell, and actually cephalopods are molluscs without a shell,
rules used to conclude that a given specimen has or does not have a shell are best defined as
defeasible. For instance, one could say:
has_shell(X)  mollusc(X)
∼ has_shell(X)  cephalopod(X)
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where  denotes defeasible inference.
The choice of logic notwithstanding, rules offer a convenient way to describe argumentative
inference. Moreover, depending on the application domain, the document genre, and the
employed argument model, different constraints and rules can be enforced on the structure of
the underlying network of arguments. For example, if we adopt a DeLP-like approach, strict
rules can be used to define the relations among argument components, and defeasible rules
to define context knowledge. For example, in a hypothetical claim-premise model, support
relations may be defined exclusively between a premise and a claim. Such structural properties
could be expressed by the following strict rules:
claim(Y ) ← supports(X ,Y )
premise(X) ← supports(X ,Y )
whereby if X supports Y , then X is a claim and Y is a premise. As another abstract example,
two claims based on the same premise may not attack each other:
∼ attacks(Y 1,Y 2) ← supports(X ,Y 1)∧ supports(X ,Y 2)
As an example of defeasible rules, consider instead the context information about a political
debate, where a republican candidate, R, faces a democrat candidate, D. Then one may want to
use the knowledge that R’s claims and D’s claims are likely to attack each other:
attacks(Y 1,Y 2)  auth(Y 1,R)∧ rep(R)∧auth(Y 2,D)∧dem(D)
where predicate auth(A,B) denotes that claim A was made by B. There exist many non-
monotonic reasoning systems that integrate defeasible and strict inference. However, an
alternative approach that may successfully reconcile the computational argumentation view and
the AM view is offered by probabilistic logic programming (PLP). PLP combines the capability
of logic to represent complex relations among entities with the capability of probability to model
uncertainty over attributes and relations [219]. In a PLP framework such as PRISM [225],
LPAD [264] or ProbLog [210], defeasible rules may be expressed by rules with a probability
label. For instance, in LPAD syntax, one could write:
attacks(Y 1,Y 2) : 0.8 ← auth(Y 1,R)∧ rep(R)∧auth(Y 2,D)∧dem(D)
to express that the above rule holds in 80% of cases. In this example, 0.8 could be interpreted
as a weight or score suggesting how likely the given inference rule is to hold. In more recent
approaches, such weights could be learned directly from a collection of examples, for example
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by exploiting likelihood maximization in a learning from interpretations setting [100] or by
using a generalization of expectation maximization applied to logic programs [12].
From a higher-level perspective, rules could be exploited also to model more complex
relations between arguments or even to encode argument schemes [268], for example to assess
whether an argument is defeated by another, on the basis of the strength of its premises and
claims. This is an even more sophisticated reasoning task, which yet could be addressed within
the same kind of framework described so far.
8.3 Combining Symbolic and Sub-Symbolic Approaches
The usefulness of deep networks has been tested and proven in many NLP tasks, such as
machine translation [285], sentiment analysis [293], text classification [46, 297], relations
extraction [120], as well as in AM [41, 42, 52, 77, 138, 166, 226]. While a straightforward
approach to exploit domain knowledge in AM is to apply a set of hand-crafted rules on the
output of some first stage classifier (such as a neural network), NeSy or SRL approaches can
directly enforce (hard or soft) constraints during training, so that a solution that does not
satisfy them is penalized, or even ruled out. Therefore, if a neural network is trained to classify
argument components, and another one1 is trained to detect links between them, additional
global constraints can be enforced to adjust the weights of the networks towards admissible
solutions, as the learning process advances. Systems like DeepProbLog [176], Logic Tensor
Networks [229], or Grounding-Specific Markov Logic Networks (GS-MLN) [156], to mention
a few, enable such a scheme.
By way of illustration, we report how to implement one of the cases mentioned in Section 8.2
with DeepProbLog and with GS-MLNs. By extending the ProbLog framework, DeepProbLog
allows to introduce the following kind of construct:
nn(m,⃗ t, u⃗) :: q(⃗t,u1); . . . ;q(⃗t,un).
The effect of the construct is the creation of a set of ground probabilistic facts, whose probability
is assigned by a neural network. This mechanism allows us to delegate to a neural network m
the classification of a set of predicates q defined by some input features t⃗. The possible classes
are given by u⃗. Therefore, in the AM scenario, it would be possible, for example, to exploit two
networks m_t and m_r to classify, respectively, the type of a potential argumentative component
1In a multi-task setting, instead of two networks, the same network could be used to perform both
component classification and link detection at the same time, as we have illustrated in the previous
Chapter.


















(b) Definition of (probabilistic) rules
Figure 8.1: An excerpt of a DeepProbLog program for AM.
and the potential relation between two components. Figure 8.1a shows the corresponding
DeepProbLog code. These predicates could be easily integrated within a probabilistic logic
program designed for argumentation, so as to model (possibly weighted) constraints, rules, and
preferences, such as those described in Section 8.2. Figure 8.1b illustrates one such possibility.
The same scenario can be modeled using GS-MLNs. In the Markov logic framework,
first-order logic rules are associated with a real-valued weight. The higher the weight, the
higher the probability that the clause is satisfied, other things being equal. The weight could
possibly be infinite, to model hard constraints. In the GS-MLN extension, different weights can
be associated to different groundings of the same formula, and such weights can be computed by
neural networks. Joint training and inference can be performed, as a straightforward extension
of the classic Markov logic framework [156]. Figure 8.2 shows an example of a GS-MLN used
to model the AM scenario that we consider. Here, the first three rules model grounding-specific
clauses (the dollar symbol indicating a reference to a generic vector of features describing
the example) whose weights depend on the specific groundings (variables x and y); the three
subsequent rules are hard constraints (ending with a period); the final rule is a classic Markov
logic rule, with a weight attached to the first-order clause.
The kind of approach hereby described strongly differs from the existing approaches in
AM. Whereas Persing and Ng [202] exploit a pipeline scheme to apply the constraints to the
predictions made by deep networks at a first stage of computation, the framework we propose
can perform a joint training, which includes the constraints within the learning phase. This can
be viewed as an instance of Constraint Driven Learning [32] and its continuous counterpart,
posterior regularization [81], where multiple signals contribute to a global decision, by being
pushed to satisfy expectations on the global decision. Differently from the work by Niculae
et al. [194], who use factor graphs to encode inter-dependencies between random variables, our
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w1(x) Sentence(x,$fx) => Claim(x)
w2(x) Sentence(x,$fx) => Premise(x)
w3(x,y) Sentence(x,$fx) ^ Sentence(y,$fy) => Supports(x,y)
Supports(x,y) => Claim(y).
Supports(x,y) => Premise(x).
Supports(x,y1) ^ Supports(x,y2) => !Attacks(y1,y2).
w4 Rep(r) ^ Dem(d) ^ MadeBy(y1,r) ^ MadeBy(y2,d) =>
Attacks(y1,y2)
Figure 8.2: An excerpt of a GS-MLN for the definition of neural, hard and weighted rules for AM.
approach enables to exploit the interpretable formalism of logic to represent rules. Moreover,
the models of NeSy and SRL are typically able to learn the weights or the probabilities of the
rules, or even to learn the rules themselves, thus addressing a structure learning task.
8.4 Discussion
After many years of growing interest and remarkable results, time is ripe for AM to move
forward in its ability to support complex arguments. To this end, we argue that research in
this area should aim at combining sub-symbolic and symbolic approaches, and that several
state-of-the-art ML frameworks already provide the necessary ground for such a leap forward.
The combination of such approaches will leverage different forms of abstractions that we
consider essential for AM. On the one hand, (probabilistic) logical representations enable to
specify AM systems in terms of data, world knowledge and other constraints, and to express
uncertainties at a logical and conceptual level rather than at the level of individual random
variables. This would make AM systems easier to interpret — a feature that is now becoming a
need for AI in general [99] — since they could help explaining the logic and the reasons that
lead them to produce their arguments, while still dealing with the uncertainties stemming from
the data and the (incomplete) background knowledge. On the other hand, AM is too complex
to fully specify the distributions of random variables and their global (in)dependency structure
a priori. Sub-symbolic models can harness such a complexity by finding the right, general
outline, in the form of computational graphs, and processing data.
In order to fully exploit the potential of this joint approach, clearly many challenges have to
be faced. First of all, several languages and frameworks for NeSy and SRL exist, each with
its own characteristics in terms of both expressive power and efficiency. In this sense, AM
would represent an ideal test-bed for such frameworks, by presenting a challenging, large-scale
application domain where the exploitation of a background knowledge could play a crucial
role to boost performance. Inference in this kind of models is clearly an issue, thus AM would
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provide additional benchmarks for the development of efficient algorithms, both in terms of
memory consumption and running time. Finally, although there are already several NeSy
and SRL frameworks available, being these research areas still relatively young and in rapid
development, their tools are not yet mainstream. Here, an effort is needed in integrating such
tools with state-of-the-art neural architectures for NLP.
Chapter 9
Logic Tensor Networks for
Neural-Symbolic AM
Typically the argumentative components of a document are interconnected with each other, so
as to form an argumentative graph. The task of classifying a single component (or relationship)
would probably benefit from considering not only the attributes of the component itself but also
the attributes of the components and of the relationship that belong to the same neighborhood
in the argumentative graph. The task of AM becomes therefore a task of collective classifica-
tion [227], which is the combined classification of a set of interlinked objects according to the
attributes of those objects and the objects in their neighborhood.
Most of the existing neural-symbolic frameworks may present difficulties of use for AM
in their current implementation if they do not support collective classification. Indeed, the
training procedures consider only a limited and well-defined amount of entities at the same
time, whereas AM requires to consider a variable number of entities at the same time (the
components of the document) and all the potential relationships between them. After an initial
investigation of several neural-symbolic implementations, we decided to use the Logic Tensor
Networks framework for argument mining and conducted what is, to the best of our knowledge,
the first experiment of neural-symbolic AM.
While our experimental setting cannot be compared to the state of the art, our findings
confirm that the introduction of logic rules may improve neural networks for link prediction
under the perspective of accuracy, robustness, and respect of the domain properties.
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9.1 Logic Tensor Networks
Logic Tensor Networks (LTN) [59, 60, 228, 229] is a framework that integrates first-order many-
valued logical reasoning [16] with tensor networks [239], implemented in TensorFlow [1]. LTN
belongs to the “tensorization” approaches, a class of undirect neuro-symbolic approaches [211]
which embed First Order Logic entities, such as constants and facts, into real-valued tensors.
The framework allows combining data-driven machine learning with background knowledge
expressed through first order fuzzy logic representation. Therefore, it is possible to use FOL to
impose soft constraints at training time and to verify and investigate properties at test time.
LTN variables are an abstract representation of data, which must be linked to a set of
real-valued vectors. A single data point of this set can be represented using LTN constants.
LTN functions represent operations that can be done over variables, and produce real-valued
vectors as result. The evaluation is done by a set of TensorFlow operations, e.g., a neural
network, which are specified when the function is defined. LTN predicates are defined as
functions whose output is a single real value between 0 and 1, which represent the degree of
truth of the predicate. They can be used to represent classes of objects as well as properties that
may exist between multiple objects. The learning setting is defined in terms of LTN axioms,
which specify which logic conditions must hold, and therefore allows to assign labels to data
and to specify soft constraints. Axioms can be expressed by making use of logical connectives
(and, or, not, implication) and quantifiers (∀, ∃).
LTN, similarly to DeepProbLog, allows creating vertical-hybrid learning systems, where
high-level logic is placed on top of deep networks, as opposed to horizontal-hybrid learn-
ing (e.g., the work of [116]), where the symbolic knowledge is encoded into the networks
themselves [51]. The idea behind the design of these systems is that the symbolic part must
influence the behavior of the neural part and provide means to interpret their results. Reasoning
is performed in the form of approximate satisfiability, which means that the optimization
process aims to maximize the level of satisfiability of a grounded theory, by minimizing the
loss function [228]. Inference follows a model-theoretic perspective, which means that learning
is done through learning the shared parameters over the ground model and inference is based
on possible groundings of the model [211].
Once the models have been trained, it is possible to evaluate results doing queries expressed
in FOL, which can be used to assess the performance of the neural networks but also to verify
the degree of truth of a property, expressed as a logic rule.
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9.2 LTN for AM
We define two neural networks nnComp and nnLink, dedicated respectively to component
classification and link prediction. The first network takes a component as input and produces a
probability distribution over the possible component classes as output. The second one receives
two components and outputs a single value between 0 and 1 which represents the probability of
the existence of an argumentative link between two components.
For link prediction we define three variables: varP, varL, varNL. The first is linked to all
the possible pairs of components of our training set. The second one to all the training couples
where there is an argumentative link, while the third one to all the others. Then, we define a
predicate LINK, which we associate to the output of nnLink.
For component classification we define one variable, varC, that is linked to all the compo-
nents of our training set, and one additional variable varClassX for each possible class, that are
linked to the related data. For each class, we define a predicate CLASSX , with the semantic
"belonging to that specific class", that we associate to the respective output of nnComp.
Finally, we define the learning setting specifying 2 axioms for the task of link predic-
tion (Eq. 9.1 and 9.2), and one axiom for each component class for the task of component
classification (Eq. 9.3).
∀varL : LINK(varL) (9.1)
∀varNL :∼ LINK(varNL) (9.2)
∀varClX : CLASSX(varClassX) (9.3)
Additionally, we can use axioms to specify additional soft constraints, creating new variables
when needed. For example, we can define the variables varC2 and varC3, which are both
linked to the components of the training set. Then, it is possible to specify the following axioms
to impose the transitivity (Eq. 9.4) and non-symmetry (Eq. 9.5) properties of argumentative
links.
∀varC,varC2,varC3 :
LINK(varC,varC2) & LINK(varC2,varC3)⇒ LINK(varC,varC3) (9.4)
∀varC,varC2 : LINK(varC,varC2)⇒∼ LINK(varC2,varC) (9.5)
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9.3 Architecture and Method
The current implementation of LTN does not expose APIs to easily configure some aspects of
the training procedure. Indeed, to guarantee the consistency of the tensor network, the training
procedure employed in our experiments uses a single data batch, which unfortunately has
repercussions on the computational resources required.
Due to our limited resources, in this investigation, we need to reduce the size of the data
and the complexity of the networks’ architecture. We have therefore chosen the AbstRCT
corpus [181], described in Chapter 5, as the benchmark, performing AM at the sentence level.
We will consequently make use of four predicates, corresponding to the classes of the dataset:
LINK, NOLINK, EV IDENCE, and CLAIM. Each sentence will be represented using a single
sentence embedding, so as to minimize the use of memory. Training, validation, and test
process will be conducted on the respective splits.
9.3.1 Architecture
For sentence embeddings, we have decided to use GloVe [201] embeddings of size 25, averaging
over the words of the sentences. We have chosen this method for sake of simplicity and because
it allows us to obtain low-dimensional embeddings without the need of training new embeddings
or relying on dimensionality-reduction techniques that may invalidate the expressiveness of the
embeddings. We are well aware that such a technique is naive, and we intend to investigate more
advanced techniques in future works, such as Sentence-BERT [215] and Universal Sentence
Encodings [29].
For what concerns the networks’ architecture, we rely on a simple architecture made of
three stacked fully-connected layers and a softmax classifier. We use ReLU as activation
function, and employ dropout with probability p = 0.4 after each layer. Similar to what we
have done in Chapter 7, we train an ensemble of 20 networks both for nnComp and nnLink, and
evaluate the aggregated output. In this context, using majority voting may not be the best way
to compute the output of the ensemble. Indeed, it has the drawback of providing a categorical
output, not preserving the probabilistic semantic of the prediction. An alternative would be
to use the average of the output of the networks, with the inherent vulnerability to outliers.
We have therefore decided to pursue both approaches, referring to the first one as MAJ and
the second one as AVG, so as to evaluate the results from multiple perspectives.1 Another
possibility that may be explored in future work is to represent the probability score assigned
1The MAJ and AVG approaches are just two different methods to aggregate the outputs of the single
networks into the output of the ensemble. They do not differ in terms of which networks are involved.
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to a class as the percentage of networks that have assigned it the highest probability. Such a
method should guarantee robustness while fitting the fuzzy logic semantic of the framework.
9.3.2 Method
To properly evaluate if the use of symbolic rules yields positive results, we perform a baseline
training relying only on the data. As a comparison, we train a model including two LTN axioms
based on characteristic properties of the dataset: no symmetric link can exist and claims can be
linked only to other claims. Such rules can be written as in Eq. 9.5 and Eq. 9.6. Exploiting
collective classification, the rules will be applied dataset-wise and the optimizer will have the
objective to maximize their satisfiability for any possible pair of components of the training set,
not only between components that belong to the same document. To avoid overfitting, we rely
early-stopping on the F1 score of the link prediction, using patience of 1000 epochs.
∀varC,varC2 : LINK(varC,varC2) & CLAIM(varC)⇒CLAIM(varC2) (9.6)
The evaluation of the two approaches will be based on several aspects. We will measure the
F1 metrics regarding link prediction and component classification, to assess if the rules improve
the performance of the models. Through LTN queries performed on the AVG ensemble, we
will be able to test whether the models respect the two desired properties. Finally, we will
compute the degree of agreement between the networks related to the predictions of the MAJ
ensemble.
9.4 Experimental Results
Table 9.1 summarizes the results of our experiments. For the classification tasks, we report the
F1 score for each class and the macro-F1 score for component classification. The agreement
is measured as Krippendorff’s alpha, while the degree of truth of the properties is evaluated
through LTN queries. For what concerns the AM tasks, the difference between the MAJ and
AVG approaches is negligible in the rule-based setting, while it is more accentuated in the
no-rules setting for link prediction, where the majority voting improves w.r.t. the alternative by
at least 2 percentage points.
The presence of rules seems to be beneficial especially for the task of link prediction,
where the networks perform consistently better than the ones trained without rules. Conversely,
the latter have performed slightly better on component classification, but such a difference is
minimal and not present in all the datasets. The agreement between the networks is at least
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Table 9.1: Results of neural-symbolic AM on AbstRCT. The first two column presents the baseline
approach, the following two the approach involving rules during the training. Scores are reported as
percentage values.
Only Data Data+Rules
Test set Aspect Criterion MAJ AVG MAJ AVG
Neoplasm
Classification
Components 79 80 79 78
Evidence 84 85 84 83
Claim 74 75 74 74
Link 34 31 35 35
No-Link 81 81 85 85
Agreement
Component class. 77 79
Link prediction 64 70
Properties
Non-symmetry 98 100
Equation 9.6 100 100
Glaucoma
Classification
Components 82 82 81 82
Evidence 89 89 88 88
Claim 75 75 75 75
Link 45 43 47 45
No-Link 87 87 90 89
Agreement
Component class 75 75
Link prediction 66 71
Properties
Non-symmetry 99 100
Equation 9.6 100 100
Mixed
Classification
Components 81 81 81 80
Evidence 86 86 86 85
Claim 75 75 76 75
Link 38 34 39 40
No-Link 83 83 87 87
Agreement
Component class. 75 76
Link prediction 64 69
Properties
Non-symmetry 98 100
Equation 9.6 100 100
acceptable in all the settings, with higher values for component classification. The use of rules
clearly benefits robustness,2 boosting the agreement of at least 5 percentage points for link
prediction and a few points for component classification. This benefit is confirmed also by the
2We mean robustness against the randomness present in the training process [214]. We have not
evaluated robustness against other elements, such as noise in the data.
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Figure 9.1: Total number of components and number of correctly classified components in relation with
their length.
Figure 9.2: Percentage of correctly classified components in relation with their length. Only lengths
between 1 and 50 tokens are considered.
smaller difference between the AVG and the MAJ approaches. Finally, even if the data-based
approach already satisfies a property completely and the other property almost completely, the
introduction of rules during the training phase makes it possible to guarantee their satisfaction
to an approximate degree of 100%. The results obtained on the three test sets present minor
differences between them, nonetheless, the contribution of the use of rules is clearly visible in
all of them.
We have analyzed whether the length of the components influence the performance of the
networks on component classification task, testing the ensemble using the MAJ approach on
the whole test dataset. Figures 9.1 and 9.2 indicate that the networks are better at classifying
longer sentences. One possible explanation to this behaviour is linked to the process of creation
of sentence embeddings. Since they are computed as average of word embeddings, in longer
sentences the number of words that are significant for the task may surpasse the number of non-
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significant words, resulting in a more expressive sentence embedding. We have not observed
any significant difference between the behaviour of the networks trained only on the data and
those trained with the help of rules.
9.5 Discussion
To the best of our knowledge, our approach has been the first neural-symbolic approach to
AM. In our method, logic rules play a role both during the very training process of the neural
networks and at inference time as means to investigate the behavior of the models. The
definition of training rules and queries requires only to know first order logic, without the need
to have any expertise regarding machine learning, neural-symbolic systems, or deep networks.
The decoupling between the symbolic and the neural part allows changing either of them
without any direct impact on the other, except for the definition of basic concepts such as the
predicates/labels of the problem. Such modularity would be highly beneficial in the context of
AM, allowing to easily use the same neural architecture in different contexts, since differences
across corpora can be expressed through different symbolic rules.
Due to the characteristic of the framework, we have designed an experimental setting that
is simpler than the one used in previous chapters. Nonetheless, our results show how the
introduction of two symbolic rules has given a positive contribution to the task, increasing all
the three aspects we have evaluated: accuracy, robustness, and respect of the properties. Such
results are far from the state of the art and our previous results, probably due to the architectures
we have used, but we speculate that the impact of rules may hold even for more advanced
models.
The most obvious future directions of investigation regard the manipulation of the "softness"
of the rules and the use of mini-batches. The former aspect would be beneficial in contexts
where some rules express preferences (or theories) while others express constraints. The latter
would allow using more complex architectures and a sophisticated experimental setting. Indeed,
in our benchmark, the argumentation graphs link only entities that belong to the same document,
hence the collective classification may be performed document-wise, rather than dataset-wise.
It should be possible to exploit an experimental setting where each mini-batch is associated with
a single document, with the consequence that rules will be applied only between elements of
the same document. Such a consequence may be a desired property or an unwanted drawback,
according to the specific context. A collective classification on the whole corpus would be
beneficial in applications where the argumentation spans across multiple domains and the aim
is to find relations between components that belong to different documents. This approach suits
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contexts such as mining argumentation in social networks [22] or retrieving arguments related
to a specific topic [70].
Finally, another direction regards the possibility of training neural networks apt to recognize
properties that are not explicit in the training data but can be defined through logical rules. In
the context of our setting, it would be possible to define a predicate that represents a property
without the need to provide any grounding example for it. This could be achieved by creating
axioms that involve such a predicate and other grounded predicates, so as to train the neural
network associated with the new predicate along with the ones for which the grounding is
provided. This could allow the network to infer information regarding components or relations
that are not available in the training data. Two examples in our setting are finding which claim
is the major claim of a document, or which components agree with each other, but other more






Concluding Remarks and Future Work
The purpose of this thesis has been the investigation of deep networks’ behavior in contexts
and tasks where symbolic information may play a major role.
In the first part, we have focused on the application of neural models to problems related
to the learning of rules and constraints. We have found that deep networks can actually learn
complex behavior related to symbolic rules, such as the rules of a game and the constraints of a
CSP.
To pursue a deeper analysis of these behaviors, we have decided to focus on the task of
Argumentation Mining, a research field that both symbolic and sub-symbolic approaches find
challenging. We have seen how the mechanism of Neural Attention can be beneficial, enhancing
the performance of the models and making them more interpretable. We have validated
Attention for Argument Mining empirically: we have designed a deep neural architecture based
on residual networks and attention, obtaining satisfactory results on 3 of the datasets on which
we have tested it.
Finally, we have focused on the possibilities of neural-symbolic approaches to AM. We
endeavored to do this by firstly discussing the importance of this direction of research and
analyzing the possible frameworks, and then concluding by using the Logic Tensor Networks
framework to realize what it is, to the best of our knowledge, the first experiment regarding
neural-symbolic argument mining. Our results have shown that using a neural-symbolic
framework to introduce logical rules during the training process improves the models under all
the dimensions we have evaluated: accuracy, robustness, and respect of specific properties of
the domain.
While neural-symbolic learning is a trending topic in AI, the technology is not yet ripe for a
broad uptake. Many of the existing frameworks are still not developed enough to be used with
ease in multiple contexts, and their application is limited to the domain and the case studies
proposed by their authors. Among their weak points, there is surely the limited scalability
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of most of these methods, which is one of the main open challenges [211]. Moreover, we
think that the lack of well-established standards and conventions, and a generally insufficient
documentation makes these tools hard to approach for non-expert of the domain. Since the
extension of their use to new purposes usually requires a deep knowledge of their functioning,
it is difficult to disseminate their use outside of the Neural-Symbolic and Statistical Relational
Learning communities, hence their spread across other research fields often weights on the
developers of these very frameworks. In this work we have studied an application of such
frameworks to a new complex domain, and we have highlighted the requirements we had for
the task at hand, the limitations we faced, and some challenges that are still open. We think
that future research should focus on these aspects, in order to make these instruments more
approachable by scientists from other disciplines and so make their use broader.
Besides the integration of rules given by the domain or by the argumentative model,
an interesting line of research would be to integrate formal logic rules regarding rhetorical
devices [4] and properties of the arguments (such as cogency, effectiveness, and reasonableness).
This may hopefully improve the performance of the models and provide a new perspective
of analysis. Furthermore, it would be interesting to use such rules to extend the use of LTN
to the task of argument quality assessment and further investigate the relationship between
theory-based [139] and practical approaches [97].
Although we have experimentally assessed its importance, we have not used neural attention
in our neural-symbolic approach to AM, due to the limitations given by the computational
resources available to us. However, as future work, we aim to integrate it into our architectures.
Additionally, we would like to map its outputs or parameters into logic predicates, so as to
exploit it in logic queries that may be used to interpret the behavior of the networks.
It is undeniable that bridging the gap between computational argumentation and neural
attention is still a highly challenging task. We recognize that the work covered in this thesis on
neural-symbolic approach has been limited to the integration of a few logic rules and lacked
the inclusion of proper argumentation frameworks. However, we still believe our research can
be considered an important first step towards this, and we eagerly look forward to our future
work in this direction.
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